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Abstract

This thesis is about the development of the optics and the cryogenics for the
1.1 THz Heterodyne Array Receiver to be mounted in the Nasmyth A cabin
of the Atacama Path�nder Experiment (APEX) telescope.

The THz range is a still largely unexplored area in astrophysics because
of the technological challenge for the receiver and telescope as well as the
di�cult atmospheric conditions.

The APEX telescope, a modi�ed Atacama Large Millimeter Array
(ALMA) prototype antenna, with its 12 m dish is the largest submillime-
ter single-dish telescope in the world for THz frequencies, allowing a spatial
resolution of few arcseconds, due to its location on the Chajnantor plateau,
at 5100 m altitude in the chilean Andes, and its surface accuracy of 17 µm
r.m.s.

Observations in the 1.1 THz atmospheric window (1000 - 1080 GHz) from
the ground have di�culties, but are still possible and productively usable if
done with APEX. These di�culties, in addition to the fact that single pixel
sensitivity is constrained by the quantum limit, make even more important
the development of array receivers in this frequency band.

Several important molecular transitions are located in this frequency
range, observing them with high spectral resolution (> 106) will improve
our understanding of the chemical and physical conditions in hot cores in the
galactic Interstellar Medium (ISM) and, especially, in starburst galaxies and
active galactic nuclei of external galaxies. The CO 9-8 line at 1036.9 GHz is
a tracer for the warm and dense gas. OH+ at 1033 GHz and NH+ at 1012.6
GHz are important for the study of chemical networks in the ISM. These
observations will contribute decisively to answer questions such as �How do
galaxies form and evolve?� and �How do stars form?�.

The 1.1 THz Array Receiver is a cartridge-type receiver because of the
several bene�ts that this concept provides which was �rst introduced for
the ALMA receivers. It mainly means that several individual receivers, or
cartridges, share one main cryostat. Among the bene�ts that this modularity
provides is the fact that each cartridge can be assembled and maintained
independently to the cryostat, reducing observing downtime at the telescope.
The receiver could optionally be upgraded, in the future, with di�erent mixer
technology, operation frequency and number of pixels. Two easily removable
cartridges were designed and built, each containing one sub-array of 9 pixels,
organized in a 3x3 arrangement, observing the same frequency in orthogonal
polarizations.

The detecting elements will be Superconductor-Isolator-Superconductor
(SIS) balance mixers which required an operation temperature below 4.5 K
for their optimum performance. They are being developed in our institute
and are not part of this thesis. However, their requirements are important
inputs for the design of the cryogenics and the optics of the receiver. A
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cryostat that can house both cartridge modules and that provides the in-
frastructure together with the necessary low cryogenic temperature to the
mixers was developed.

To connect the cartridges to the cryostat thermally and mechanically we
developed a new all-metal Thermal Link (TL). It consists of a crown-like ring
made of aluminum and an Invar ring.

All the receiver optics is fully re�ective, thus avoiding the absorption
and re�ection losses of dielectric lenses and reducing standing waves in the
receiver. To guarantee internal optics alignment, we employ, where possible,
a monolithic integrated optics approach.

The optics that is installed inside the cryostat and the cryogenics were
built, mostly in our workshop, and assembled to be tested in the labora-
tory. Beam measurements of the optics were performed, in direct-detection
mode, with our in house available single-ended Superconducting Hot Electron
Bolometer (HEB) mixers. The provided temperature to both focal plane ar-
rays was 4.4 K, in the latest tests, largely su�cient for the HEB mixers which
operation temperature was around 6.5 K. The results of the optics tests have
shown some misalignment inside of the cryostat. The source of the problem
is most probably due to the cartridges positioning and not to the optics itself,
but additional tests are needed. One of the two optics assemblies involved
was tested individually and shows good results.
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Zusammenfassung

Diese Arbeit handelt von der Entwicklung der Optik und der Kühleinheit
(�cryogenics�) für den 1.1 THz Heterodyn Array Empfänger, der in der Nas-
myth A Kabine des Atacama Path�nder Experiment (APEX) Teleskops in-
stalliert werden soll.

Der THz Bereich ist ein immer noch gröÿtenteils unerforschtes Gebiet
in der Astrophysik aufgrund der technologischen Herausforderungen für
Empfänger und Teleskop sowie aufgrund der schwierigen atmosphärischen
Bedingungen. Das APEX Teleskop, eine modi�zierte Prototyp-Antenne des
Atacama Large Millimeter Array (ALMA), ist mit seinen 12m Durchmesser
das gröÿte sub-mm Einzel-Antennen (single-dish) Teleskop der Welt für THz
Frequenzen. Es hat eine räumliche Au�ösung von einigen Bogensekunden
aufgrund seiner Lage auf dem Chajnantor Plateau, 5100 m hoch gelegen in
den Chilenischen Anden, und aufgrund seiner Ober�ächengenauigkeit von
17µm r.m.s..

Bodengebundene Beobachtungen in dem atmosphärischen Fenster bei
1.1 THz (1000-1080 GHz) sind schwierig, sind aber möglich und können
produktiv mit APEX durchgeführt werden. Diese Schwierigkeiten, zusät-
zlich zu der Tatsache, dass die Emp�ndlichkeit der einzelnen Pixel durch das
Quantenlimit begrenzt ist, machen die Entwicklung von Array-Empfängern
in diesem Frequenzband noch wichtiger.

Einige wichtige Energieübergänge von Molekülen liegen in diesem Fre-
quenzbereich. Diese mit hoher spektraler Au�ösung zu beobachten (> 106)
ist wichtig für das Verständnis der physikalischen und chemischen Bedingun-
gen in sogenannten �hot cores� im galaktischen Interstellaren Medium (ISM)
und insbesondere auch in Starburst Galaxien sowie aktiven Kernen entfernter
Galaxien (AGN). Die CO 9-8 Linie bei 1036.9 GHz ist ein Tracer für dichtes,
warmes Gas. OH+ bei 1033 GHz und NH+ bei 1012.6 GHz sind wichtig
beim Studium chemischer Netzwerke im ISM. Diese Beobachtungen werden
entscheidend zur Beantwortung von Fragen wie �Wie entstehen Galaxien und
wie entwickeln sie sich?� und �Wie entstehen Sterne?� beitragen.

Der 1.1 THz Array-Empfänger ist ein sogenannter �cartridge-type�
Empfänger, aufgrund der verschiedenen Vorzüge dieses, erstmals für die
ALMA Empfänger eingeführten, Konzepts. Es bedeutet hauptsächlich, dass
sich mehrere einzelne Empfänger, die sogenannten �cartridges�, sich einen
Haupt-Kryostat teilen. Zu den Vorteilen dieser Modularität gehört auch,
dass jedes �cartridge� einzeln in den Kryostaten eingebaut und dort unterhal-
ten werden kann, was Beobachtungsunterbrechungen am Teleskop reduziert.
Der Empfänger kann optional in der Zukunft aufgerüstet werden, z.Bsp. mit
anderer Mischer-technologie, anderen Beobachtungsfrequenzen und einer an-
deren Anzahl von Pixeln. Zwei, leicht austauschbare �cartridges� wurden
entworfen und gebaut, jedes enthält ein Sub-Array mit 9 Pixeln, angeord-
net in einer 3x3 Kon�guration, die bei gleicher Frequenz in orthogonalen
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Polarisationen messen.
Die Detektorelemente werde Supraleiter-Isolator-Supraleiter (SIS) bal-

ancierter Mischer sein, die zur optimalen Performance bei Temperaturen
unter 4.5 K betrieben werden müssen. Sie werden an unserem Institut en-
twickelt und sind nicht Teil dieser Arbeit. Allerdings ist ihr Anforderungspro-
�l ein wichtiger Input für das Design der Küleinheit (cryogenics) und der Op-
tik des Empfängers. Ein Kryostat, der beide �cartridge� Module aufnehmen
kann und gleichzeitig die gesamte Infrastruktur, zusammen mit den erforder-
lichen niedrigen Temperaturen für die Mischer zur Verfügung stellt wurde
von mir entwickelt.

Um die �cartridges� thermisch und mechanisch mit dem Kryostaten
zu verbinden entwickelten wir eine neue thermische Kopplung (TL) auss-
chlieÿlich aus Metall, bestehend aus einem kronenartigen Aluminiumring und
einem Ring aus Invar.

Die gesamte Empfängeroptik ist voll re�ektierend und vermeidet damit
Absorptions- und Re�ektionsverlust von dielektrischen Linsen und reduziert
damit Stehwellen innerhalb des Empfängers. Um eine optimal Ausrichtung
der internen Optik zu garantieren verwendeten wir, wenn möglich, eine mono-
lithisch integrierte Optik.

Die Optik, die innerhalb des Kryostaten verwendet wird, sowie die Külein-
heit (�cryogenics�) wurden gröÿtenteils in unserer Werkstatt gebaut und in
unserem Labor getestet. Strahlmessungen der Optik wurden im �direct-
detection� Modus mit Hilfe hauseigener Hot Electron Bolometer (HEB) Mis-
cher (single-ended) durchgeführt. In beiden Fokalebenen-Arrays wurde bei
den letzten Tests eine Temperatur von 4.4 K erreicht - ausreichend für die
supraleitenden HEB Mischer, deren Arbeitstemperatur bei ca. 6.5 K lag.
Die Ergebnisse der Optiktests zeigten einige Fehlausrichtungen innerhalb
des Kryostaten. Deren Ursache ist sehr wahrscheinlich die Positionierung der
�cartridges� und nicht eine fehlerhafte Optik. Allerdings sind weitere Tests zu
Abklärung nötig. Eine der beiden verwendeten Optik-Komponenten wurde
separat getestet und zeigte gute Ergebnisse.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter provides the context of this thesis which deals with the devel-
opment of the optics and the cryogenics for an instrument that will operate
in the submillimeter frequency range and that will perform the observations
from the ground. It starts with a description of submillimeter astronomy
(section 1.1), including its di�culties, science goals and the important astro-
nomical projects of recent years. After this, the detections modes, coherent
and incoherent, that are available in the submillimeter regime are brie�y ex-
plained, and their major di�erences are highlighted in the framework of their
use in submillimeter astronomy. It continues with the description of the 1.1
THz Heterodyne Array Receiver project in section 1.3, starting with the par-
ticular science enabled by the THz astronomy, with focus in the 1.1 THz
atmospheric window. Then, other instruments that have observed in this
band are presented. After the Herschel space observatory has completed its
operations, there is no instrument observing in this frequency band. After-
ward, the observing facility that will accommodate this receiver is presented
and the receiver description including its components, and the reason for
their incorporation or choice, is explained.

The detectors of the receiver are not part of this thesis. However, their
requirements in temperature, space and other particular needs for their right
functioning are important inputs for the design of the cryogenics and the
optics of the receiver. Therefore relevant information about them is given in
this chapter, in particular when describing the instrument concept in section
1.3.4.

After the introduction, this thesis is presented divided in two main parts,
two chapters give an account of the cryogenics and a third one explains
the optics. Each chapter includes a presentation of the subject with the
related requirements, the description of the design and the explanation of
the laboratory tests with the corresponding results. Chapter 2 refers to the
cryostat and the cartridges, chapter 3 is about the thermal links and chapter
4 gives an explanation of the receiver optics. The conclusions and outlook
are given in chapter 5. To �nish, two appendices are included. The �rst one
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Chapter 1. Introduction

shows two �gures with the receiver temperatures during the cool-down cycle
and the second one shows the thermal links behavior during 31 cool-downs,
out of a total of 35 performed during this thesis, presented chronologically.

1.1 Submillimeter Astronomy

Observational astronomy is focused on acquiring data from observations of
astronomical objects where the source of information is the electromagnetic
radiation. It may be divided according to the observed region of the elec-
tromagnetic spectrum. Some parts of the electro-magnetic spectrum can be
observed from the Earth's surface, while other parts are only observable from
either high altitudes or outside the Earth's atmosphere.

At the beginning of the 1990s, the submillimeter regime which approx-
imately spans the frequencies from 0.3 to 3 THz was still very unexplored.
This can be explained by two major limitations: the atmosphere, mainly
opaque in this spectral range, except in some windows of transmission acces-
sible only from dry sites either in altitude (see �gure 1.1) or on the Antarctica
plateau; and the developed instruments that had limited sensitivities and
were generally equipped with only one single detector or receiver.

The main goal of submillimeter astronomy is to observe the warm rather
than hot (such as stars) and cold (such as the cosmic background radiation)
sources, e.g. the Interstellar Medium (ISM) which is made of gas and dust,
star formation regions. Broadband thermal radiation from small dust grains
- re-radiating absorbed shorter wavelength radiation - is the most common
continuum emission process in this band; and gases with temperatures be-
tween 10 and a few hundred K emit their brightest molecular and atomic
emission lines here.

Submillimeter astronomy is then the prime technique to unveil the for-
mation and evolution of stars, galaxies and the interaction with the ISM.

To avoid most of the atmospheric absorption due to water vapor, spe-
cially at THz frequencies, airborne observatories have been used since the
70s. The Kuiper Airborne Observatory (KAO), equipped with a 91 cm tele-
scope, was operational from 1974 to 1995. It included an heterodyne receiver
for the range from 600 to 3000 GHz which was in operations from 1985
[Roeser et al., 1990]. The front end of this receiver contained Schottky diode
mixer operating at ambient temperature. The useful application of the high
resolution heterodyne receiver was limited by the sensitivity of the detector1.

In the last decades, the progress made in technology of the semiconduc-
tors as well as in superconductivity made it possible to set the bases of
a promising submillimeter instrumentation. Thus, ambitious projects have
been developed, such as the Herschel Space Observatory [Pilbratt et al.,

1System noise temperature of 25.000 (SSB) or 12.500 (DSB) achieved at 120 µm
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1.1. Submillimeter Astronomy
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Figure 1.1: Zenith atmospheric transmission on the Chajnantor Plateau (Chile).
At the Atacama Path�nder Experiment (APEX) telescope site on the Chajnantor
Plateau, the amount of PWVa is typically 1.0 mm and falls below 0.5 mm up to
25% of the time. The image shows the atmospheric transmission between 200 GHz
and 1.6 THz for di�erent PWV values. It is based on the ATMb model written by
Juan Pardo [APEX telescope, ].

aPWV = Precipitable Water Vapor
bATM = Atmospheric Transmission at Microwaves
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Chapter 1. Introduction

2010], a submillimeter space observatory and one of the major projects of
the world astrophysical community of the last years. It was launched on
14 May 2009 and was operational until 29 April 2013, but scienti�c work
on the data will continue for many years. The observatory o�ered unprece-
dented observational capabilities in the far-infrared and submillimeter spec-
tral range from 55 to 671 µm. The telescope's primary mirror was 3.5 m, more
than four times bigger than any previous infrared space telescope. The pay-
load had three advanced science instruments: Photodetecting Array Camera
and Spectrometer (PACS) and Spectral and Photometric Imaging Receiver
(SPIRE), two direct detection cameras/medium resolution (few thousands)
spectrometers and Heterodyne Instrument for the Far Infrared (HIFI), a very
high-resolution heterodyne spectrometer (up to 108).

Developed on the legacy of KAO, the Stratospheric Observatory For In-
frared Astronomy (SOFIA) [Becklin and Moon, 2004] is another important
project. It consists of a Boeing 747SP modi�ed to carry a 2.5 m telescope,
is operational since end of 2010. SOFIA is a joint project between USA and
Germany. Nine �rst generation instruments were selected and are developed
by institutions in both involved countries, including imaging cameras and
spectrographs with spectral resolutions ranging from 100 to 108, covering
the wavelength range from 0.3 to 600 µm with an emphasis on the spectral
regions inaccessible from the ground such as the 6-8 µm and 30-300 µm re-
gions. One of the �rst generation instruments is the German Receiver for
Astronomy at Terahertz Frequencies (GREAT), a dual channel heterodyne
instrument working at 1.4, 1.9 and 2.5 THz. GREAT detected �rst light
on April 2011, and performed successfully 14 science �ights during SOFIA's
Early Science phase. Science results based on these observations are con-
tained in an Astronomy & Astrophysics special issue [Walmsley et al., 2012].

The submillimeter regime can be observed from space observatories, air-
craft or balloons without (or with less) the limitations caused by the atmos-
phere and, most importantly, are not limited to few windows, but ground-
based submillimeter observations can provide better angular resolutions down
to a few arcseconds with single dish observations, are considerably cheaper
and easier to service than satellites, and may provide more observing time
than can be obtained from an aircraft. THz observations from the ground
have di�culties, but it has been demonstrated that they are possible (see
section 1.3). These di�culties make even more important the development
of array receivers in this frequency range. Ground observations are also im-
portant to follow up the investigation, where possible, of the discoveries done
with the Herschel's instruments and are a good complement to the observa-
tions performed with SOFIA.
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1.2. Detectors for submillimeter astronomy

1.2 Detectors for submillimeter astronomy

Detectors used in submillimeter astronomy can be classi�ed in two groups
depending on the detection principle: coherent and incoherent (direct) de-
tection. These two principles are brie�y described in the following sections.

1.2.1 Direct Detectors

In direct or incoherent detection the energy of the photons incident on the
detector releases free carriers (electrons), or leads to heating of a thermal
device. Consequently the phase information of the electromagnetic wave is
lost. The fundamental, and usually dominating, noise contribution in this
detection principle is due to statistical �uctuations in the arrival rate of the
photons (photon noise).

Bolometers are type of direct detectors, they are basically very sensitive
thermometers. The operation of a bolometer makes use of the e�ect that the
resistance, R, of a material varies with the temperature. When radiation is
absorbed by the bolometer material, the temperature varies; this tempera-
ture change is a measure of the intensity of the incident radiation. Because
this thermal e�ect is rather independent of the frequency of the radiation
absorbed, bolometers are intrinsically broadband devices. Bolometers are
sensitive to both polarizations.

In the submillimeter range (from around 200 µm to 1 mm wavelength),
the bolometer is the most sensitive type of detector for any continuum (broad-
band) measurements. Nevertheless, to achieve the best sensitivity, they must
be cooled down to a fraction of a degree above absolute zero (typically from
50 to 300 mK); this makes their operation technically somewhat challenging.

To resolve the input signal spectroscopically, the optics of the direct-
detector systems has to include �lters (low resolution) or dispersive elements
(mid-resolution) such as a Michelson or Fabry-Pérot interferometers, di�rac-
tion grating, etc. to distribute the di�erent wavelengths on di�erent detector
elements.

Some examples of bolometer cameras with a large number of pixels are
the PACS imager [Poglitsch et al., 2010] operating from 60 to 210 µm and the
SPIRE photometer [Gri�n et al., 2010] covering the range from 208 to 583
µm, both on the Herschel Space Observatory. From the ground, LABOCA
operates at 870 µm since 2007 and ArTeMiS 350 µm band was commissioned
on 2013, both at the Atacama Path�nder Experiment (APEX) telescope
[APEX telescope, ].

In the last decade, research has extended to a new type of direct detector
called Microwave Kinetic Inductance Detector (MKID) [Day et al., 2003].
They are wideband superconducting photon detectors suitable for a wide
frequency range from the THz up to the X-ray. These devices operate at
cryogenic temperatures, typically below 300 mK.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.2.2 Heterodyne detectors

Coherent detectors measure amplitude and phase of the electromagnetic �eld
at the same time, due to the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, their maximum
sensitivity restricts to the quantum limit:

TN,min =
hν

kB
≈ 47 K/THz (1.1)

where TN,min is the minimum noise temperature that a mixer can achieved, in
other words, is its maximum possible sensitivity, h is the Planck's constant,
ν is the frequency and kB is the Boltzmann's constant.

To observe at frequencies where no suitable ampli�ers exist (above 100
GHz), the heterodyne principle is used. Instead of �ltering and amplify-
ing the incoming astronomical signal (RF) as such, it is down-converted to a
lower Intermediate Frequency (IF). The weak RF to be detected νRF, together
with a stronger Local Oscillator (LO) signal νLO, of only slightly di�erent fre-
quency, are fed into a mixer where a multiplication of the two signal takes
place creating signals at many di�erent frequencies. The IF frequency band
|νRF - νLO|, which usually lies in the range of 1-10 GHz, is separated from
other mixing products and can be ampli�ed by commercial cryogenic Low
Noise Ampli�ers (LNAs) and processed e.g. digitalized with less technologi-
cal e�ort. There are two more advantages of the down conversion: one is the
high spectral resolution > 106 and the other one, is that since the phase of
the signal is preserved during the conversion, coherent detection can be used
in the submillimeter range for interferometry (e.g. Atacama Large Millime-
ter Array (ALMA) [ALMA observatory, ]). In contrast to direct detection,
coherent detection allows ampli�cation of the signal before correlation.

There are di�erent kinds of mixing devices such as a Superconductor-
Isolator-Superconductor (SIS) tunnel junction or a Superconducting Hot
Electron Bolometer (HEB).

In submillimeter astronomy, SIS mixers are used up to frequencies of 1.4
THz and receivers for higher frequencies employ HEB mixers [Zmuidzinas
and Richards, 2004]

Currently, operation of single-ended SIS mixers in astronomical receivers,
at least up to 700 GHz, is a well known technique where the sensitivity
cannot be improved anymore since the detector has reached the quantum
limit. Thus, further improvement in sensitivity can be accomplished by the
use of detector arrays.

On average, HEB mixers have sensitivities 6-10 times the quantum limit,
thus they are less sensitive than SIS mixers. The advantage of HEBs rely on
the fact that they do not need a magnetic �eld and have a simpler tuning
structure. Then, when is possible to work with SIS mixers for a certain
frequency band, these devices are preferred over HEBs even if this results
in more receiver complexity. An advantage of SIS mixers, besides higher
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1.3. The 1.1 THz Heterodyne Array Receiver Project

sensitivity, is the much larger IF bandwidth.

Some examples of heterodyne receivers: HIFI [de Graauw et al., 2010] on
the Herschel Space Observatory, GREAT [Heyminck et al., 2012] on SOFIA
and the SubMillimeter Array Receiver for Two Frequencies (SMART) [Graf
et al., 2003] at the NANTEN2 telescope.

.

1.2.3 Coherent (heterodyne) or Incoherent detection?

Both detection methods have advantages and disadvantages. The disad-
vantages of coherent-detection are the fact that their maximum sensitivity
restricts to the quantum limit, that only 1 polarization is detected and that
the maximum coherently detected bandwidth is a few GHz. In addition,
building an heterodyne arrays is complicated - each pixel has to be coupled
to the telescope, the need of a LO signal per pixel, etc. - then, these receivers
are mainly single pixel or up to several tens of pixels. As a result, the Field
of View (FOV) is smaller than in direct detectors. On the other hand, some
of the disadvantages of the incoherent detection are the very low cryogenic
temperatures required by the detectors, < 300 mK for the bolometer arrays;
and the fact that when used as spectrometers they can reach spectral resolu-
tions of only up to few thousands because of the need of dispersive elements
- such as a Fabry-Pérot interferometers, a di�raction grating, etc. - in front
of them, coherent detection can o�er resolutions > 106.

At the end, the decision on which detector system is going to be used
has to be decided in relation to the astronomical question to answer and
the available technology. Bolometer cameras are usually chosen to measure
broadband radiation, e.g. map the dust emission. Coherent detectors on the
other hand, get a high spectral resolution at a desired frequency allowing
to obtain e.g. kinematic information of astronomical objects and the astro-
chemical properties of the source. Thus, when the main factor is the spectral
resolution, heterodyne receivers are a better choice.

1.3 The 1.1 THz Heterodyne Array Receiver

Project

In this section, the receiver project will be extensively explained. Starting
with the science goals that motivated its development, continuing with the
description of other instruments that have worked in this frequency regime
(no instrument is currently working in this band), following by the description
of the site and the telescope, and ending with the receiver description where
we explain its components and the reason for their incorporation or choice.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.3.1 Science Objectives

Part of the submillimeter regime, the THz frequency range, from 1 to 3 THz
(100 - 300 µm), is still a largely unexplored area in astrophysics because of the
technological challenge for the receiver and telescope as well as the di�cult
atmospheric conditions. Recently, a tremendous e�ort has been made in
order to �ll in the called �THz gap�.

The poor atmospheric transmission for ground based observations at THz
frequencies limits the observable bands to three windows centered at 1.03
THz, 1.32 THz and 1.5 THz (see �gure 1.1) from high altitude sites in north-
ern Chile. However, many astronomical interesting lines can be found in this
range.

The 1.1 THz Heterodyne Array Receiver will cover the spectral range
of 1000-1080 GHz, which corresponds to the 1.03 THz atmospheric window
(also called �1.1 THz� in this work), where there are several important mole-
cular transitions, whose observations with high-resolution spectroscopy will
bring new knowledge about the chemical and physical conditions of the gas,
especially in starburst galaxies and active galactic nuclei of external galaxies,
but also in hot cores in the galactic ISM. The CO 9-8 line at 1036.9 GHz is
a tracer for the warm and dense gas. OH+ at 1033 GHz and NH+ at 1012.6
GHz are important for the study of chemical networks in the ISM. The obser-
vations with APEX in this frequency range are outstanding additions of the
observations performed with the Herschel Space Observatory and SOFIA.

After the �rst submillimeter and far-Infrared (IR) spectral lines obser-
vations in early 1980s, it became clear that the UV radiation from nearby
massive, young stars can heat the gas, dissociate the molecules and partly
ionize the atoms [Stutzki, 1994]. Abundances of di�erent chemical species
depend on the strength of the radiation UV �eld. Carbon, for example, shows
a complex behavior. Depending on the radiation �eld it forms molecules -
mainly the important CO -, it appears as atomic C, or is ionized.

CO has a rotational transition line every approximately 115 GHz and is
the most abundant tracer of molecular gas. Intensive studies have been per-
formed mainly at rotational transitions below 1 THz. Thus, in complement
to the observations of mid-J CO transitions which are the routine observation
in the accessible atmospheric windows at 345, 460, 660 and 810 GHz, obser-
vations at 1.1 THz will enable to determine the physical conditions (density,
temperature) in star-forming regions and active galactic nuclei with unique
spatial resolution, the Half Power BeamWidth (HPBW) of the antenna beam
at 1.1 THz is 5.9 arcseconds. In addition, the high spectral resolution of the
heterodyne observations will allow to unambiguously assign the emission to
shock fronts or Photon Dominated Regions (PDRs). Thus, the 1.1 THz He-
terodyne Array Receiver will contribute decisively to answer questions such
as �How do galaxies form and evolve?� and �How do stars form�?.

CO 9-8 has been already detected in ground based observations (see sec-
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1.3. The 1.1 THz Heterodyne Array Receiver Project

tion 1.3.2) and also from Herschel with SPIRE, e.g. [van der Werf et al.,
2010] which presents a Fourier Transform Spectrometer (FTS) spectrum of
the nearby ultraluminous infrared galaxy Mrk 231, including as well other
transitions between CO 5-4 to CO 13-12; and with HIFI, e.g. [Pon et al.,
2015] where mid-J CO transitions towards four dense, starless clumps within
Infrared dark clouds (IRDCs) are shown.

Current chemistry models of the ISM composition suggest that most of
chemical reactions in it are controlled by ion-molecule reactions which begins
with the ionization of H and H2 by cosmic rays, responsible for generating
many of the diatomic and small polyatomic molecules observed in the ISM.
A few such species - OH+, H2O

+ and H3
+, in particular - are formed and

destroyed by rather simple processes, making them powerful probes of the
cosmic ray ionization rate [Indriolo et al., 2015]. With Herschel HIFI all three
transitions of OH+ (909 GHz, 971 GHz and 1033 GHz) have been detected.
However, the �rst interstellar detection of OH+ was done from the ground,
APEX was used to observe the ground-state transition at 909.1588 GHz with
The Carbon Heterodyne Array of the MPIfR (CHAMP+). The transition at
1033 GHz could be observed with the 1.1 THz Array Receiver.

Other line of interested in the 1.03 THz window is the 1012.6 GHz transi-
tion of NH+, an undetected molecular ion in the formation chain of ammonia.
With the launch of Herschel, HIFI has allowed, for the �rst time, searches
for spectraly resolved, rotational transitions involving the ground states of
NH+, NH, NH2 and NH3 with the same instrument. [Persson et al., 2012]
reports the non-detection of NH+, the other species were detected. However,
this lowest rotational transition of NH+ has been detected in laboratory [Ver-
hoeve et al., 1986], astronomers will be able to continue searching for this
transition with the 1.1 THz Array Receiver from the ground.

As a consequence of the science goals described above and the detector
technologies explained in section 1.2.3, the best suited detector technology
for the 1.1 THz Receiver is the heterodyne detection. This detectors can
achieve spectral resolution > 106.

Starburst galaxies rotate with velocities (vrot) in the range of 120 to 200
km/secs. Due to the Doppler e�ect, the observed emission line of the molecule
inside the galaxy will be broadened by ∆ν = 2νvrot/c, where ν is the ob-
served frequency from the molecule and c is the speed of light. ∆ν could be
additionally Doppler shifted because of a relative motion of the source with
respect to the observer, this would only cause a shift of the line in the ob-
served band. Observing one of these galaxies at ν = 1 THz would result in a
molecular line width of approximately 1 GHz, adding to this the necessity of
su�cient spectral baseline to measured the observed line, there was decided
to require 4 GHz of IF bandwidth for the 1.1 THz Receiver.
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1.3.2 Other Instruments Working in this Band

Currently there are no instruments observing in the frequency band of the
1.1 THz Array Receiver and, to our knowledge, there is no other instrument
being developed. However, there have been instruments that have observed
in this band from space, aircraft and also from the ground.

A single-pixel dual-channel heterodyne receiver, operating in the 460 GHz
and 1.03 THz atmospheric windows, was commissioned in 2009 at APEX
[Leinz et al., 2010]. As part of the science demonstration of this receiver, the
CO (9-8) emission towards the high-mass star forming region, NGC 6334 I,
was mapped with a 6.4 arcsecs resolution [Qiu et al., 2011].

Previously, another experiment was done to assess the feasibility of
ground-based THz astronomy. The Receiver Lab Telescope (RLT) [Blun-
dell et al., 2002], a 0.8 m antenna, was located 40 km north of the ALMA
site, at an altitude of 5525 m on Cerro Sairecabur, Chile. It was equipped
with HEB mixers for observations in four atmospheric windows between 800
GHz and 1.6 THz. The telescope was operational from late 2002 to, at least,
2005. The distribution of CO (9-8) emission was mapped in the OMC2-1
region of the Orion A molecular cloud with a spatial resolution of 84 arcses
[Marrone et al., 2004a]. This telescope also detected CO (7-6), C0 (9-8) and
CO (11-10) emission in M17 [Marrone et al., 2005]. The CO (9-8) line in
OMC-1 was previously observed with KAO.

Two of the three instruments of Herschel have operational bandwidth
that include the frequency band of the 1.1 THz Array Receiver, HIFI band 4
(2 SIS mixers operate on orthogonal polarizations) corresponds to the range
960 - 1120 GHz (268 - 313 µm) [de Graauw et al., 2010] and one of the two
medium resolution spectrometers of SPIRE which corresponds to the band
194 - 313 µm [Gri�n et al., 2010].

After Herschel was decommissioned in 2012 and until Cerro Chajnantor
Atacama Telescope (CCAT) is in operations, the lines in the 1.1 THz bands,
among others, will only be observable from the ground with the APEX tele-
scope.

1.3.3 The Site and the Telescope

The APEX telescope (see �gure 1.2 left) is a collaboration between Max-
Planck-Institut für Radioastronomie (MPIfR) at 50 %, the European South-
ern Observatory (ESO) at 27 % and the Onsala Space Observatory (OSO)
at 23 % to construct and operate a modi�ed ALMA prototype antenna as
a single dish on the high altitude site of Llano Chajnantor. The telescope
was o�cially inaugurated on September 25, 2005 [Güsten et al., 2006]. As
the name suggests, it ful�lls a function as a path�nder, �nding targets that

2Orion Molecular Cloud
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can be studied in greater detail by the ALMA observatory which is an inter-
ferometer of 64 antennas covering the frequency range from 31 to 950 GHz
installed at the same site. The �rst antenna of the array came to Llano
Chajnantor on 2009.

Figure 1.2: Left: The Atacama Path�nder Experiment (APEX) telescope at 5100
m altitude on Llano Chajnantor. Right: Cerro Chajnantor Atacama Telescope
(CCAT) CADa model. The planned location of the site is at 5612 m altitude just
below the summit of Cerro Chajnantor. Image from [CCAT observatory, ]. Both
in the high Chilean Andes.

aComputer-Aided Design

APEX is designed to work in the submillimeter range, from 200 to 1500
GHz, between infrared light and radio waves. Submillimeter astronomy pro-
vides a window into the cold, dusty and distant Universe, but the faint signals
from space are heavily absorbed by water vapor in the Earth's atmosphere.
Llano Chajnantor at 5100 m altitude in the high Chilean Andes, was chosen
as the location for such a telescope because the area o�ers one of the driest
and more stable atmospheric conditions on Earth.

This is of particular interest for the 1.1 THz Array Receiver which fre-
quency band corresponds to one of the three THz windows (centered at 1.03,
1.32 and 1.5 THz) that opens only on extremely dry ground sites, such as the
South Pole and high in the Atacama dessert [Marrone et al., 2004b] and ref-
erences therein. At APEX, the Precipitable Water Vapor (PWV) is typically
1.0 mm and drops below 0.5 mm up to 25 % of the time. During best weather
conditions an atmospheric transmission of up to 35 % (see �gure 1.1) in the
1.03 THz window is possible, where statistics show that the atmosphere is
this transparent only in approximately 5 % of the nights.

Besides the atmosphere, the surface accuracy of the telescope and its
pointing capabilities, able to handle the rather small beams of THz receivers,
also play an important role to produce good beam e�ciencies on sky.

The main dish of the APEX telescope has a diameter of 12 meters and
consists of 264 aluminum panels with an average surface accuracy of 17 µm
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(r.m.s.). These characteristics, in addition to its location at 5000 m, make
of APEX the largest submillimeter single-dish telescope world-wide for THz
frequencies. It provides 2 Nasmyth and 1 Cassegrain receiver cabins. More
information on the telescope and on its current instrumentation can be found
in [APEX telescope, ].

Even though the 1.1 THz Array Receiver is being developed to perform
observations with the APEX telescope, it could also work with other tele-
scopes, in particular with the future CCAT observatory (see �gure 1.2 right).
It is planned to be located on Cerro Chajnantor, at 5600 m altitude, in the
Chilean Atacama Desert where the transparency of the atmosphere is unique;
and have a primary mirror of 25 m, an operation wavelength band from 200
to 2200 µm and a �eld of view of one degree [CCAT observatory, ].

1.3.4 Instrument Concept

The 1.1 THz Heterodyne Array Receiver will operate in the frequency band
from 1000 to 1080 GHz. It will be installed in the Nasmyth A Cabin of
the APEX telescope and as a consequence it must adhere to the constraints
de�ned in the document [Heyminck et al., 2004] which de�nes the mechan-
ical and optical constraints for the receiver design (see �gure 1.3). All the
receiver parts, cryostat plus optics, must stay within this envelope limits to
avoid collision with other installations inside the cabin. In addition, it gives
information about the refocusing system called Tertiary Optics that modi�es
the APEX Cassegrain-telescope for Nasmyth instrumentation, the optical
path to the telescope and its narrowest part.

Because of the di�cult atmosphere conditions within this frequency band
(see �gure 1.1), the observation time must be optimally used. The traditional
scanning of the sources with a single detector is too ine�ective. Especially
due to the fact that the single pixel sensitivity cannot be improved by much
anymore since it is approaching the quantum limit. Therefore, we devel-
oped a multi-pixel receiver that is equipped with 2 sub-arrays of 9 pixels
each, organized in a 3x3 arrangement, observing the same frequency band
in orthogonal polarizations, both sub-arrays have their beams coincident on
sky.

The 1.1 THz Array Receiver will be a cartridge-type receiver because of
the several bene�ts that provides this concept which was �rst introduced
for the ALMA receivers by Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (RAL) in the
United Kingdom [Wild and Payne, 2002]. It mainly means that several indi-
vidual receivers, or cartridges, share one main cryostat. Among the bene�ts
that this modularity provides is that each cartridge can be assembled inde-
pendently to the cryostat, it also allows easy maintenance and troubleshoot-
ing since it is possible to remove and repair cartridge components without
having to open the whole cryostat neither to dismount it from the telescope
and thus reduce observing downtime. The same advantages are also valid
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1.3. The 1.1 THz Heterodyne Array Receiver Project

Figure 1.3: CAD drawing of the 1.1 THz Receiver set up in the Nasmyth A cabin
at the APEX telescope. The four gray beams delimit the allocated envelope, called
PI-receiver envelope B, which size is: 1900 mm in height, 800 mm in width and
650 mm in depth (towards the wall).
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while testing in the laboratory. In addition, it should permit future �exibil-
ity to replace mixer technology, operation frequency and number of pixels.
The cartridge description together with their design and components, are
explained in section 2.2.2).

The detectors will be SIS mixers because they o�er both, high sensitivity
and a larger instantaneous IF bandwidth than HEBmixers. An IF bandwidth
of minimum 4 GHz is needed to be able to detect the wide lines of external
galaxies.(see section 1.3.1). The array spectrometer back ends will be the
ones available at APEX. The receiver uses synthesizer-driven solid-state LO
[VDI Virginia Diodes, Inc., ], which is an established LO technology in this
frequency range. Excess receiver noise issues related to these LO sources are
circumvented when they are operated together with balanced mixers [Westig
et al., 2012]. Balanced mixers, in addition, have a separate port for the LO
signal making them very well suited for array receivers since the sky signal
and the LO radiation can be combined without the need of using a diplexer
which permits to exploit e�ectively the LO power. Another advantage, is the
fact that the IF bandwidth provided by the mixer device is not a�ected by
the transmission band of the optical diplexer. For these reasons, the receiver
mixers will be balanced SIS mixers, which will be essentially based on the
design of the on-chip balanced SIS mixers at 490 GHz [Westig et al., 2011]
developed in our institute (see �gure 1.4). On the other hand, this requires
a separate distribution network to supply with LO signal to each of the 9
pixels of the sub-array. Even though this dedicated network is not part of
this thesis, a proposed solution is given in section 4.4, and the necessary
space has been allocated for it on the cartridge module.

A cryostat that can house both cartridges and that satis�es all the receiver
requirements was developed and is described in detail in chapter 2. The
main objective of the cryostat is to provide the infrastructure to house the
detecting elements together with the necessary low cryogenic temperature
indispensable for their optimum performance. The SIS balanced mixers will
use superconducting NbTiN contact leads and a Nb-AlOx-Nb SIS junction
for mixing the LO signal and the RF [Westig et al., 2013]. The sensitivity of
the SIS mixers is temperature dependent, increasing at decreasing operation
temperature, but does not change signi�cantly below Tc/2, where Tc is the
critical temperature of the superconductor. The lowest Tc in the device,
that of Niobium, is approximately 9 K [Ashcroft and Mermin, 1976]. Thus,
a cooling temperature below 4.5 K was de�ned for the focal plane sub-arrays
where the mixers will be mounted. Therefore, a cooling system such as a
2-stage Pulse Tube (PT) (see section 2.2.4) had to be incorporated into the
cryostat.

Thermal connection from the cryostat to each cartridge assembly heat
sink stage is provided via a thermally activated link arrangement that re-
quires no permanent mechanical attachment. This mechanism, called Ther-
mal Link (TL), provides a signi�cant operational advantage in that a with-
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Figure 1.4: Top: Balanced mixer circuit diagram showing the two mixer input
ports A1 and A2, the 90° hybrid coupler (crossed rectangle) and the two SIS mixers
M1 and M2 having gains GM1 and GM2. τ

2 and ρ2 are power coupling factors and
δϕ is the phase error of a possibly not ideal 90° hybrid coupler. Bottom: Detail
photograph of the mixer chip focussing on the RF part of the circuit. Figure and
text from [Westig et al., 2012].
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drawal of a cartridge, can be simply performed at room temperature and
ambient atmospherics pressure without disturbing the rest of the receiver.
The design of the TL developed during this thesis was inspired by two pre-
viously created thermal links. The �rst one was proposed by RAL for use
in the ALMA receivers [Orlowska et al., 2002], and the second one was de-
signed in [Sugimoto et al., 2003] for a 3-cartridge test cryostat for ALMA.
The design and performance of our new all-metal TL is presented in detail
in chapter 3.

The 1.1 THz Heterodyne Array Receiver optics is fully re�ective to avoid
the absorption and re�ection losses of refractive optics. To reduced the need
for optical alignment, we machine, as far as possible, complete sub-units
from monolithic blocks of aluminum. Since heterodyne mixers are sensitive
to one polarization only, a dual-polarization receiver can be made by dividing
the incident beams into two perpendicular polarizations. As a consequence,
the Relay Optics (or re-imaging optics) in charge of transforming the focal
plane of the telescope into the focal plane of the receiver includes a wire-grid
polarizer that splits the incident beams into transmitted and re�ected beams
depending on their polarization. Thereafter, each set of beams is directed
to one of the two cartridges. Thus, the focal plane array of the receiver is
divided into two sub-arrays. On each cartridge, the receiver focal plane is
located at the Focal Plane Unit (FPU) optics which is in charge of coupling
the RF to each mixer-horn pixel. It is here that the beam spacing on sky
is de�ned. The design of the optics is widely explained in chapter 4. Beam
measurements of the optics were performed with our in house available single-
ended HEB mixers [Pütz et al., 2011], working in direct-detection mode. The
result of these tests are presented in section 4.5.

During this work, it was decided to leave open the possibility of using
single-ended HEBs or SIS mixers, in which case the LO beams have to be
coupled to the RF beams before arriving into the mixing elements. Accord-
ingly, the Relay Optics includes a diplexer. Nevertheless, we are developing
SIS balanced mixers and the LO power distribution and expect in the near
future change this optical LO coupling. To take this diplexer out and adjust
the warm optics presents no problem.

To have an overview of the receiver installed in the Nasmyth A Cabin of
the APEX telescope, including a view of the inside of the cryostat, see the
Computer-Aided Design (CAD) drawing shown in �gure 1.5. The di�erent
subsystems are explained throughout the chapters of this thesis.
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Figure 1.5: CAD drawing of the 1.1 THz Array Receiver setup in the Nasmyth
A cabin at the APEX telescope as seen from the cabin wall. The inside of the
cryostat is also shown and the sub-systems such as the cartridges and the Cold
Optics (part of the Relay Optics) are identi�ed. The 5w beam contour of the RF
beams are presented in dark blue. The distance from the bottom of the cryostat
to the APEX receiver select mirror is 1610 mm.
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Chapter 2

The 1.1 THz Heterodyne Array

Receiver Cryostat

To have a complete account of the 1.1 THz Array Receiver and mainly be-
cause it is one of the central parts of this thesis, it is needed to describe
the cryostat, the device used to furnish the infrastructure to house the de-
tecting components and to supply them with the necessary low cryogenic
temperature indispensable for their right functioning. In our receiver, it
should provide an operations temperature lower than 4.5 K to the SIS bal-
ance mixers. For this reason, a cooling system such as a PT (see section
2.2.4) was incorporated into the cryostat. The heat load inside the cryostat
has to be lower than the PT cooling capacity (1 W at 4.2 K), this is analyzed
in detail in section 2.3.

Even though the cryostat has to isolate the detecting elements from the
outside to keep them cold, it also needs the appropriate interfaces to allow
the astronomical beams to go in and the IF signals to go out and towards
the APEX telescope facility back ends. The �rst point is made by means of
an entrance window and the second one with coaxial cables and connectors.
In addition, wires and cables are also needed for the temperature sensors,
the bias supply and the LO signal. The entrance window and IR �lter are
described in detail in section 2.2.3 while in section 2.1, the requirements
for the cryostat of the 1.1 THz Array Receiver, including the wires and
connectors, are explained. Then, the cryostat design and its performance are
presented in sections 2.2 and 2.4 respectively.

The 1.1 THz Array Receiver was chosen to be a cartridge-type receiver
system including two cartridges. The reason for this choice, their design and
components are explained in section 2.2.2.
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2.1 Requirements for the Cryostat

Since the cryostat is a cartridge-type cryostat that �ts 2 cartridges containing
9 detecting elements each, the cartridges and the necessary TLs (see chapter
3) had to be developed and incorporated in the design of the cryostat. Two
TLs per radiation shield are needed.

The cryostat also has to provide the necessary space and support to the
receiver optics assemblies (see chapter 4) that are installed inside of it.

The cryostat was developed considering the requirements in size, mass,
low temperature, interfaces and weight. Furthermore, it was also taken into
account the need of a strong structure to avoid pressure and gravitational
deformation as well as high stability to mechanical vibration. Maintenance
issues were also considered.

Temperature

The main purposes of the cryostat is to provide a temperature lower than
4.5 K to the detecting elements which is essential to their right operational
behavior. Therefore, a cooling system such as a PT (see section 2.2.4) has to
be incorporated into the cryostat. To allow this temperature to be reached,
the limited cooling power of the PT (1 W at 4.2 K) cannot be exceeded. The
cryostat has to isolate the detectors from the outside heat and the elements
inside the cryostat (ampli�ers, wires, etc.) have to produce a small amount
of heat. First of all, the cryostat has to be vacuum tight, to allow the
required isolating vacuum of few 10−6 mbar, then the materials used inside
the cryostat have to be carefully selected. The thermal conductivity and
thermal expansion of the materials, together with their emissivity, are among
the most important properties to be taken into account.

Size and Mass

The 1.1 THz Array Receiver will be installed in the Nasmyth A Cabin of
the APEX telescope, consequently it has to respect the requirements de�ned
in the document [Heyminck et al., 2004] provided by APEX. The 1.1 THz
Receiver was allocated with the area named PI-receiver envelope B shown in
�gure 1.3. All parts of the receiver must stay inside the envelope to exclude
collision with other installations inside the cabin. A separate space for an
electronics rack is also available. The maximum weight to be placed on the
receiver support structure must not exceed 120 kg. If this weight is exceeded,
supporting legs must be used.

The limit described above is the maximum limit in size because the re-
ceiver must �t into this envelope. Nevertheless, the cryostat should be as
small as possible for easy handling and shorter cooling time. The minimum
size will be given by the fact that the cryostat has to permit the installation
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of the two cartridges (with its 9 SIS balance mixers each), the dedicated
LO distribution network, the required cold optics, as well as the cooling sys-
tem, LO multipliers, TLs and all the necessary components (wires, electronic
connectors, vacuum port, etc.) to function correctly.

Interfaces

The cryostat has to be equipped with the appropriate interfaces for the inputs
and outputs from and to the outside. A vacuum or entrance window has to
be incorporated to the cryostat to permit the RF to pass from the telescope
to the detecting components. The entrance window has to be transparent
for the desired frequency band, but block the IR radiation to diminish the
heat load into the cryostat. As a consequence, IR �lters have to be added
in the optical path to minimize the IR radiation that can pass through the
entrance window and also to block the black body radiation from the cryostat
vessel into the cold stage. Appropriate connectors have to be available for
the IF signals to go out from the cryostat towards the APEX facility back
ends (Fast Fourier Transform Spectrometer (FFTS)).

Besides, the cryostat has to be provided with the corresponding electronic
connectors for the wires and cables required in the receiver. They are needed
for the temperature sensors, the biasing of the detectors and ampli�ers, and
the LO multipliers. The thermal conductivity and dissipation of the wires
has to be minimized.

At least one vacuum port has to be available to evacuate the cryostat,
monitor the vacuum continuously and break the vacuum when necessary. It
has to be furnished with a valve and a vacuum gauge. All the interfaces have
to be vacuum tight.

The transmission of the PT mechanical vibrations through the cryostat
should be prevented. The connections between the cooling system cold heads
and the shields have to be done by means of soft and �exible interfaces.

Other mechanical issues

The e�ect of the pressure di�erence, gravitation and acceleration while pre-
setting the telescope has to be considered, this will de�ne the thickness of
the sidewall and the two cover plates of the vacuum vessel. The radiation
shields also have to be analyzed.

The design should also consider the maintenance of the receiver, chang-
ing components should be easy, reducing maintenance and troubleshooting
time especially when at the telescope. The fact that this is a cartridge-type
cryostat already helps in this respect because most of the elements are in-
stalled in the cartridges being accessible by removing the cartridge from the
cryostat.
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2.2 Design and Construction of the Cryostat

In this section, the cryostat designed and built for the 1.1 THz Array Receiver
is described. It was conceived to accomplish the requirements presented in
the previous section.

2.2.1 Description of the Cryostat

The vacuum vessel of the cryostat consists of a metal cylinder closed on both
ends with metal covers that on the top side support the signal input window,
the cryocooler system and the vacuum port and on the bottom side, only the
two cartridges. The construction material of the vacuum vessel is aluminum
(Al) and was fabricated in accordance with a pressure vessel design. The
dimensions of the vacuum vessel are 614 mm in diameter and 715 mm in
height including the top and bottom covers. The side wall of the cylinder
is 10 mm thick and both covers thickness are 30 mm in order to keep their
de�ection below 0.5 mm when the system is evacuated. It is foreseen that the
entrance window and the cartridge access holes will weaken the end plates,
particularly at the bottom plate, hence additional mechanical sti�ening is
provided. The top cover of the vacuum vessel has a square shape to facilitate
the installation in the laboratory for tests and, in the future, at the receiver
support structure in the telescope. Figure 1.3 show a CAD model of the
cryostat installed in the telescope Nasmyth A Cabin and �gure 2.1 Bottom
right show a picture of the cryostat in the laboratory.

The cryostat is composed by the external vacuum vessel and 2 radiation
shields. These two shields are crucial to reduce the radiative thermal load
on the 4 K stage, the heat radiation is proportional to (T2

4 - T1
4). Each

shield corresponds to a temperature stage of the cooling system and has a
cylindrical shape, it is formed by two plates, a top or Cold Head (CH) plate
and a bottom or TL plate, and a side wall that connects them. See �gure
2.2 for a simplify CAD model of the cryostat that allows a better look of its
cooling path, and �gures 2.1 Top left and Top right for complete versions of
it.

The 4 K TL plate was made of Al5N high purity aluminum (99.999%
purity) to provide a thermal conduction with the least possible loss to the 4
K TLs [Woodcraft, 2005b] because they are responsible for the cool down of
the 4 K cartridge plate where the mixers are mounted; see �gure 2.3 for the
thermal conductivity of high purity aluminums. Its thickness is 8 mm and has
an additional `X' shape reinforcement due to the fact that the Cold Optics
which weighs 13 kg is mounted on it. The other three top and bottom plates
of the shields also have 8 mm in thickness, but were made out of aluminum
5083 because less critical with respect of thermal conductivity; see �gure 2.4
for the thermal conductivity of this and other materials mentioned in this
section.
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Figure 2.1: The 1.1 THz Array Receiver cryostat. Top left: CAD drawing of the
receiver cryostat with a cut in the vessel and radiation shields to view the interior
including the cartridges, TLs, cold optics and epoxy G10 strips. Top right: Picture
of the receiver cryostat without the vacuum vessel and the cartridges. Two of the
6 parts that form the 50 K and 4 K radiation shield walls are removed to allow the
view of the inside. The 50 K TL have their covers on to block the heat load from
the 300 K pass through the �ngers into the 4 K stage. The dimensions indicate the
size of the vessel. Bottom: Photographs of the cryostat in the laboratory. Left:
The cryostat in the mounting position, the 4 K and 50 K shields (with the 10 layer
Multi Layer Insulation (MLI)) can be seen partially mounted. Right: The cryostat
closed and in operation position .
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Figure 2.2: The cooling paths of the cryostat are shown in a simpli�ed cryostat
CAD model. The vessel and the radiation shields are identi�ed by colors. All three
have a cylindrical shape and are formed by a wall and two plates, the top plate
(also called PT plate) is connected to the corresponding PT CH and the bottom
plate (also called TL plate) is connected to the cartridge via the TLs (not shown).
The 50 K cooling path to the bottom plate is done by the wall and the 6 Al-bars,
2 of these bars are identi�ed. The 4 K cooling path to the bottom plate is done
by the wall and by a direct connection from the CH. This connection is made of
Oxigen Free High Conductivity Copper (OFHC) and Al5N plates. Both shields
are hold by 6 epoxy strips. The 50 K epoxy strips hold the shield from the bottom
plate, they hung from the top vessel plate, 2 of them are identi�ed. The 4 K epoxy
strips are shorter and are mounted between the bottom plates of both shields, 1
strip is identi�ed, 3 are shown in the �gure. See �gure 2.1 for a complete CAD
model, and pictures, of the cryostat.
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Figure 2.3: Conductivity of annealed aluminum with 4N (99.99%), 5N (99.999%)
and 6N (99.9999%) purity, from [Woodcraft, 2005b].

The side walls of the shields which are made of aluminum 6082, have
a thickness of 2 mm and are divided into six segments to ease access and
assembly (�gure 2.1 Bottom left). Aluminum 6082 has a higher thermal
conductivity (see �gure 2.5) than the aluminum 5083 and this was needed
particularly in the 50 K shield to increase the thermal conduction from the
top plate, connected to the PT CH, to the TL plate which does not have a
direct connection to the CH. For the same reason, 6 bars made of aluminum
6082 were mounted, in the 50 K shield, between the side walls. The length
of the bars is 517.5 mm and their area 40 x 10 mm2.

The ideal is to always use the aluminum with the highest thermal conduc-
tivity, but the suitability for each part, availability in the market and price
has to be taken into account as well.

Both shields are kept in place by means of �berglass epoxy strips, this
material was chosen because of its low thermal conductivity (see �gure 2.4)
combined with its high sti�ness and lightness. The shields have to be held by
a material that keeps them thermally isolated and that do not bend neither
brake. The 50 K screen is hanging from the vessel (300 K) top cover via 6
epoxy strips of a size of 568 x 40 x 1.5 mm3 and the connection is done, on
the other side, to the 50 K bottom plate because it allows longer epoxy strips
to diminish the thermal conduction. These epoxy strips are installed just in
front of the aluminum bars to avoid blocking the shield wall segments. To
hold the 4 K shield, 6 �berglass epoxy strips are installed between the 50 K
bottom plate and 4 K bottom plate, their size is 137 x 40 x 1.5 mm3. Two
TLs (chapter 3) are installed in the bottom plates (also called TL plates) of
each radiation shield.
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Figure 2.4: Thermal conductivity of various materials. Data based on literature,
from [Marquardt et al., 2000] and the NISTa web page [NIST Cryogenics, ].

aNational Institute of Standards and Technology
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6063 (T5)
2024 (O)
3003 (F),

1000 series – lower limit

6061 (T6), 7075 (T73)
2024 (T6)

2014 (T651), 2024 (T86)
7039 (T61)

5154 (O)

6082 (T6)

5083 (H113), 5083 (O), 5086 (F)
2219 (T81), 7075 (T6)

2024 (T4), 5052 (O), 7039 (O)

Figure 2.5: Recommended values for the thermal conductivity of various alu-
minum alloys, using the prediction method described in [Woodcraft, 2005a], the
�gure is from the same paper. Here, Al-6082 has a similar thermal conductivity as
the Al-3003 which is also shown in �gure 2.4.

The alignment of the two radiation shields is essential for the mounting
of the cartridges and also to keep the optical path free of vignetting. The
mechanical loads that could a�ect the alignment are the de�ection of the
vacuum vessel covers after evacuation, thermal contraction during cool down
and also the fact that after mounting, the cryostat has to be rotated 180°to
operate. First, the de�ection of the 30 mm thick vessel top and bottom plates
were estimated and measured (section 2.4.1) smaller than 0.5 mm, thus in
agreement with the requirement. Second, the thermal expansion properties
of the aluminum radiation shields were taken into account by building scaled
parts that considered the shrinking of the peace from manufacturing tempe-
rature to operations temperature; see �gure 3.2 for the thermal expansion
of the aluminum and other materials. Besides, centering mechanisms are
installed in the top plates of both shields to preserve the alignment of the
entrance window, in the vessel, and the IR �lters on each shield. Both are
described in detail in section 2.2.3. The fact of using 6 epoxy strips is also
to help in this respect, to only hold the shields, less would su�ce.

The heat radiation depends on the temperature and also on the emissivity
of the facing surfaces. In this respect, having two shields of aluminum is not
su�cient to reduce it as much as needed. To overcome this problem, the 50 K
shield has to be covered with a layer of a material with a smaller emissivity.
This can be achieved by either coating the shield with for example nickel or
gold, or covering it with a Multi Layer Insulation (MLI). In our case we opted
for the second option, wrapping the 50 K shield with one sheet of COOLCAT
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2NW MLI (see �gure 2.1 Bottom left) that we bought from [RUAG Space
Division, ]. Each sheet contains 10 layers of double side aluminized, 6 µm
polyester �lm, interleaved with 10 layers polyester non-woven spacer.

Each radiation shield is connected by the top plate to the 1st (50 K)
and 2nd (4 K) CHs of the cooling system which is a 2-stage Sumitomo PT
(described in section 2.2.4). These connections are done by soft and �ex-
ible Oxigen Free High Conductivity Copper (OFHC) braids to reduce the
transmission of the PT mechanical vibrations to the shields, and thus to the
receiver focal plane. Heat losses are also reduced due to the high thermal
conductivity of the OFHC.

In the 4 K shield, an additional �exible connection is done directly from
the 4 K CH to the TL plate. The 4 K stage interface is made of OFHC
for the CH side and of high purity aluminum, Al5N for the 4 K TL plate,
made of the same material, due to its high thermal conductivity. We avoid as
much as possible di�erent material interfaces due to their di�erent thermal
expansion characteristics. Figure 2.6 shows 4 K CH interface installed in the
cryostat.

The total weight of the cryostat, including the 2 cartridges, the PT and
the Cold Optics is estimated in 180 kg. The cryostat �ts well inside the
allocated envelope at the APEX Nasmyth A cabin, but the total weight is
more than the limit of 120 kg making necessary the use of air dampers for
extra support.

2.2.2 The Cartridge

The cartridge-type receiver concept was �rst proposed for the ALMA cryostat
by RAL in United Kingdom [Orlowska et al., 2002]. This concept means that
several individual receivers, or cartridges, share one main cryostat.

The adoption of a receiver cartridge philosophy provides the following
bene�ts:

• The main cryostat can accommodate a variety of receiver con�gura-
tions.

• Individual cartridges can be assembled, integrated to the cryostat and
maintained independently to main cryostat.

• Reduces the maintenance time and avoids a potentially long and di�-
cult readjustment of the external optical assembly, the parts that are
not maintained are not touched. It also minimizes the risk of damage
to the remaining receiver parts.

• Minimizing internal cable and harnessing inside the cryostat since all
individual IF signal coaxial cables and most of the electrical connections
are located on the base of the cartridge.
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Figure 2.6: The 4 K CH interface. The interface is made of high conductivity
aluminum and copper to avoid contact of di�erent materials due to their di�erent
thermal expansion properties. In this way, the OFHC CH is connected to the OFHC
part of the interface and the 4 K TLs plate made of Al5N is connected to two Al5N
plates. The connection between the OFHC and AL5N parts of the interface are
provided by soft braids of OFHC (to avoid the transmission of vibrations to the 4
K stage radiation shield) which are pressed in the two Al5N plates. Three small
Al5N pieces are installed on the 4 K PT plate. The insert shows a view from the
other side of the interface.
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• Flexibility for future upgrades that could include modi�cations in mixer
technology, number of pixels and wavelength.

Thermal connection from the cryostat to each cartridge assembly heat
sink stage is provided via a thermally activated link arrangement that re-
quires no permanent mechanical attachment. This mechanism, mounted on
the 50 K and 4 K cryostat stages and called thermal link (see chapter 3),
is the responsible for one signi�cant operational advantage in that a with-
drawal of a cartridge can be simply performed without disturbing the rest of
the receiver.

The 1.1 THz Array Receiver is a cartridge-type receiver system containing
two easily removable cartridges. The focal plane array of the receiver consists
of two sub-arrays, one per cartridge.

The structural form of a cartridge module comprises a room temperature
base plate that mates with the cryostat vessel and two cartridge stages to
match the cryostat's 50 K and 4 K shields respectively. From the base plate,
four thermal insulator (epoxy) strips hold the 50 K stage plate and from this
one, three epoxy strips hold the 4 K cartridge stage (see �gure 2.7right).

Like every state-of-the-art low noise astronomical detector, the SIS bal-
anced mixer devices that will be used in the 1.1 THz Array Receiver need
cryogenic temperatures. Accordingly, these devices are accommodated be-
hind the FPU optics (section 4.3) - the cartridge's 4 K stage - and mounted
on the LO Distribution Plate, part of the dedicated network required for the
LO signal distribution to each of the balanced mixers (see section 4.4). Be-
sides, due to the low level of the IF signal, the 1st ampli�er has to operate at
a cryogenic temperature as well so that the added amount of noise is small.
Thus, these devices are also accommodated in the cartridge's 4 K stage. On
the contrary, the LO multiplier chain, with the corresponding LO optics mir-
rors, needs to be installed on the 300 K stage. All these components together
with the wires, cables and connectors form each cartridge assembly and are
identi�ed in �gures 2.7 left and 4.13.

The diameter of the cartridge was de�ned by the estimated size of the
balanced mixer blocks being currently developed. An area of 30x30 mm2

was allocated for each of them. The height of each stage was determined by
the components requirements in space and operating temperature. For the
mixers a height of 60 mm was considered.

Both cartridges are identical in shape and composed by identical compo-
nents. The orientation in which the cartridges have to be mounted is de�ned
by the Relay Optics (section 4.2) which is in charge of transforming the tele-
scope focal plane into the receiver focal plane, located in the two FPU optics.
Thus, to have coincident beams on sky, both FPU optics have to be mounted
with a relative rotation of 21 degrees (see �gure 2.8). In addition, due to the
shields' thermal contraction of 0.58 mm (in radius) when cooled down, two
epoxy strips, mounted in the room temperature base plate, are aligned with
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Figure 2.7: Left: CAD model of a fully populated cartridge showing the 3.25w
beam contour of the RF beams in dark blue and the 5w beam contour of the LO
beams in yellow. The mixers and ampli�ers are only representations to show their
location and allocated space. The red text points out the LO power distribution
sub-system. The wires, cables and connectors are not represented. Right: Photo-
graph of the fabricated empty cartridge. All parts are made of aluminum and held
with epoxy strips. The diameter of each plate is indicated. The distance between
the 300 K and 50 K stage plates is 140 mm and 136 mm from this plate to the 4
K stage plate.
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the radial direction of the shield plate to allow a small displacement in this
sense. This is the reason to have four epoxy strips in the 300 K cartridge
plate (see �gure 2.7 right).

Figure 2.8: The 1.1 THz Array Receiver focal plane sub-arrays layout. It shows
the relative rotation in which the FPU optics (section 4.3), and thus the cartridges,
have to be mounted into the cryostat to have the Cartridge of Re�ected beams (CR)
and the Cartridge of Transmitted beams (CT) coincide on sky. The three red radial
lines point the center of the 4 K TL plate and divide the plate in three identical
parts, two of them used to position the cartridges and the third one used for the
PT, present only in the top plate of this shield, therefore not in this �gure.

Other Components of the Cartridge

For completion, the components of the cartridges that are not described in
other sections of this thesis are brie�y described below.

Low Noise Ampli�ers

The LNAs should amplify the IF signal produced by the balanced mixer
with low noise contribution, low power consumption and good bandwidth.
Most probably this ampli�ers will be of a kind such us the High Electron
Mobility Transistor (HEMT) WBA-13 developed by the Caltech group and
which characteristics are a noise temperature of 5 K and more than 35 dB of
gain in the operations frequency bandwidth of 4-12 GHz. It requires a drain
current and a gate voltage in the range of 20 mA and 1.2 V respectively,
and to have this performance, the low noise ampli�er has to be cooled down
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to 15 K. The optimum noise performance is obtained at 20 mW of power
dissipation and stays nearly constant down to 5 mW with a bias setting of 9
mA and 0.6 V [Rodriguez-Morales et al., 2004].

The Local Oscillator

One LO source is needed for each cartridge of the 1.1 THz Array Receiver.
The chosen model is the solid state LO source model 1 THz Ampli�ed Mul-
tiplier Chain (AMC), serial number VDI-AMC-S177. Its output power is
between 30 and 100 µW in the output frequency band of 1000 - 1070 GHz.
The product is developed by [VDI Virginia Diodes, Inc., ]. Figure 2.9 shows
a picture of the Virginia Diodes Inc. (VDI) source. The output signal is
provided by a diagonal horn which de�nes the input beam waist, size and
position, for the LO distribution optics explained in section 4.4.1.

Figure 2.9: Photograph of the VDI LO source, serial number VDI-AMC-S177
which includes a 1000 - 1070 GHz ampli�ed multiplier chain with an integrated
horn output. The output power is between 30 and 100muW. The Bias and Control
Box contains the bias adjustments, the TTLModulation input and the User Control
Attenuation Ports. The E-�eld of the output signal is linearly polarized vertically,
perpendicular to the plate.

Wires and Connectors

Five D-type connector are planned, one on the cryostat top �ange and two
on each cartridge bottom plate. The ones on the cartridges should cover
the need for all the wires required by the SIS balanced mixers (10 x 9), the
LNAs (5 x 9), the magnets (2 x 9) and two 4-wire temperature sensors, one
on each sub-array which is crucial to monitor the operation temperature of
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the mixers. This makes a total of 161 wires per cartridge; as a consequence,
two high density D-type connector of 104 pins are needed on each cartridge.
Additionally, 13 coaxial cables and SubMiniature version A (SMA) connec-
tors are planned on the bottom plate of each cartridge, 9 for the IF outputs
and four for the LO chain. On the vessel top plate, we placed one 25 pins
D-type connector which is enough for the temperature monitoring of the PT
4 K CH and of some places of the inner shields such as the 4 K TLs.

Currently, the bottom plate of each cartridge has installed two 25 pins
D-type connectors and three SMA connectors which covers the needs of the
receiver in the actual state and during all the tests performed as part of this
thesis.

2.2.3 The Entrance Window and IR Filter

It is essential that appropriate windows are incorporated into the cryostat
to permit the RF to pass between the telescope and the detectors. The type
of window material selected will be determined by its transmissivity at the
observing frequencies. Two types of windows are identi�ed, the vacuum or
entrance window and the IR �lters. For the �rst one, in addition, the material
can't be porous and has to be solid to withstand the pressure di�erence to
ensure the vacuum. The IR �lters are placed in the internal cooling screens
to minimize the radiation heat load on the next cold stage.

The entrance window and IR �lters have to be as small as possible, but
big enough to let the beams go through. For the 1.1 THz Receiver, their
aperture diameters were required to allow, for all 9 beams, 5 width diameter
Gaussian beam propagation. To ful�ll this criteria, the position selected for
the entrance window is at 205 mm above the cryostat vessel top cover where
the total beam cross section is smallest (see �gure 2.10). This position is
de�ned in the optical design explained in section 4.2.

The Entrance Window

Among large variety of available polymers there are some of excellent THz
transparencies with relatively low re�ectivity. The best material in this
sense are Polytetra�uoroethylene (te�on) (PTFE), High Density Polyethy-
lene (HDPE) and Polymethylpentene (TPX). Ultra High Molecular Weight
polyethylene (UHMW) is also used. At the longer sub-millimeter wave-
lengths, the transmission of these polymers is structureless and �at. Going to
shorter wavelengths, mainly below 200 µm, characteristic bands of intrinsic
vibrations appear and scattering due to inhomogeneities increases. Polymers
generally become increasingly opaque at shorter wavelengths.

Properly prepared PTFE has the lowest loss at frequencies below 200-300
GHz. It becomes lossier at higher frequencies, but the reported frequency
range where the loss increases varies between di�erent publications, probably
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Figure 2.10: Cut view of the CAD design of the entrance window and the IR
�lter mounted in the cryostat. Their aperture diameters allow, for all 9 beams, 5
width Gaussian beam propagation. The entrance window is mounted on a tube at
the position of the smallest beam cross section, thus avoiding the cryostat to get
bigger. Here, only the 50 K shield has a IR �lter installed, but in the receiver we
also use an IR �lter in the 4 K shield.

because of di�erences in the manufacturing process. Physically, it is denser
than HDPE. At higher frequencies, HDPE has signi�cantly lower loss. See
�gure 2.11 and [Tydex Optics, ] for graphics and information about the
transmission of these polymers at sub-millimeter wavelengths. In table 2.1,
information about the permeability and tensile strength of these polymers is
presented. SMART (490 and 810 GHz), has its entrance window made out
of PTFE.

Material σF DCO2 DO2 DN2 DH2O

[MPa] · cm2

s·Pa10−13 · cm2

s·Pa10−13 · cm2

s·Pa10−13 · cm2

s·Pa10−13

PTFE 10-40 7 3 1 25
HDPE 15-40 0.3-2 0.4 0.1 10
LDPE 5-25 10 2 0.7 70
TPX 25.5 70 20 5 -

Table 2.1: The Tensile strength σF and the permeability at 298 K of a selection
of polymers [Goodfellow, ] that could act as entrance window.

Crystals such as silicon, quartz, diamond and sapphire can also be used for
entrance windows in the THz regime, but they are more expensive to fabricate
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Figure 2.11: Transmission of several polymers at ambient temperatures in the
sub-millimeter range. Note that the thickness of the samples is not the same.
There are two sets of data for the HDPE and UHMW for comparison. Data taken
from the technical report [Hurtado et al., 2007] done in the context of the ArTeMiS
project.
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and the high dielectric constant makes necessary an anti-re�ection coating
or an etched structure on the surface to minimize the re�ection [Gatesman
et al., 2000]. See �gure 2.12 and [Tydex Optics, ] for graphics and informa-
tion about the transmission of these crystals at sub-millimeter wavelengths.
GREAT has an etched silicon entrance window [Wagner-Gentner et al., 2005].

Figure 2.12: Transmission of several crystals at ambient temperatures in the sub-
millimeter range. Not all the fringes are resolved, this could be misleading. All
these materials would need an anti-re�ection treatment unless it used in the band
range of a maximum transmission. Note that the thickness of the samples is not
the same. Data taken from the technical report [Hurtado et al., 2007] performed
in the context of the ArTeMiS project.

We chose HDPE as the material for the entrance window of the 1.1 THz
Receiver. This material satis�es the requirements already mentioned: very
good transmission at the operations frequency band, lower gas permeability
than, for example, PTFE and high tensile strength, see table 2.1. In addition,
an entrance window made of HDPE is cheaper and easier to make than the
ones made out of the previously mentioned crystals. HDPE will then be used
in the following calculations to de�ne the thickness of the window.

One would want the window to be as thin as possible to reduce absorption,
but the minimum thickness is de�ned by the material sti�ness. Nevertheless,
other parameters are also involved in the de�nition of the window thickness.
The re�ection on the surfaces of the window, together with the absorption,
reduce the transmission. One way to reduce the e�ect of the re�ection is to
add an anti-re�ection coating, another way is to use a window thickness d of
m-times half of the wavelength (λ/2), which ensures that the re�ections at the
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outer and inner surfaces are superposed and cancel each other, minimizing
the re�ected radiation. We use the second option, then the thickness should
follow:

dm(λ) =
λ

2nλ cos γ
m (2.1)

where λ is the observing wavelength, nλ the refractive index of the material
at the observing wavelength, γ the angle of incidence and m is an integer.

Di�erent windows thickness cause a variation of the fringe bandwidth and
change of the maximum position. This makes it possible to build windows
for the desired observing frequencies by varying the windows thickness and
also, the tilt of the window to reduce the standing waves. Therefore precise
material information and a reliable manufacture process are required. Both
are not obvious. On one side, published HDPE refractive index at 1.1 THz
varies from values of 1.518 [Wieching, 2006] up to 1.534 [Jin et al., 2006],
passing by values of 1.524 [Lamb et al., 2001] and 1.53 [Lee, 2009]. On the
other side, it's hard to manufacture a piece of HDPE with an accuracy of
few microns.

In spite of this, an HDPE entrance window design was speci�ed for the
1.1 THz Receiver. The thickness and tilt angle were chosen such that the
maximum transmission is placed where the important observation lines are
found. The fact that the re�ectivity and transmissivity depend on the po-
larization of the incident wave was also considered. Thus, the calculations
of the transmitted and re�ected wave were done using the Fresnel formulae
[Born and Wolf, 1989]. A range of refractive index from nHDPE = 1.52 to
nHDPE = 1.53 was used in the computations, these values are the most rep-
resentative found in literature. The result of the calculations using this range
of refractive index, a thickness of 0.962 ± 0.005 mm and a tilt angle of 4°
is plotted in �gure 2.13. It can be seen that the 3 main astronomical lines
are located at 95% of transmission. An entrance window of these character-
istics was built in our workshop. The thickness is bigger than the minimun
required to resist the pressure without breaking.

The IR �lter

The IR �lter must have a good transmission at the observing frequencies
and good absorption in the mid-IR radiation range (the radiation of a 300 K
black body peaks at 10 µm).

At (sub-)millimeter wavelengths Zitex®1, is commonly used as IR �lter.
Zitex® is a membrane made out of PTFE and is available in di�erent thick-
ness and pore size. To increase IR absorption and decrease the IR radiation
by the warm IR �lter, at least two layers should be used.

1Zitex®, manufactured by Saint-Gobain Performance Plastics
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Figure 2.13: Calculated transmission of an HDPE entrance window. The �rst
two group of lines show the transmission of parallel (entire lines) and perpendicular
polarization (dash lines) for the same values of thickness (0.962 mm) and of tilt
angle (4°) for a nHDPE of 1.52 and 1.53. Then, since the transmissions of both
polarizations are very similar, only one of them is plotted for a nHDPE of 1.52 and
di�erent thickness of 0.967 and 0.958 mm. In all these variations, the important
astronomical lines represented by crosses, are at a transmission of 95%. The gray
line shows the estimated atmospheric transmission at APEX for 0.2 mm PWV.
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Measurements of the infrared and sub-millimeter transmission of Zitex®

has been made by [Benford et al., 2003], showing that Zitex® is better than
te�on (thickness = 0.75mm) as IR �lter, in particular the kind G108 and
G110, transmitting less than 1 % in the 1-50 µm wavelength range. Other
literature indicate that the transmission drops only to less than 10 % at 50
µm ([Bründermann et al., 2012]).

Transmission measurements of three types of Zitex® can also be seen on
�gure 2.14. On [Wieching, 2006] PhD thesis, the transmission at frequencies
higher than 1 THz of Zitex® G108 and G104 were measured at 300K and
120 K for 1 and 2 layers of material. At the operations frequency band
of the 1.1 THz Array Receiver, all the mentioned Zitex® have similar high
transmission (> 95%). We decided to use 2 layers of Zitex®, one G108 and
one G110 as the IR �lter in the 50 K stage and 2 layers of Zitex® G104 in
the 4 K stage (see �gure 2.10).

Figure 2.14: Transmission of three types of Zitex® at ambient temperatures in
the sub-millimeter range. Data taken from the technical report [Hurtado et al.,
2007] performed in the context of the ArTeMiS project.

2.2.4 The Cooling System

In the list of requirements for the cryostat (section 2.1), it is said that an
appropriate cooling system has to be provided with the cryostat. This is
needed to supply temperatures below 4.5 K to the SIS balanced mixers (sec-
tion 1.3.4), key components of the 1.1 THz Array Receiver.
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Prior to the introduction of 4 K closed-cycle cooler which use pressurized
Helium gas, liquid helium was most commonly used to cool down equip-
ment and experiments to 4.2 K. This kind of cooling mechanism has some
advantages such as a cold stage temperature intrinsically stable, no need
of additional power supply and no mechanical vibration are produced. On
the other side, there are also some disadvantages, namely the need of liquid
Helium supply, its high cost and the need of man power for re�lling. As a
consequence, the operating cost of a typical liquid helium cooled instrument
is very high, especially in long term operations.

Closed-cycled coolers use a cyclic process to generate the cryogenic tem-
peratures. Below some characteristics of two types of cryocoolers which are
commonly used in astronomical instruments. Two-stage Gi�ord-McMahon
(GM) refrigerator systems have been in widespread use for several decades.
Room temperature helium gas is �rst compressed, and then supplied to the
refrigerator via �exible gas lines. The compressed helium is cooled by expan-
sion, and provides cooling to two heat stations (or CHs) on the refrigerator.
After cooling the refrigerator, the gas is returned to the compressor to repeat
the cycle.

PT refrigerator systems use a similar compression/expansion cycle, but
eliminate the moving displacer found in GM cryocoolers. PT cryocoolers
often have reduced vibration levels at the vacuum interface �ange as com-
pared with GM systems. A more detailed explanation on how the PT works
together with a description of the PT chosen for the 1.1 THz Array Receiver
are given below in this section.

Three main di�erences exist between PT and GM cryocoolers [SHI Cryo-
genics Group, ]:

• Price. In general, GM cryocoolers are somewhat less expensive than
PT cryocoolers of similar cooling power.

• Vibration. Both GM and PT cryocoolers are mechanical refrigerators
that do have some level of vibration, but the vibration level of a PT
system is of the order of 4 - 7 µm along the axis of the cold head and ∼2
µm perpendicular to this axis against 20 µm and ∼5 µm respectively
for a GM system.

• Orientation. The performance of PT cryocoolers is orientation depen-
dent. PT cryocoolers only function properly when they are operated
in a purely vertical orientation (in line with gravitation force) with the
2nd stage pointing down. GM cryocoolers will lose some cooling power
when the cold head is not operated vertically, but the base temperature
will not be a�ected. GM cryocoolers can operate in any orientation.

In the PT refrigerator, the use of an ori�ce and a reservoir volume to
store the gas during a half cycle achieves the proper gas motion (see �gure
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2.15). The oscillating �ow through the ori�ce splits the heating and cooling
e�ects just as the displacer does for the GM refrigerators.

Available PTs use di�erent designs, the following description should be
taken as the general principle [Radebaugh, 2000]. The PT refrigerator works
ideally with adiabatic compression and expansion in the pulse tube. The
cycle consists of four steps:

• The helium gas in the pulse tube is compressed by a pressure pulse
produced by the piston moving down.

• The compressed gas �ows through the ori�ce into the reservoir, where
the average pressure is lower, and exchanges heat with the ambient
environment through the warm heat exchanger. The �ow continues
until the pressure in the pulse tube is reduced to the average pressure.

• Moving the piston up causes the gas to expand adiabatically in the
pulse tube.

• The cooled, expanded gas in the pulse tube is forced by the gas �ow
from the reservoir towards the cold heat exchanger picking up heat
from the object being cooled. The �ow stops when the pressure in the
pulse tube is increased to the average pressure. The cycle then repeats.

The function of the regenerator is the same as in the GM refrigerators;
it has to precool the incoming high-pressure gas before it reaches the cold
end. The function of the pulse tube is to insulate the processes at its two
ends; there is gas in the middle portion of the pulse tube that never leaves
the pulse tube and forms a temperature gradient that insulates the two ends.

Figure 2.15: Schematics of a single stage Pulse Tube [Radebaugh, 2000].
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2.3. Heat Load Analysis

The 1.1 THz Array Receiver Cryocooler

The RP-082B Cold Head from Sumitomo Heavy Industries (SHI) Cryogen-
ics Group [SHI Cryogenics Group, ], a two-stage PT cryo-refrigerator is the
chosen one for the 1.1 THz Receiver (see �gure 2.16). Its function is to pro-
duce continuous closed-cycle refrigeration at temperatures, depending upon
the heat load imposed, in the range of 30 K to 45 K for the �rst-stage cold
station and in the range of 3.0 K to 4.2 K for the second-stage cold station.
The RP-082B has its 2nd stage refrigerator capacity of 1.0 W at 4.2 K and
1st stage refrigeration capacity of 40 W at 45 K. See �gure 2.17 for a detailed
capacity map.

Figure 2.16: Picture of the Sumitomo RP-082B Pulse Tube, its main parts are
identi�ed [SHI Cryogenics Group, ].

The fact that the performance of the PT cryocooler is orientation-
dependent (see �gure 2.18) causes no problem for the 1.1 THz Array Re-
ceiver because it will be operated only in vertical position and the cryostat
design incorporates the PT with the CH facing down when in the operation
position.

The RP-082B is driven by water-cooled F-70H compressor which provides
re�ned oil and gas management to the PT and o�ers a 30.000-hour service
interval. For a full recapitulation of the speci�cations of the RP-082B PT
and the F-70H compressor see table 2.2.

2.3 Heat Load Analysis

The cryostat of the 1.1 THz Multi-pixel Receiver has been described in detail
in this chapter. In this section, we will do the thermal analysis of the cryostat.
This is necessary to check that the heat load into the PT's stages are within
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Figure 2.17: The Sumitomo RP-082B Pulse Tube Capacity Map (50 Hz). Pro-
vided by [SHI Cryogenics Group, ]

9

Orientation RP-082B

for reference only

0 +

Figure 2.18: The Sumitomo RP-082B Pulse Tube capacity in function of the
orientation. Provided by [SHI Cryogenics Group, ]
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2.3. Heat Load Analysis

SRP-082B-F70H

Refrigeration Capacitya

1st Stage 40 W @ 45 K
2nd Stage 1.0 W @ 4.2 K

Lowest Temperature 2nd Stage < 3 K
Cool down Time 2nd Stage < 80 min.
Orientation Vertical onlyb

Ambient Operating Temperature 5 to 40 °Cc

Vibration level
1st Stage ± 7 µm
2nd Stage ± 9 µm

Helium Gas Pressure
Static 1.65 MPa at 20°C
Operatingd 1.90 - 2.20 MPa

Pressure Relief Valve Setting 2.61 - 2.75 MPa
Pulse Tube RP-082B

Dimension (HxWxD) 581 x 190 x 347 mm3

Weight 26 kg
Maintenance interval 20.000 hrs

Compressor
Model F-70He Indoor, water-cooled
Cooling water (inlet) 6 - 9 L/min, 5 - 25°C
Flexline Length 20 m Helium Gas Lines
Dimension (HxWxD) 576 x 444 x 529 mm3

Weight 100 kg
Maintenance interval 30.000 hrs

Electrical Power 3 phase, AC 380 - 415 V, 50 Hz
Power Consumption 7.2 kW

Table 2.2: Speci�cations of the RP-082B Pulse Tube and the F-70H compressor
working together. Data provided by [SHI Cryogenics Group, ]

aThe refrigeration capacity is the value in the vacuum.
b2nd stage pointing down.
cCooling capacity may degrade by max. 5% if ambient temperature is above 28°C.
dThe operating pressure varies according to the heat load of cold head and temperature

around the equipment.
eHigh voltage model.
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their capacity so that the temperatures provided to the SIS mixers can be
below 4.5 K.

The analysis is done in the steady state, when the system has reached
its equilibrium. In the case of the cryostat it means when the cryostat has
reached the operation temperature.

Heat transfer at low temperatures is governed by the same three mecha-
nisms present at ambient and elevated temperatures: radiation, conduction
and convection. The latter, which is the transfer of heat from a �uid to a
colder surface by means of �uid particle motion is not present in the cryostat
because of the vacuum. The other two ways of heat transfer are calculated
in the following paragraphs. The formulas used for the calculations are men-
tioned and brie�y described here, for more details there are many good books
in the subject such as [Lienhard IV and Lienhard V, 2008] and [Flynn, 2005].

The thermal radiation is the heat exchange between two surfaces sepa-
rated by a medium considered transparent. The net rate of heat transfer
from the hotter surface at T1 to cooler surface at T2 can be calculated from:

Φr = σSF (T 4
1 − T 4

2 ) (2.2)

where σ = 5.67·10−8 W/m2· K4 is the Stefan-Boltzman constant, S is the
surface area in which the exchange happens and F is the view factor (some-
times called con�guration, form or shape factor) which may be regarded as
the fraction of energy leaving object 1 that is intercepted by object 2.

The view factor for close surfaces (parallels or concentric) is:

F =
1

1
ε1

+ 1
ε2
− 1

(2.3)

where ε1 and ε2 are the emissivity of each surface which depend in the ma-
terial and its temperature.

The heat transfer by conduction is the heat exchange between two points
of a solid, liquid of immobile gas. When we are in the permanent regime,
with T1 and T2 the respective temperatures of the two points in the solid,
the heat �ux is given by:

Φc =
S

l
λ(T1 − T2) (2.4)

where S is the area in which the heat exchange happens, l is the distance
between the two points and λ (sometimes identi�ed with the letter k) is the
thermal conductivity of the material, its dimensions are W/m·K. But, λ is
almost always temperature dependent, so we will use the following expression
to be more precise:

Φc =
S

l

∫ T2

T1

λ(T )dT (2.5)
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2.3. Heat Load Analysis

where
∫
λ(T )dT is the thermal conductivity integral which dimensions are

W/m.
In table 2.3 the calculated radiative and conductive heat transfer from

the cryostat and cartridges to the two cooling stages of the PT are listed.
The heat load produced by the LO, one per cartridge, is approximately 100
µW [VDI Virginia Diodes, Inc., ] which is negligible.

una temperatura efectiva a lo largo del epoxy de 215
We also have to calculate the heat load via the wires that are needed by

the following components inside the cryostat:

• Balanced SIS mixers: The Direct Current (DC) bias current (≈ 100
µA) is applied via a bias-T to each mixer. To monitor and adjust the
bias current a set of 5 wires is required, thus 10 wires per balanced SIS.

• Magnets: A carefully adjusted magnetic �eld is needed to suppressed
the Josephson current. It is supplied by an electro-magnet that needs
a current between 50 - 100 mA, thus 2 wires per magnet.

• LNAs: The ampli�er requires a DC current (10 - 20 mA), thus 2-5
wires, and a coaxial cable carrying the IF per LNA.

• Temperature sensors: Each sensor requires 4, low current (10 µA),
wires. In total the cryostat is equipped with at least 4 sensors and each
cartridge has two more.

• Heaters: each one requires two wires with low resistance and high cur-
rent capabilities. The cryostat is provided with three heaters. Not
considered for the heat load analysis, because they are used only if the
temperature has to be increase for operations or to reduce the warming
up time.

The wire material should have a low thermal conductivity to minimize
the heat transfer from the outside (at ambient temperature) to the inside
(at cryogenic temperature) of the cryostat. And, the material should also
have low electric resistance to minimize the heat input due to the current
running in the wire. Table 2.4 has the thermal conductivity and the electric
resistivity of some materials commonly used in cryogenic wires. In addition,
the materials used for the wires have to be selected depending on the required
electric current.

The Wiedemann-Franz law states that the ratio of the thermal conduc-
tivity (λ(T )) to the electrical conductivity (σ = 1/ρ), with ρ the electrical
resistivity, of a metal is proportional to the temperature (T ). The propor-
tionality constant L, known as the Lorenz number, is:

L =
λ(T )

σ(T )T
=
π2

3

kB
e

= 2.44 · 10−8 WΩK−2 (2.6)
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T1 T2 S F (ε) Φr

Cryostat K K m2 W

Vessel → 50 K shield 300 60 1.914 0.088a 77.419
Vessel → 50 K shield 300 60 1.914 0.013b 22.759

50 K → 4 K shield 60 4 0.988 0.046c 0.048

Centering mechanism 300 60 0.009 0.247 3.130

Centering mechanism 60 4 0.009 0.119 0.002

6 G10-Epoxy strips 300 60 0.023 0.247d 4.048

6 G10-Epoxy strips 60 4 0.005 0.119 0.003

Entrance window (HDPE) 300 60 0.006 0.680e 1.984

IR �lter (Zitex®) 60 4 0.007 0.515 0.003

18 LNAsf 4 0.090

2 Cartridges

300 K plate → 50 K plate 300 60 0.027 0.088 2.175

50 K plate → 4 K plate 60 4 0.024 0.046 0.002

8 G10-Epoxy strips 300 60 0.005 0.247 1.225

6 G10-Epoxy strips 60 4 0.005 0.119 0.003

Subtotal 300→ 60 35.321
60→ 4 0.151

T1 T2 S l
∫
λ(T )dT Φc

Cryostat K K m2 m W/m W

6 G10-Epoxy strips 300 60 6 · 10−5 0.568 146.800g 0.093

6 G10-Epoxy strips 60 4 6 · 10−5 0.137 12.470 0.033

Centering mechanism 300 60 6 · 10−5 0.231 146.800 0.115

Centering mechanism 60 4 6 · 10−5 0.215 12.470 0.010

2 Cartridges

8 G10-Epoxy strips 300 60 6 · 10−5 0.132 146.800 0.534

6 G10-Epoxy strips 60 4 6 · 10−5 0.130 12.470 0.035

Subtotal 300→ 60 0.742
60→ 4 0.078

Table 2.3: Cryostat heat exchange analysis. T1 and T2 are the temperature of
the two surfaces or points, S is the area in which the heat exchange happens, F (ε)
is the form factor obtained from equation 2.3. The radiative (Φr) and conductive
(Φc) heat transfer are obtained from equations 2.2 and 2.5 respectively.

aεAl at 300 K is 0.25 and at 50 K 0.10, values for commercial unpolished aluminum
[Verdier and Locatelli, 1986].

bThe 50 K shield with a 10 layer MLI, ≈ 15 % of the surface is not covered. εMLI is
0.013 [RUAG Space Division, ].

cεAl at 4 K is 0.06, for commercial unpolished aluminum[Verdier and Locatelli, 1986].
dIn the literature, εepoxy goes from 0.80 to 0.95. We use 0.95 [Everest Intersience, ].

An e�ective temperature of 215 K along the epoxy strip is used in the calculation.
eThe entrance window is mounted in a 90 mm diameter tube made of aluminum, cavity

of emissivity ≈ 1 and. εzitex = 0.68 in [Clark and D′Addario, 1999].
fConsidering that each LNA dissipates 5 mW, the mixers dissipation is negligible.
g
∫
λ(T )dT calculated from the λ(T ) values of epoxy taken from [NIST Cryogenics, ].

In [Frey et al., 1981], the λ(T ) for T > 60 are smaller than the ones used here.
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2.3. Heat Load Analysis

T Phosphor Manganin Copper Stainless
K Bronze Steel 304

Electrical 4.2 1.08 · 10−7 4.38 · 10−7 1.52 · 10−10

resistivity 77 1.12 · 10−7 4.62 · 10−7 2.03 · 10−9 5.60 · 10−7

Ωm2

m
305 1.30 · 10−7 4.92 · 10−7 1.63 · 10−8 10.25 · 10−7

4 1.6 0.5 300 0.3
Thermal 10 4.6 2 700 0.9

conductivity 20 10 3.3 1100 2.2
W
m·K 80 25 13 600 8.2

150 34 16 410 11.2
300 48 22 400 15.1

Table 2.4: Electrical resistivity and thermal conductivity for some materials used
in cryogenic wires. Stainless Steel's electrical resistivity and thermal conductivity
from [Flynn, 2005] and [NIST Cryogenics, ] respectively. The rest of the data is
from [Lake Shore Cryogenics, Inc., ].

where kB is the Boltzmann's constant and e is the charge of an electron.
This law is helpful in obtaining a value of λ, which is usually rather di�cult
to measure, from an easily measured quantity. But, it usually valid only for
temperatures above 100 K.

To help select the most appropriate wires, that would ful�ll the require-
ments with minimum heat load, the common rule is to decide the length of
the wire in a way that the heat load by both mechanism, dissipation and
thermal conductivity, are equal. This may not always be possible, but it can
be an useful starting point.

The thermal conductivity is obtained with equation 2.4 or 2.5 and the
dissipation (Q) by:

Q = RI2 (2.7)

with R the resistance and I the current. This gives a wire length given by:

l2 =
S2λ(T )∆T

I2ρ(T )
(2.8)

Depending on the characteristics of the material, sometimes the recom-
mended length of the wire will be longer than needed to diminish the thermal
conductivity load. It is also recommended to heat sink the wires at the 50 K
stage to reduce the heat input in the 4 K stage of the cryostat.

The calculations of the heat load produced by the wires is presented in
table 2.5. The wiring of the 1.1 THz Array Receiver, when fully populated
with the SIS balanced mixers, has not been de�ned yet and it is not part
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of this thesis, so it may end up consisting of di�erent wires than the ones
selected here. However, these calculations are included to have an estimation
of what could be the heat load produced by the many wires needed for this
receiver, and then be able to have a complete heat load input per temperature
stage to compare them with the capacities of the PT.

We also present the heat load produced by the wiring used in the current
con�guration of the receiver (see table 2.6), which is the status of the receiver
at the end of this thesis. At this stage, there are 9 temperature sensors (5
in the cryostat and 2 on each cartridge) and 4 single-ended HEB mixers in
total. Each sensor requires 4, low current (10 µA), wires and to monitor and
adjust the DC bias current (< 1 mA) of each HEB, 5 wires are needed.

The total heat input per temperature stage in both cases, current status
and �nal receiver, are smaller than the capacity of the PT and can be seen in
table 2.7. This cryocooler should be enough for the 1.1 THz Array Receiver
in its �nal version. Nevertheless, these calculations are ideal, the choice of
wire material and length are critical to stay below the 1 W capacity of the
PT in the 4 K stage.
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2.3. Heat Load Analysis

Heat load mechanism [W] Φc Q Φc Q
Temperature [K] 300→ 60 300→ 60 60→ 4 60→ 4

Balanced SIS

Material PB

4.2 · 10−2 9.2 · 10−6 3.8 · 10−3 8.0 · 10−6
Diameter [mm] 0.127
Length [mm] 500
# of wires 10
# of devices 18

Temperature sensors

Material PB

7.5 · 10−3 1.6 · 10−8 6.7 · 10−4 1.4 · 10−8
Diameter [mm] 0.127
Length [mm] 500
# of wires 4
# of devices 8

Magnets

Material Cu

7.4 · 10−2 2.9 · 10−1 4.0 · 10−2 3.6 · 10−2
Diameter [mm] 0.160
Length [mm] 1000
# of wires 2
# of devices 18

LNAs

Material Cu

1.9 · 10−1 2.9 · 10−2 1.0 · 10−1 3.6 · 10−3
Diameter [mm] 0.160
Length [mm] 1000
# of wires 5
# of devices 18

IF

Material Coaxiala

1.9 · 10−1 negligible 1.6 · 10−2 negligible
Diameter [mm] 2.200
Length [mm] 500
# of wires 1
# of devices 18

Subtotal 5.0 · 10−1 3.2 · 10−1 1.6 · 10−1 4.0 · 10−2

Total 8.2 · 10−1 2.0 · 10−1

Table 2.5: Heat exchange via the wires on each of the two temperature stages in
the 1.1 THz Array Receiver �nal version.

aThe coaxial cable has a center and outer conductor (in SS) diameter of 0.51 mm and
2.2 mm respectively and a dielectric (PTFE) diameter of 1.68 mm.
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Heat load mechanism [W] Φc Q Φc Q
Temperature [K] 300→ 60 300→ 60 60→ 4 60→ 4

Ribbon cablesa

Material Cu

8.7 · 10−1 4.8 · 10−6 1.6 · 10−1 6.7 · 10−10
Thickness [mm] 0.05
Width [mm] 0.32
Length [mm] 170
# of wires 30b

Wires

Material PB

7.1 · 10−3 4.1 · 10−9 1.5 · 10−3 8.8 · 10−5
Diameter [mm] 0.127
Length [mm] 500
# of wires 4
# of devices 8

Subtotal 8.8 · 10−1 4.8 · 10−6 1.6 · 10−1 8.8 · 10−5

Total 8.8 · 10−1 1.6 · 10−1

Table 2.6: Heat exchange via the wires on each of the two temperature stages in
the 1.1 THz Array Receiver current status. In this case, a combination of ribbon
cables and phosphor bronze wires are used on the cryostat for the temperature
sensors; the latter only from the 4 K stage to the sensors. In the cartridge side, the
wiring for the mixers is done from the 300 K to 60 K with ribbon cables and from
the 60 K on with PB wires. In addition, PB wires are used for the sensors and
heaters on both stages. Only the conduction is accounted for the heaters because
they produce heat by dissipation when needed to increase the temperature

.

aFFC (Flat-Flex-Cable) from [ES&S Solutions GmbH, ]
bWires per ribbon cable
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Heat transfer 300 K→ 60 K 60K→ 4 K
mechanism W W

Cryostat+ Conductive 0.742 0.078
cartridges Radiative 35.321a 0.151

Wires

Final Conductive 0.500 0.160
version Dissipative 0.320 0.040

Current Conductive 0.880 0.160
version Dissipative 4.8 · 10−6 8.8 · 10−5

Receiver �nal version total 36.883 0.429

Receiver current version total 36.943 0.389

Table 2.7: Total heat load for the 1.1 THz Array Receiver in its �nal and current
versions. The heat load is presented separately for the two temperature stages.

aWith 10 layer MLI.
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2.4 Cryostat Performance

The results were not the expected ones after the �rst cool down, several
things had to be improved or modi�ed until the required temperatures were
reached. A total of approximately 15 cool downs were performed before
reaching satisfactory results. With respect of vacuum, the results were as
expected since the beginning of the tests. In this section, we present some of
these cool downs and the tests done in the process of troubleshooting.

The results concerning the thermal links performance and the optics tests
are presented in sections 3.5 and 4.5 respectively.

2.4.1 Vacuum Tests

During the tests in the laboratory, a pressure of few 10−7 mbar was generally
reached. This pressure did not change when the cryostat started to be tested,
open to external radiation, with the HDPE entrance window (see section
2.2.3). Previously, before lower temperatures were reached, the cryostat was
tested closed, with an aluminum plate instead of the HDPE. See �gure 2.19.
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Figure 2.19: Pressure measurements during the cool down and warm up cycles.
The red line data was taken with the cryostat closed to external radiation and the
blue line with the entrance window in HDPE, therefore open to the RF. The PT
was started after 4.4 and 15.6 hours respectively, on both cases a pressure of few
10−7 mbar is reached. In the warm up cycle, it can be seen that the pressure goes
up to ≈ 100 mbar, to reach the ambient pressure one has to open the vacuum valve
(not shown here).
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The cryostat was evacuated with a turbo-molecular pump during 4 hours
to reach a vacuum of ≈ 4 · 10−5 mbar. When this vacuum is reached, the
PT is started. Then, during the cool down, the vacuum improves due to the
freeze-out of residual gases, reaching 10−7 mbar and remaining at this value
or better during the tests in the laboratory.

2.4.2 Temperature Tests

The temperature sensors installed in the cryostat and cartridges are sili-
con diodes, series DT-670, from [Lake Shore Cryogenics, Inc., ]. We use
non-calibrated and calibrated sensors with an accuracy of 0.5 K and 0.1 K
respectively.

Cooling down and warming up time

The cooling down cycle of the cryostat is shown in �gure 2.20, it takes approx-
imately 32 hours to reach the operation temperature when the Cold Optics
is installed, increasing the cool-down time by approximately 10 hours. The
warming up cycle can be seen in the same �gure, the cryostat takes ap-
proximately 80 hours to reach ambient temperature, but after 50 hours the
temperature is high enough to be able to open it. With heaters, this time
can be reduced.

Temperature ripple

PT coolers have a cyclic cooling process that provoke temperature oscillations
on its �rst and second stages which correspond to the 50 K and 4 K CHs
respectively. The 4 K CH and focal plane temperatures were measured with
a time resolution of 16 Hz to be able to resolve the temperature variations.
The corresponding data can be seen in �gures 2.21 and 2.22 respectively. The
temperature oscillations in the 4 K CH are of ≈300 mK at 1.7 Hz and they
are reduced, in the focal plane, to less than 6 mK at a much slower rate. The
latter was measured when the TL Al-5083 (see chapter 3) was used, when
a TL with a higher thermal conductance is used a better coupling with the
temperature oscillations of the CH would be present. In the case of the TL
Al-1050 with the nylon ring, a temperature oscillation of 25 mK - in average
in 30 minutes - was measured in the focal plane with a data sampling of 1
Hz (see �gure 2.23) which should be a good representation of the situation
with respect of temperature, but it can not resolve the oscillations period.

Longer time variations can be seen in �gure 2.24 which shows measure-
ments taken during 40 and 60 hours with the cryostat open and close to
external radiation respectively, but with no extra heat load. The maximum
variations are of 1 K in the 50 K cartridge stage and of 60 mK in the 4 K
cartridge stage. Temperature variations of this kind and value do not a�ect
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Figure 2.20: Cool down and warm up cycles, pressure (top) and temperature
(bottom) versus time. The time scale is the same for both plots which helps to see
that the PT is started after 4 hours, when the pressure is 10−5 mbar, and how the
vacuum improves when the PT is started. The cool down takes 32 hours, it was
performed on the 09.12.2013 with the Cold Optics installed and the cryostat closed
to external radiation (aluminum plate instead of the HDPE entrance window).
Only the temperatures of the CR were measured.
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Figure 2.21: Temperature oscillations at the 2nd stage CH of the PT measured
with a time resolution of 16 Hz, the points show the taken data. The temperature
oscillations are of approximately 300 mK and at a rate of 1.7 Hz.
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Figure 2.22: Temperature oscillations at the focal plane measured with a time
resolution of 16 Hz. The plot shows the data taken during 30 minutes. Noiseless
periods can be seen, for example 100 secs, where the temperature oscillations of
the CH, shown in �gure 2.21, are not present. In addition, mid-term behavior can
be observed with a temperature variation of 6 mK instead of the 300 mK shown
in the previously mentioned �gure. Data taken when the TL Al-5083 (see chapter
3) was installed, when a TL with higher thermal conductance is used, a better
coupling with the CH temperature oscillations would occur (see �gure 2.23).
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Figure 2.23: Temperature oscillations at the focal plane measured with a time
resolution of 1 Hz when using the TL Al-1050 with the nylon ring (see chapter 3).
The plot shows the data taken during 3 hours. Mid-term behavior can be observed
with a temperature variation of up to 25 mK in 30 minutes instead of the 6 mK
shown in �gure 2.22. Even if measured with a smaller sampling rate, it shows the
better coupling with the CH temperature oscillations (variations are bigger), but
it can not resolve the period of these oscillations.

the operations of the receiver. These variations may be related to the tap
water temperature di�erence between day and night with which the PT is
cooled down.
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Figure 2.24: Long term temperature �uctuations on the cartridge stages taken
with a time resolution of 1 Hz. The plots show the variation in 40 hours (left) and
60 hours (right), without extra heat load, of the 50 K and 4 K cartridge plates. The
maximum variations are of 1 K and 60 mK respectively. Temperature variations
of this kind and value do not a�ect the operations of the receiver.
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Heat load tests of the PT

Due to the di�culties to reach 4.2 K on the second stage of the PT, it was
necessary to do a heat load test on this stage to understand the behavior of
the PT and check if the higher temperatures were a consequence of unex-
pected higher heat load and not due to a malfunctioning. A heat load test
of the �rst stage was also done to see the behavior of the 4 K stage when the
�rst one bears higher heat load.

Heat load on the 4 K stage

The test was done in the following way: the 4 K shield of the cryostat was
disconnected from its corresponding CH. In this way, the latter would not be
loaded with the shield, but instead with a resistor of R = 100 Ω placed on
the 4 K CH of the PT. The resistor was connected to a power source which
was able to load it with up to a voltage (V ) of 30 V. The temperature of
the 4 K cold head as well as 7 other positions in the cryostat were measured
by DT-670 silicon diodes. The test started with the measurements of the
initial state, when no voltage is applied to the resistor. The temperatures
were measured every 60 seconds and during 20 minutes before increasing the
voltage in 2.5 V. These procedure was repeated until reaching 20 V equivalent
to a power (P = V 2/R) of 4 W.

The measurements were done twice meaning that the described procedure
was repeated 40 hours later to let the 4 K shield get colder and in this way
reduce its radiative heat load onto the 4 K CH. Between both measurements
the 4 K shield got 30 K colder, from 222 K to 191 K. It can be seen in �gure
2.25 that the 4 K shield is getting colder continuously.

The result of the test, zooming into the 4 K stage temperatures, is shown
in �gure 2.26. Afterward, to estimate the heat load di�erence between both
set of measurements, the data was plotted and �tted with an straight line in
�gure 2.27. The answer is that the temperature di�erence of the 4 K shield
means 260 mW less heat load in the second test, enough to reduce the heat
load below 1 W (down to ≈ 740 mW) and accordingly diminish the 2nd stage
CH temperature to 3.7 K. The capacity map of the PT does not allow us
to say that this level of heat load corresponds to this exact temperature, it
doesn't provide enough resolution to do this, but we can con�rm that the
PT can provide temperatures ≤ 4.2 K which was the objective of this test.

In �gure 2.25, it can be seen a correlation in both shields temperatures.
The 50 K shield temperature increases when the 4 K CH is being loaded
during both tests. This is con�rmed with the test explained in the next
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Figure 2.25: 4 K stage heat load tests results. Test done with the cryostat closed
to external radiation. The 4 K CH of the PT is not connected to the 4 K shield,
instead it is loaded via a resistor of 100 Ω installed on it. The voltage was increased
in steps of 2.5 V and the temperature was registered every minute. The plot shows
all the measured temperatures during both tests separated by 40 hours. In red
(bottom), it can be seen the response of the 4 K CH temperature as consequence
of the increment in the heat load, separated by the period of time indicated above.
The other 5 temperature curves that were measured in the 4 K radiation shield
can not be identify separately (top), their temperature di�erence is less than 1 K.
Same thing for the two measurements of the 50 K stage (middle). The 4 K stage
was continuously reducing its temperature as well as the 50 K stage. However, it
can be seen that the 50 K stage TL and cartridge increase their temperature as a
consequence of the 4 K heat load increments. This correlation in the temperature
of both stages is observed during both tests.
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Figure 2.26: 4 K heat load tests results, zooming on the 4 K CH temperature.
Both measurements were taken with 40 hours di�erence to let the 4 K shield get
colder and have measurements at a di�erent heat load level. At the beginning of the
�rst test, the CH temperature is 4.2 K, therefore the heat load in the second stage
is already 1 W according to the capacity map (see �gure 2.17). At the beginning
of the second test, the PT CH temperature is 3.7 K, thus the heat load is less than
1 W. To have an estimation of the heat load di�erence see �gure 2.27. However,
we can already conclude that the PT is able to provide temperatures ≤ 4.2 K and
thus, that it works properly.
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Figure 2.27: The points correspond to the data plotted in �gure 2.26 and the
lines are the �tted curves. The load di�erence between both tests is approximately
260 mW which corresponds to the di�erence in heat load (horizontal-axis) from
both curves. From these curves we can also conclude that the 4 K CH, at this load
conditions, has an increase of cooling capacity of 565 mW per Kelvin.
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paragraphs.

Heat load on the 50 K stage

The heat load test of the 50 K stage was done in a similar way as the one for
the 4 K stage, but in this case the 50 K shield was not disconnected from its
corresponding CH, neither was the 4 K shield. A resistor, of 75 Ω, was placed
in the 50 K CH of the PT to produce the additional heat load. The test was
done from the initial state, when no voltage is applied to the resistor, to the
�nal state, when a maximum of 25 V is applied, equivalent to a load of 8.3
W. The increment in voltage was done in steps of 5.0 V.

Figure 2.28 shows the results of this test where it can be con�rmed the
correlation between both stages. This means that, at the current levels of
heat loads in the PT, when one of the two stages is loaded, the temperature
of the other stage also rises. Thus, the heat load in the 50 K stage also has
to be reduced (or not increased) to be able to reach the needed 4.2 K in the
second stage of the PT. In the PT capacity map, it can be seen that this is
the behavior when the �rst stage has temperatures between 33 K and 50 K,
when the temperatures are < 33 K, this correlation is no longer valid and
a decrease in this temperature would produce and increment in the second
stage temperature which is something we have to avoid.

It has been shown that the PT works properly, thus the problem for
reaching colder temperatures during our tests were due to some unexpected,
undesirable, heat load sources in the cryostat. Thus, after these tests, we
looked for any unexpected load particularly the ones that could come directly
from the 300 K into the 4 K stage.

Three main strategies were followed to obtain the needed improvement.
First, improve the thermal conduction on each shield by the use of aluminum
and/or copper with higher thermal conductivity and also by improving the
interface between the PT CHs and the shields. Figure 2.6 shows the 4 K CH
interface. Second, look for and reduce all possible unwanted radiation heat
load that could come directly from the 300 K into the 4 K stage. Among
others, the hole for the PT in the 50 K radiation shield was covered with
an aluminum plate, the small gaps left between the 50 K wall segments and
the aluminum bars were closed by wrapping the bars with a 10 layer MLI
sheet and the space between the 50 K TL �ngers were closed by means of a
special cover designed for this purpose (see �gure 3.7). And last, correct any
possible thermal leak caused by an unwanted contact between the shields.

Figure 2.29 presents the temperatures in the cryostat of a selection of
7 cool downs to show the evolution toward operation temperatures. The
two cool downs, in which both cartridges temperatures were measured, show
that the TLs have reached temperatures ≤ 4.2 K which is very good, but the
temperatures in the cartridges plates still needed improvements to be able to
operate with SIS mixers. After that, a nylon ring was installed around the
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Figure 2.28: 50 K stage heat load test. For this test the cryostat was closed to
external radiation and, in addition, both shield's entrance were also covered with
an aluminum plate. A 75 Ω resistor was installed in the 50 K CH of the PT and
loaded in steps of 5 V up to 25 V, equivalent to 8.3 W. The load increment did
not happen at regular intervals, but this does not a�ect the information obtained
from the test. It can be seen that an increment in the heat load applied to the 50
K CH, also causes an increment in temperature of the 4 K stage. The temperature
sensors in the 50 K stage are in the TL and the cartridge plate, thus far from the
CH (without direct thermal connection to it). This explains why the temperature
changes takes longer to be observed in this stage than in the second stage of the
cryostat. The temperature in the 50 K CH is approximately 30 K lower.
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TL Al-1050 to improve its thermal conductance (see section 3.5.2) with very
good results. The last measurement included in this �gure shows the best
performance of the cryostat. Here, the cartridge plate temperature reached
4.4 K. Unfortunately, only the 4 K stage temperatures of the Cartridge of
Re�ected beams (CR) are presented because, during this cool down, the FPU
optics of the Cartridge of Transmitted beams (CT) was being tested (beam
measurements) and thus it was mounted just below the entrance of the 4 K
radiation shield (see section 4.5.3).

Figure 2.29: A selection of seven cool downs to show the main steps towards
the operation temperature. In the cryostat, the PT is at the same distance from
both cartridges, here it is closer to the CT due to a display choice. Because of a
limited number of temperature sensors, the measured temperatures are not always
the same, they vary through the cool downs for diagnose purposes. From the
11.06.2014 we had the necessary equipment to also measured the CT temperatures.
The best performance of the cryostat is when the CR cartridge plate temperature
reached 4.4 K. the CT temperature on the 4 K-stage could not be measure this
time, this was the last test performed during this thesis. The Cold Optics has a
temperature of 4.6 K, in average, when measured in the last cool downs (not in
the �gure).
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2.5 Summary

A cryostat that �ts the two cartridge with all the necessary components
- described in this chapter - has been built, assembled and tested in the
laboratory. Most of the parts of this cryostat were built in our workshop.

The cartridge philosophy allows easy maintenance and troubleshooting
since it is possible to remove and repair cartridge components without having
to open the whole cryostat neither to dismount it from the telescope and thus
reduce observing downtime. The same advantages are also valid when testing
in the laboratory.

Due to the SIS balanced mixers' requirement of low cryogenics tempe-
rature, a 2-stage PT was incorporated in the cryostat. Flexible connections
from the PT cold heads to the radiation shields were designed to prevent the
transmission of mechanical vibrations to the receiver focal plane, where the
mixers are mounted.

An entrance window made of HDPE was developed, this material was
selected due to its high transmission at the operation frequencies, low gas
permeability and strength to withstand the pressure di�erence. Zitex® was
chosen as the material for the IR-�lters because of its good absorption in the
mid-IR and good transparency in the receiver frequency band. 2 layers of
Zitex® are use in the 50 K and 4 K shields.

Approximately 15 cool downs were performed before reaching tempera-
tures that could allow operation with the HEB mixers. In this chapter, it was
explained the strategy followed to reach the required lower temperatures, e.g.
reduced the unanticipated direct 300 K radiation into the 4 K stage, replaced
parts of the radiation shields with higher conductivity aluminum.

The �nal temperature provided to the FPUs also depends in the thermal
conductance of the TLs (see chapter 3), the best results were obtained during
the latest cool downs when using the TL made of aluminum 1050 with the
nylon ring. In this case, a temperature of 4.4 K was reached in the CR.
Unfortunately, the temperature of the other cartridge could not be measured.

The calculated heat load of the current receiver version is similar to the
one estimated for the �nal state, when the receiver will be fully populated
with 18 SIS balanced mixers. One of the reasons for this, is that in the
current version, the heat load produced by the wiring (white ribbon cables)
can be reduced and has to be changed. Therefore, we can conclude that the
cryostat is suitable for the use with HEB mixers and it should also be the
case with SIS balanced mixers, provided that the adequate wiring is used.
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Chapter 3

The Thermal Links

The 1.1 THz Array Receiver is a cartridge-type instrument. Its cryostat
�ts two easily removable cartridges containing 9 SIS balanced mixers each.
The mixers require an operation temperature below 4.5 K (section 1.3.4).
The cryostat and the cartridges developed during this thesis are described in
chapter 2 and section 2.2.2 respectively.

The cooling of the cartridges, where the detectors are mounted, is pro-
vided from the cryostat via a thermally activated link arrangement (the TL)
that requires no permanent mechanical attachment, that is to say, it does not
need to be physically bolted to a cartridge stage. This concept provides a
signi�cant operational advantage in that the withdrawal of a cartridge, to be
maintained or repaired, can be simply performed at room temperature and
ambient atmospherics pressure without disturbing the rest of the receiver
and cryogenics systems. This minimizes the risk of damage to the remaining
receiver parts, reduces observing downtime and maintenance time because it
avoids a potentially lengthy and di�cult readjustment of the external optics
since there is no need to dismount or separate the other parts from the vac-
uum vessel, which can remain mounted in the laboratory or in the telescope
cabin.

In this chapter, we present the new all-metal TL that was developed,
during this thesis, to connect the cartridges to the cryostat thermally and
mechanically. We start by describing the TL in section 3.1, followed by the
explanation of its design (section 3.2) and the description of the di�erent TLs
that were built (section 3.3). Then, we calculate their thermal conductance
(section 3.4) and lastly, in section 3.5, we show the results from the laboratory
tests including the thermal conductance measurements of the three TL types
that were built.
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3.1 Thermal Links Description

The design of the TL is inspired by the concept �rst proposed by RAL for use
in the ALMA receivers [Orlowska et al., 2002], which was slightly large and
complicated in its �rst iteration. An updated design, suitable for all the 170
mm - diameter - cartridges is shown in �gure 3.1 top. A simpli�ed version
was then designed in [Yokogawa et al., 2003] as part of the development of
a 3-cartridge test cryostat for ALMA. This TL is composed of a crown-like
ring made of OFHC and a clamping belt made of nylon (�gure 3.1 bottom).

Figure 3.1: Top: Two models of the ALMA thermal link arrangement, the 4
K TL (left) and the 12 K and 70 K TLs (right). Bottom: Picture of the TL
composed of a OHFC crown-like ring and a nylon clamping belt (white ring) used
in the 3-cartridge test cryostat for ALMA. Figures from [Orlowska et al., 2002] and
[Sekimoto et al., 2003] respectively.

In the case of the OFHC-nylon model, the �ngers close into the cartridge
plates with an external force provided by the nylon ring produced due to
its higher thermal contraction under low temperature. The nylon ring is
installed in the higher part of the �ngers, embracing them. This produces
the needed contact for the thermal conduction.

One of the important characteristics required for the new TL that de-
veloped for the 1.1 THz Array Receiver was that it could not include any
plastic, thus requiring an all-metal design. The reason for this is that ma-
terial properties of metals are better known and more reproducible (from
di�erent providers) and that the plastic may age faster.

In the case of the all-metal design, a metal ring is placed in the inner
diameter of the lower part of the TL (see �gure 3.3). Its purpose is to block
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the thermal contraction of the lower part of the �ngers, forcing rotation and
bending reactions in di�erent parts of the �ngers. As a consequence, the
higher part of the TL �ngers will close the gap and make contact with the
cartridge plates. This is explained in detail in section 3.2.

As a consequence, the employed materials should have the largest possible
di�erence with respect of thermal expansion characteristics. We needed one
material that would exhibit a large dimensional change with temperature
changes for the crown-like ring and one that would react as little as possible
for the metal ring.

As �rst material, we chose aluminum instead of copper because it has a
higher thermal expansion coe�cient. See �gure 3.2 for the thermal expansion
characteristics of di�erent materials. In addition, it was also decided to avoid,
where possible, interfaces between di�erent materials and since the TL plates
of both cryostat's radiation shields as well as the FPU optics in the cartridges
are made of aluminum (see chapter 2), the decision to use aluminum was
con�rmed. However, the thermal conductivity of the material (see �gure
2.4) of which is made the crown-like ring is also important because a main
objective of the TL is to cool down the receiver focal plane below 4.5 K. The
latter should guide the decision about which kind of aluminum to use.
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Figure 3.2: Integrated linear thermal expansion of various materials. Data based
on literature, from [Marquardt et al., 2000] and the NIST web page [NIST Cryo-
genics, ].

Invar was an obvious choice as second material. It's a nickel-iron alloy also
known as FeNi36, notable for its unique low coe�cient of thermal expansion
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(see �gure 3.2). Its name comes from the word invariable, referring to its
lack of expansion or contraction with temperature changes.

The current receiver needs four TLs, one per cartridge in the 4 K and 50
K stages. Our TL is formed by a crown-like ring made of aluminum - divided
into 60 �ngers - and an Invar metal ring (see �gure 3.3). The design principle
(section 3.2) of the TLs for both stages is the same, the only di�erence is
their size. The inner diameter of the TLs are 185.5 mm and 175.5 mm for
the 50 K and 4 K stages respectively. The ones on the 50 K stage are only
larger to facilitate the mounting. Each TL weighs ≈ 300 gr.

Figure 3.3: Top: CAD drawing showing the ensemble cryostat 4 K plate - TL -
FPU optics with a cut to see the inner part and a zoomed view for details. Bottom
left: CAD drawing of the all-metal TL which is composed of a crown-like ring made
of aluminum divided into 60 "�ngers" and an Invar ring. Bottom right: Picture
of the crown-like ring made of Al-1050, its inner diameter is 175.5 mm and the
distance between �ngers is 2 mm. Each TL weighs ≈ 300 gr.

The gap left between the cartridge plate and the TL is 0.25 mm (�gure
3.3 top). This space is su�cient for the mounting of the cartridges at ambient
temperature. The TL should be designed in such a way that this gap is closed
when cooled down and in this way, the cartridge plates can reach the desired
operating temperatures. The most important temperature is the one reached
by the 4 K stage plate of the cartridges where all the mixers are connected
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to.

3.2 Thermal Links Design

To proceed with the explanation of the design we have to concentrate on
one �nger; all the calculations were done for one of the 60 identical �ngers.
For the analysis, each �nger is divided in three beams, two vertical and one
horizontal, named: higher beam (Ls), lower beam (Li) and horizontal beam
(Lh) respectively. See �gure 3.4 to identify the beams more clearly. This
�gure also shows the dimensions and real pro�le of the �nger, it may be too
soon to see all of this, but this �gure will help understand the method used
in the TL design.

Figure 3.4: Drawing of the TL pro�le. In red, its pro�le and dimensions are
shown. In dark gray, the square section of the Invar ring and in light gray, the
Invar ring support made of small aluminum plates and its corresponding screw.
Only six of these plate are actually used. Two small schemata are present, the
top right one identi�es the beams that form each �nger and the bottom right one
shows the section of the beam with its two sides and an applied force. In the main
drawing, B is perpendicular to the paper. These dimensions are valid for the 4 K
and 50 K TLs made of Al-5083. Due to their di�erence in diameter, only the width
of the �nger (B) is di�erent, being bigger in the 50 K model.
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The closing of the gap by the �ngers is done via three components: dis-
placement due to thermal shrinking of the aluminum, bending of the thinnest
part of Lh, which causes the rotation of Ls, and Li, until the former is stopped
by the corresponding cartridge plate, thus closing the gap; and the bending
of the Li provoked by the fact that the aluminum contracts when cold and the
Invar ring (almost) does not (see �gure 3.5). This di�erence in contraction
is not completely covered by the rotation of Li, thus bending occurs. The
bending of Li is needed to have a clamping force on Ls when it closes the
gap.

Figure 3.5: TLs working principle. 1) Initial state: cryostat is at ambient tempe-
rature and the gap between the TL and the cartridge (∆i) is 0.25 mm. 2) Cooling
down starts: aluminum starts to shrink (Fshrinking) and the Invar does not (FInvar),
this displacement produces the bending of the thinnest part of Lh (∆h) which pro-
vokes a rotation of Ls and Li, until the former touches the cartridge plate. The
amount of Li rotation (∆r) can be calculated by geometry. 3) Final state: the
cryostat is cooled down, the rest of the shrinking di�erence between the aluminum
and Invar (∆t = ∆r + ∆b ) is absorbed by the bending of Li (∆b). Table 3.3 shows
all these ∆ values for the TLs built during this thesis.

Table 3.1 shows the thermal expansion calculations done for the cartridge
plates and the TLs at ambient and operation temperatures. The �rst two
lines of the table, for each stage, show that when cold, the gap between
the cartridge plates and the TL will be similar to the gap when at ambient
temperatures. Thus, the shrinking of the cartridge plates can be ignored. The
third line of the table shows the di�erence in contraction of both materials
where the Invar ring is in contact with the Li. The di�erence in contraction
(∆t) is 0.35 mm and 0.34 mm for the 50 K and 4 K TLs respectively.

The bending of the Lh thinnest part and of Li means stress in the material
(aluminum and Invar) and materials undergo strain when they are subject to
stress. Stress is the force applied to the material per unit of cross-sectional
area and strain is the de�ection per unit length. When stress is applied to
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Stage εA εI ∆ε Rh ∆L Rc

·10−5 ·10−5 ·10−5 [mm] [mm] [mm]

50 K
cartridgea -407.3 92.50 -0.38 92.12
cryostatb -407.3 92.75 -0.38 92.37
thermal linkc -407.3 -40 -367.3 95.75 -0.35

4 K
cartridge -415.5 87.50 -0.36 87.14
cryostat -415.5 87.75 -0.36 87.39
thermal link -415.5 -40 -375.5 90.75 -0.34

Table 3.1: The thermal expansion of the aluminum and Invar in the TLs. The
integrated thermal expansion of aluminum (εA), Invar (εI) and the di�erence be-
tween them (∆ε) are given at 50 K and 4 K. ε is de�ned as ∆L/L293 = (L -
L293)/L293, where L293 is the length at room temperature and L the length when
cold. The radius of each part at room temperature (Rh) and when cold (Rc) are
also given. The values in bold are the shrinking di�erence between aluminum and
Invar (∆t). In the TLs, this di�erence is absorbed by rotation ((∆r) and bend-
ing (∆b) of Li (see �gure 3.5 for the explanation of the TLs working principle). ε
data are based on literature, from [Marquardt et al., 2000] and the NIST web page
[NIST Cryogenics, ].

aRadius of the cartridge plate.
bInner Radius of the TL.
cRadius where the lower beams (Li) are in contact with the Invar ring.
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a metal the initial strain is elastic and the metal will return to its original
dimensions if stress is removed. Beyond a certain stress however, plastic
strain occurs and the metal is permanently deformed. We have to make
sure that the beams of the TL stay in the elastic range to avoid permanent
deformation.

The relationship between stress and strain is di�erent for di�erent mate-
rials and depends on properties such as the modulus of elasticity (E), also
known as Young's modulus, and the yield strength (σy). The modulus of
elasticity is a measure of the sti�ness of an elastic material and is a quantity
used to characterize materials. It is de�ne as the slope of its stress-strain
curve in the elastic deformation region (E = stress/strain), where stress is
the force causing the deformation divided by the area to which the force is
applied and strain is the ratio of the change in some length parameter caused
by the deformation to the original value of the length parameter. Sti�er ma-
terials have higher elastic modulus. The σy is a very important parameter for
the design because it is the stress required to produce small plastic strain in
the metal, usually 0.2 % permanent deformation, thus the maximum stress
that the material can withstand without a permanent deformation occurring.
For more details in this topic, please refer to any of the many good books
written about it, for example [Young and Budynas, 2002] and [Moore et al.,
1989].

The size of each aluminum beam is analyzed in terms of the needed ge-
ometry and of its undergone bending. Geometry will give a starting point for
the lengths of the beams, then with these values one can calculate the rect-
angular cross section (described below) that would be needed to stay within
the elastics limit (avoiding permanent deformation of the metal) and if not
realistic (for example, too big), try with other lengths until both criteria are
satis�ed.

First, the bending of the Li will be analyzed. The amount of ∆t taken
by the rotation (∆r) of Li can be calculated by geometry (see �gure 3.5) and
depends on the lengths of Ls, Li and the initial gap of 0.25 mm between the
TL and the corresponding cartridge plate. Then, the bending of Li is given
by:

∆b = ∆t −∆r. (3.1)

This bending corresponds to the case of a beam �xed at one end and the
load (F ) concentrated on the other end. The maximum displacement (∆b)
is produced where F is applied and it is given by:

∆b =
Fl3

3EI
(3.2)

Obtained from [Moore et al., 1989], where l is the length of the beam, E
is the Young's modulus of the material and I is the centroidal moment of
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inertia of a beam with rectangular cross section. I is calculated by:

I =
BH3

12
(3.3)

with B and H as the sides of the rectangle (see �gure 3.4 bottom right).
B is the width of the �nger and is de�ned by the diameter of the TL, the
number of �ngers and their spacing . Then, from equation 3.2, the force
that would produce ∆b is calculated. Additionally, the maximum bending
moment which is located at the support of the beam, is calculated by:

Mmax = Fl (3.4)

After this, we have to calculate the maximum force Fmax that resists the
beam to stay into the desired elastic range. One way to continue would be
to use the bending moment at yield strength, also known as yield moment
(My) which is the bending moment when the �rst part of the section reaches
the yield stress, it is calculated by My = σyBH

2/6. But this method is too
conservative and it would have resulted in beams unnecessarily big.

Instead, we use the method of plastic, or ultimate strength which is a
preferred method of design, applicable to rigid frames and statically inde-
terminate beams made of materials capable of plastic action [Young and
Budynas, 2002]. First, the plastic moment Mp, de�ned as the moment at
which the entire cross section has reached its yield stress (maximum bend-
ing moment that a section can resist before moving in the plastic range), is
calculated with:

Mp = σyZ =
σyBH

2

4
(3.5)

where Z is called the plastic section modulus. Second, one simply sets Mp

equals to the expression for the maximum value of the bending moment on
the beam Mmax (equation 3.4) and solves for the force which gives:

Fmax = Mp/l (3.6)

Mp is always larger than My, this causes that the allowed Fmax is, in this
case, 1.5 times bigger, resulting in smaller beams for the TL.

To continue, one has to compare both force values and check that the
beam dimensions satisfy the condition of F/Fmax ≤ 1. Using equations 3.2
and 3.6, the rapport can be expressed as follows:

F

Fmax

=
∆bEH

σyl2
(3.7)

One could also check that F ≤ Fmax, but doing the rapport helps to noticed
that the depth or width of the beam (B) is not present, in other words, chang-
ing this dimension does not help to improve this rapport. If the condition
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is not satisfy, one can modify the dimensions of H, l and ∆b of Li. H is an
independent parameter, but the other two are related with each other and
with the length of Lh (see �gure 3.5).

Secondly, we will analyzed Lh. In this case, the important part for the
stress-strain analysis is the thin part of the beam which is where bending
occurs. It has to be analyzed with the same procedure described above for
the Li analysis. First we calculate the Mp and the F/Fmax ratio to �nd the
values of the l and H that allow elastic bending. The corresponding ∆h is
calculated by geometry since the bending angle of Lh is the same as the
rotation angle for Ls (see �gure 3.5). Equation 3.5 shows that a longer l and
a smaller H are the direction to go, but that goes in exactly the opposite
direction when considering the thermal conductance (equation 3.10) which
is very important in the TLs. Thus, we chose the shortest l and largest H
that satisfy F ≤ Fmax for the part of Lh that bends and completed the Lh
length with a larger H (see �gure 3.4) to add some thermal conductance.

The de�nition of the Ls dimensions are only done by geometry, this part
does not undergo any stress. The total length is de�ned so it touches the
cartridge plate which is 0.25 mm away and allows an appropriate ∆b for Li
(equation 3.1), B is given by the �nger width and H follows the shape of
Lh which is wider at this end (bigger cross section) to improve the thermal
conductance after the thin part (see previous paragraph). At the top of the
Ls, a small cut is done to increase the surface contact between the �nger and
the cartridge plate.

The diameter of the Invar ring is de�ned by the TL inner radio, at the
bottom of the Li beams, where is it mounted (see �gure 3.4). Thus, analyzing
the bending of the Invar ring, we will only de�ne its cross section. To start,
the ring is divided into 60 virtual beams where each beam corresponds to the
part facing one �nger. Consequently, the length of each Invar beam is given
by the B parameter (width) of the aluminum �ngers.

The bending of the Invar beam corresponds to the case of a beam sup-
ported at both ends with an applied force in the center. Here, F is the force
produced by Li on the Invar beam, obtained from equation 3.2. Using the
beam load equations [Moore et al., 1989] that corresponds to this case, we
have the maximum moment at the point of the load given by:

Mmax = Fl/4 (3.8)

Afterward, the procedure is similar to the one described before for the Li
bending analysis. First, we set Mp (from equation 3.5) equal to Mmax and
solve for the Fmax to obtain:

Fmax =
σyBH

2

l
(3.9)

Then, the condition F ≤ Fmax must be satis�ed by the Invar beam B and H
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dimensions.

The dimensions of all the beams, as well as the rotation and bending
values, for the TLs that were built during this thesis are presented in table
3.3 and described in section 3.3.

3.3 Thermal Links Versions

Two versions of TLs were designed using the method explained in section
3.2. The �rst version was made of Aluminum 5083, a standard aluminum
used in our workshop. Four TLs were made, two for the 50 K stage and two
for the 4 K stage.

After that, driven by the desire of a higher thermal conductance (see
section 3.4), it was decided to make the 4 K TLs of an aluminum with higher
thermal conductivity. We wanted to make these TLs in Al-1100 (see �gure
2.4), but its smaller yield strength of 34.5 MPa [Schwarzwälder Metallhandel
GmbH, ] made it impossible (see equation 3.7). However, we managed to
design a new TL in Al-1050, which is the purest aluminum with a yield
strength big enough to allow a new design in the space already allocated for
it. Two TLs were made for the 4 K stage.

The yield strength and the modulus of elasticity of the materials used in
the two versions of the TLs are shown in table 3.2.

The dimensions of the TL beams together with the values of their corre-
sponding rotation and bending, for both versions, are presented in table 3.3.
The real pro�le of one �nger can be seen in �gure 3.4.

E σy
[N/m2] [N/m2]

Al-5083a 7.10 · 1010 2.80 · 108

Al-1050b 6.90 · 1010 9.50 · 107

Invarc 1.45 · 1011 1.65 · 108

Table 3.2: Modulus of elasticity (E) and yield's strength (σy) used in the calcu-
lations of the TLs design (see section 3.2).

aData from [ASM Aerospace Speci�cation Metals, Inc., ].
bData from [Schwarzwälder Metallhandel GmbH, ].
cData from [Moore et al., 1989].

Before building the TLs, the design was validated with a �nite element
analysis done, with ProMechanica [PTC, ], on one of the 60 identical �ngers
of the TL. The corresponding results for the TL Al-5083 model are shown in
�gure 3.6.
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Beam l H B ∆t ∆r ∆b

[mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm]

50 K TL Al-5083

Li 12.5 2.0 8.0 0.35 0.17 0.18
Lh 4.5 3.5 8.0
Lh thin 3.5 1.0 8.0 0.05
Ls 18.4 5.0 8.0

4 K TL Al-5083

Li 12.5 2.0 7.5 0.34 0.17 0.17
Lh 4.5 3.5 7.5
Lh thin 3.5 1.0 7.5 0.05
Ls 18.4 5.0 7.5

4 K TL Al-1050

Li 14.5 1.6 7.5 0.34 0.20 0.14
Lh 8.0 0.8 7.5 0.11
Ls 18.4 5.0 7.5

Table 3.3: Thermal link (TL) beam dimensions for the two versions of TLs built
in our workshop, made of Al-5083 and Al-1050. The later was used to build only
the 4 K TLs to improve the thermal conductance of the stage. The characteristics
of the three aluminum beams are given, Lh thin is the thin part of Lh (see �gure
3.4). In the TL made of Al-1050 there is no thinner part, thus only a value for Lh is
given. B is de�ned by the diameter of the TL, the number of �ngers and the space
between the �ngers. In these versions, a spacing of 2 mm was considered. The
shrinking di�erence (∆t), of the aluminum and Invar, where Li is in contact with
the Invar ring is 0.35 mm and 0.34 mm for the 50 K and 4 K TLs respectively (see
table 3.1). The amount of ∆t absorbed by rotation (∆r) and by bending (∆b) are
also presented (see �gure 3.5). The Invar ring beam length (for the calculations)
is equal to the corresponding TL B and its cross-section area is 3x3 mm2. The
performance of the TLs is presented in section 3.5.1.
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Figure 3.6: TL design validated by the �nite element analysis done using ProMe-
chanica [PTC, ] in one of the 60 identical �ngers. Left: The TL displacement,
being the maximum displacement of 0.25 mm. Right: The TL stress, being the
maximum stress equal to 136 N/mm2 which is smaller than the limit of 150 N/mm2

(equation 3.6) in this beam to stay within the elastic range. It shows the thin part
of Lh as the part of maximal care of the TL. This analysis was done to validate
the design of the Al-5083 TL before its fabrication.

The force produced by the TL on the cartridge plate does not need to
hold anything, only do the contact to allow the thermal conduction. Nev-
ertheless, it is necessary to have a clamping force to assure a good contact.
The estimation of the clamping force was done using the Law of the Lever
which relates the input and output forces with the inverse of their distances
from the fulcrum where they are applied. In the case of the TL, the input
force (Fi) is the one applied by the Invar ring in Li, the output force (Fs) is
the clamping force, the distances are the lengths of the corresponding beams
and the fulcrum, de�ning the rotation point, is Lh. Consequently, Fs = Fi

l(Li)/l(Ls), Fi was calculated using equation 3.2. To have the total force, Fs

has to be multiplied by 60. The �ngers apply a force estimated in 4500 N
for the �rst model, made of Al-5083, and a force of 1700 N for the version
made of Al-1050. In the �rst design of the ALMA TLs, the clamping force
was estimated in 2200 N [Orlowska et al., 2002] .

In the original design of the TL, the separation of the �ngers was 1 mm.
A prototype for the 4 K stage was built with this characteristic, but because
of critical manufacturing it was decided that the separation was going to be
increased to 2 mm. This change did not mean any additional modi�cation
in the design. Nevertheless, this larger �nger separation in the 50 K TLs
has a negative impact on the 4 K stage temperature. The larger spacing
allows more radiation from the 300 K vessel to pass directly to the 4 K stage,
resulting in a higher temperature of this stage. This was solved by a TL
cover made of aluminum and mounted on each of the 50 K TLs. Figures
2.1 Top right and 3.7 show the 50 K TLs, with their covers, mounted in the
receiver.
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Figure 3.7: Picture taken during the mounting of the receiver, it shows the 4 K
TLs and both 50 K TLs with their covers. This is the orientation in which the
receiver operates. Some aluminum bars wrap in MLI can be seen behind the longer
epoxy strips and part of the Cold Optics is seen in the back and on top of the 4 K
TLs.

The TLs designed during this thesis for the 1.1 THz Array Receiver can
be used in other projects. As an example of this, �gure 3.8 shows the new
receiver of the Laboratory Spectroscopy Group of our institute where two
TLs are used.

3.4 Thermal Conductance of the Thermal

Links

Another modi�cation that was done to the TL was to try to increase its
thermal conductance, particularly in the case of the 4 K stage TLs. To
investigate in this respect, we started by estimating the thermal conductance
of the TL built of Al-5083.

We do the calculation for one of the 60 identical �ngers of the TL. We start
by dividing the �nger in three parts or portions. The �rst one corresponds to
the Lh thin, the second one to Lh and the third one to Ls (see �gure 3.4). For
each part we calculate its thermal conductance using the following formula
(see equation 2.4):

λ
′
=
S

l
λ(T ) (3.10)

where λ(T ) is the thermal conductivity of the material at the temperature
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Figure 3.8: TLs used in the new receiver of the Laboratory Spectroscopy Group
of our institute. Left: CAD drawing of the receiver. The TLs are drawn in red,
the lower one corresponds to the 50 K TL and the upper one to the 4 K TL. Right:
Picture of the two TLs hold together with three epoxy strips. Part of the PT can
be seen next to them.

T , S the cross section area perpendicular to the thermal �ux and l is the
length of the corresponding part.

In a serial con�guration, the resistances (1/λ
′
) are added and then in-

verted to get the total thermal conductance of each �nger. In this way, the
di�erent aluminum types can be compare. It was estimated that the thermal
conductance obtained with the current aluminum type (Al-5083), calculated
in 0.252 W/K, could be improved by a factor of 6 with the aluminum alloy
1050.

However, another thermal conductance (or resistance) has to be added,
this is the one that represents the contact between the TL and the corre-
sponding cartridge plate. By using the measured thermal conductance of
the TL Al-5083 which is 0.182 W/K (�gure 3.16), the thermal conductance
of the contact was calculated to be 0.655 W/K. Considering this value to
also be the contact thermal conductance of the TL Al-1050, the previous
improvement factor drops to 2.5. Nevertheless, we decided to build the new
TLs for the 4 K stage.

Unfortunately, the measured thermal conductance of the TL AL-1050
is not as good as expected. It is only 0.186 W/K (�gure 3.16), similar to
the one of the TL Al-5083. This means, that the thermal conductance is
dominated by the contact between the TL and the cartridge, which is not
improved by a di�erent choice of aluminum. The thermal conductance of the
contact this time is calculated to be only 0.211 W/K. However, it improved
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the temperature of the TL itself.

The thermal conductance of the TL made of Al-1050 has the problem of
being more a�ected by the bad thermal conductance of the contact TL - car-
tridge plate. The contact behaves worse than the one of the Al-5083 model.
The contact geometry is very hard to handle in the construction process and
softer materials, like the Al-1050, are more di�cult in this respect.

For the time being, we decided to improve the thermal conductance of
the TLs by the use of a Nylon ring installed around the top of the �ngers,
similar to the one in the copper-nylon TL model (see �gure 3.1 bottom). A
ring made of nylon (polyamide 66) was designed for the 4 K TLs made of
Al-1050; its inner diameter is 185.5 mm and has a thickness of 4 mm. Figure
3.9 shows a picture of both TLs, with the nylon ring, mounted in the 4 K TL
plate. All the thermal conductance results and the way they were measured
are presented in the next section.

Figure 3.9: Both TLs made of Al-1050 with their nylon ring are installed in the
4 K TL plate. The 50 K TLs, with their covers, are also present. The Cold Optics
is not installed and the Al5N plates, part of the 4 K CH interface, can be seen in
the back.

3.5 Thermal Links Performance

In this section, we will present the results of the receiver tests done, in our
laboratory, with a focus in the thermal links behavior. The results concerning
the cryostat performance and the optics tests are presented in sections 2.4
and 4.5 respectively.
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3.5.1 Temperature Test Results

The TLs - cartridge plates cooling behavior, for the 50 K and 4 K stages can
be seen in �gure 3.10 which shows 5 of the �rst set of cool downs, when we
were trying to reach 4.2 K or less in the second stage of the PT. During this
time, the cryostat was closed to external radiation (entrance window with
a aluminum plate instead of the HDPE), the Cold Optics was not installed
yet and the 50 K TLs had no covers. It can be observed that the TLs close
at an average temperature of 250 K which is higher than the expected (≈
150 K) because the design was done considering the �nal state, when the
total shrinking has happened already for both, the radiation shields and the
cartridge, but the latter starts shrinking only after the contact is established.

It can also be seen that the �rst TLs to close are the 50 K ones, doing
it after 2 hours of cool down. The 4 K TLs close after 3.5 hours in average.
This can be explained by the fact that the former cools down faster as shown
in �gure 2.20. Other plots of cool downs can be seen in appendix A and
similar plots of the thermal links behavior of all the cool downs, a total of
30, are presented in the appendix B.

The TLs - cartridge plates cooling behavior when the Cold Optics is in-
stalled can be seen in �gure 3.11 which shows 3 of the cool downs with di�e-
rent cryostat con�guration (open/closed to external radiation, with/without
50 K TLs covers) and before the mixers were installed. Both models of TLs
are presented. The Cold Optics guides the beams from the outside of the
cryostat to the FPUs optics increasing their temperature. Accordingly, the
temperature di�erence between the TLs and the cartridges, at the steady
state, is higher than when the Cold Optics is not installed.

To see the temperature di�erence between the TL and the corresponding
cartridge plate only when the steady state is reached see �gure 3.12 which
shows most of the cool downs done during this thesis. Only 6 are not included
either because they were a particular kind of test or due to a problem with
the data collection. In this �gure, it can be seen that the CT temperatures
are always higher than the CR ones, on both stages. Unfortunately, we
have almost no data of the CT before the Cold Optics was installed, thus
we can not say much about that case, but at least part of the reason of
this temperature di�erence, is that even if the Cold Optics should a�ect
both FPUs optics - and cartridges - in a similar way, the CT gets most of
the ambient temperature radiation, because at this wavelength (10 µm) the
polarizer re�ect less of it. In addition, it can also be seen that the mixers
also increase the temperature of the cartridges 4 K stage, particularly of the
one on which they are installed due to the heat load conduction by the wires.

To have a better look at the usefulness of the 50 K TL's covers see �gure
3.13. They work correctly, the 4 K stage reaches the needed lower tem-
peratures when the covers are installed, this means that the heat load it is
e�ectively stopped by the cover, warming up the 50 K stage by few kelvins
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Figure 3.10: Thermal links behavior while cooling down. The vertical-axis indi-
cates the temperature di�erence between the TLs and the corresponding cartridge
stage and the x-axis the cooling down time (left) and the TL temperature (right).
In this way, it can be seen when and at which TL temperature this one starts to
close and thus cool down the cartridge plate. Here are presented 5 of the �rst cool
downs, when the cryostat was closed, the Cold Optics was not installed yet and
the 50 K TLs had no covers.
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Figure 3.11: Thermal links behavior while cooling down when the Cold Optics is
installed. The vertical-axis indicates the temperature di�erence between the TLs
and the corresponding cartridge stage and the horizontal-axis the cooling down
time (left) and the TL temperature (right). A sample of 3 cool downs with di�erent
cryostat con�guration (open/close, with/without 50 K TLs covers) and before the
mixers were installed. Both models of TLs are also present. The temperature
di�erence between the TL and the corresponding cartridge plate when the steady
state is reached is higher than when the Cold Optics is not installed because this
one guides the beams from the outside of the cryostat to the FPUs optics increasing
their temperature.
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Figure 3.12: Steady state temperature di�erence between the TLs and their cor-
responding cartridge plates. On both stages the temperature di�erence of the CR
(red) is smaller than the one of CT (blue). Left: 4 K stage data. The points show
the measurements taken with the cryostat entrance window closed to external radi-
ation, and before the Cold Optics was installed using the Al-5083 TLs. The circles
indicate measurements taken with the Cold Optics installed and the star some
measurements while it was o� again. The rest of the data show the performance
of the Al-1050 TLs: the square represents data taken with the Cold Optics and
the plus signs with mixers, the smaller plus means that the mixers are in the other
cartridge. The triangle indicate the best performance, when the Al-1050 TLs have
the nylon ring installed. Right: 50 K stage data. The points show the �rst data
taken without the 50 K TL covers, the diamonds indicate the data taken with the
covers and the stars some data while the covers were removed again. The 50 K
TLs are always the same, made of Al-5083.
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Figure 3.13: Steady state temperature di�erence between the TLs and their
corresponding cartridge plates. Same as �gure 3.12, but showing the e�ect of the
50 K TL's covers in the 4 K stage. Left: The green and cyan data indicate when
the 50 K TLs had their covers installed. In these cases, the TL temperature is
below 5 K on both cartridges. Right: The points and the diamonds show the
measurements when the 50 K TLs had their covers o� and on respectively; and
the stars some measurements while they were o� again. The covers do not have an
impact in the temperature di�erence, but the stage stays at higher temperature.
This shows that the covers do their job of blocking the 300 K radiation, preventing
it to load the 4 K stage, and thus, allowing it to reach lower temperatures.

3.5.2 Thermal Conductance Measurements

To have a more complete understanding of the TLs performance, we need to
know their thermal conductance. The estimation of this value was done in
section 3.4. Here, we show the results of the measured thermal conductance
of three types of TLs, which are the TL made of Al-5083, the TL made of
Al-1050 and the TL prototype, also called �rst version TL (V.1), which only
di�erence with the former is that it has a �nger spacing of 1 mm.

The thermal conductance of the TLs was measured as follows: 1) A re-
sistor of 1000 Ω and of 100 Ω were placed on the 4 K and 50 K cartridge
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stages respectively. 2) The temperatures of the cartridge plate (Ta) and the
TL (Tb) were measured with silicon diodes. 3) the heat load (in W) was
increased by changing the voltage applied to the resistor 4) the temperature
di�erence (Ta - Tb) is obtained and 5) these data points are then �tted with a
�rst degree polynomial. The thermal conductance is the inverse of the slope
of the latter. One TL is tested at a time.

As examples of these tests, �gure 3.14 shows the test data for the TL
Al-5083 installed in the 4 K stage as they are taken (point 2 and 3 of the
procedure) and �gure 3.15 shows the calculated temperature di�erence from
the 4 K TL (V.1) and the 50 K TL test data (point 4).
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Figure 3.14: Thermal conductance test of the 4 K TL made of Al-5083. The
horizontal-axis indicates the applied power in the resistor installed in the 4 K CR
plate and the vertical-axis the temperature. The temperature of the TL as well
as the temperatures of both cartridge's 4 K plates are shown. Data taken on the
01.30.2014.

All the data with their corresponding �tted curves are displayed in �gure
3.16 (point 5), thus giving the information of the thermal conductance of all
the tested TLs. These values together with the thermal conductance of other
TLs are presented in table 3.4 for comparison.

The worst thermal conductivity is the one of the prototype TL (V.1).
Then, TLs made of Al-5083 and Al-1050 have similar results even though
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Figure 3.15: The TL - cartridge plate temperature di�erence (vertical-axis) cal-
culated , from a data set similar to the one presented in �gure 3.14, for the 4 K TL
(V.1) test (top) and for the 50 K TL made of Al-5083 (bottom). The horizontal-axis
indicates the applied power in the resistor installed in the corresponding cartridge
plate. From data taken on 11.02.2014.
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Figure 3.16: Thermal conductance measurements results. The horizontal-axis
indicates the applied power in the cartridge plate and the vertical-axis the tempe-
rature di�erence between the TL and the cartridge plate. The points are the data
and the lines the �tted curves. The thermal conductance is written in the matching
color. Top: It can be observed that the performance of the prototype (TL V.1)
is the worst one. However, we expected a better conductance for the TL Al-1050,
being only similar to the one of the TL Al-5083. The thermal conductance of the
former is dominated by the contact between the TL and the cartridge, which is not
improved by a di�erent choice of aluminum and, in addition, very hard to control
in the manufacturing process. For this reason, we added a nylon ring to the TL
Al-1050 and the result is very positive, the thermal conductance is more than 2
times bigger. Bottom: The thermal conductance of the 50 K TL Al-5083 is similar
with or without cover as expected. The cover can a�ect the initial temperature
di�erence, but not the thermal conductance. For the 4 K TLs, the third measured
was the only one performed in the CT, on the other hand, for the 50 K TLs only
this cartridge was measured.
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V. 1 Al-5083 Al-1050 ALMAa Testb Testc

Al-1050 +nylon Cryostat Cryostat

φ [mm] 175.5 175.5 175.5 170/140 170/140

W/K W/K W/K W/K W/K W/K

4 K 0.14 0.19 0.45 0.12 1.7/1.4 1.2/2.0
50 K 2.30d - 1.30 3.3/3.1 5.0/4.0

Table 3.4: TLs thermal conductance measurement results, including data from
other TLs for comparison. The thermal conductance of our thermal links are better
than the one of the ALMA prototype, but worse than the ones obtained in the Test
Cryostat even in the case of the TL Al-1050 where it is more than doubled when
the nylon ring around the �ngers is used. The lower performance of our TLs is
due mainly to the fact of a poor contact with the cartridge plate, this is the weak
point in our design. The fact that the FPU optics, which is the 4 K stage in the
cartridge, is not made of pure aluminum may have an impact in their lower thermal
conductance. For the time being we added a nylon ring to improve its performance.

aValues of a �rst ALMA TL prototype [Orlowska et al., 2002]. An updated design was
built as �nal version for the ALMA cryostat (see �gure 3.1), but not thermal conduction
values are given for this model.

bValues of the OFHC-nylon TL developed for the 3-cartridge test cryostat for ALMA,
taken from [Sugimoto et al., 2003].

cValues of the OFHC-nylon TL developed for the 3-cartridge test cryostat for ALMA,
taken from [Sekimoto et al., 2003].

dTL diameter 185.5 mm. Only a TL Al-5083 is used in this stage.
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we expected a higher value for the latter. The thermal conductance of our
TLs is dominated by the contact between the TL and the cartridge, which is
not improved by a di�erent choice of aluminum and hard to control during
fabrication, it is the weak point of our design. However, the use of Al-
1050 improved the temperature of the TL itself, getting the 4 K TL plate
temperature with less loss than the version made of Al-5083.

The thermal conductance was improved by more than the double by
means of a Nylon ring installed around the top of the �ngers of the TL
Al-1050. Taking into account the estimated thermal conductivity of the TL
Al-1050 which was 1.6 W/K, the thermal conductance of the contact is im-
proved from 0.22 W/K to 0.63 W/K. Maybe it could be better to build the
TLs without the cut on top of the �ngers, supposed to improve the contact
between them and the cartridge plate, when the nylon ring is going to be
used.

If one needs this Nylon ring will depend in the amount of heat load that
will be present in the focal plane of the receiver when in operations and the
temperature required by the detectors. In other words, if the temperature
provided to the TLs and their thermal conductance is enough for the receiver
to operate, there is no need to add the nylon ring. The 1.1 THz Array
Receiver will need the TLs with their nylon rings to be able to operate with
SIS mixers. Currently, it can operate with HEB mixers without the need of
the nylon rings and probably it will also be able to, in the future, when the
receiver is fully populated, if care is taken in minimizing the wiring and the
ampli�ers heat load.

3.6 Summary

We have designed and built a new all-metal TL to be used with the cartridge-
type receiver, reducing maintenance complexity and allowing the required
future �exibility.

The thermal conductance of the TL made of Al-5083 was 0.19 W/K,
lower than the calculated 0.252 W/K. Since the performance of the TLs
a�ects the temperature obtained in the receiver focal plane, located in the
cartridges, it was decided to improve the thermal conductance of the 4 K
TLs by making them of an aluminum with higher thermal conductivity. We
designed a new TL made of Al-1050, which is the purest aluminum with a
yield strength big enough to allow a new design in the space already allocated
for it. Unfortunately, the result was not as good as expected, obtaining a
thermal conductance only similar to the initial version. The di�erence in
performance is partly due to the material, but mainly due to the contact,
between the TL and the cartridge plate, which is hard to control during
fabrication and is the weak point in our design. This can be improved by
a Nylon ring installed around the top of the �ngers, similar to the one in
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the copper-nylon TL-model made for the ALMA test cryostat. The thermal
conductance was increased to 0.45 W/K and allowed the best performance
of the cryostat (chapter 2), where a temperature of 4.4 K was obtained in
the CR.

If one needs this Nylon ring on the 4 K TLs will depend in the amount
of heat load that will be present in the receiver focal plane and the required
operation temperature for the detectors. In other words, if the thermal con-
ductance of our all-metal TLs is enough for the receiver to operate, there is
no need to add the nylon ring.

A cover made of aluminum had to be designed to be used with the 50 K
TLs because the 2 mm �nger spacing allows too much radiation from the
300 K vessel to pass directly into the 4 K stage, increasing the tempera-
ture of the latter. This solution worked very well and helped reduced the
temperature of the 4 K stage.
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Chapter 4

The 1.1 THz Heterodyne Array

Receiver Optics

The receiver was designed as a cartridge-type receiver to, among other things,
allow �exibility by being able to operate, in the future, at di�erent frequencies
and, within some limits, with di�erent number of pixels. This is an important
input for the decision of the optics-array design philosophy that should also
permit this interchangeability.

In this chapter a detailed overview of the 1.1 THz Heterodyne Array
Receiver optics is given. The Relay Optics, in charge of directing the beams
from the two FPU optics outside of the cryostat and towards the Nasmyth
A focal plane of the APEX telescope, is described in section 4.2. The FPU
optics, in charge of coupling the radiation from the receiver focal plane into
the feed horns of the mixing elements, is explained extensively in section 4.3,
it is here that the beam distance on sky is de�ned.

A direct consequence of the decision to use SIS balanced mixers (section
1.3.4) instead of single-ended mixers, is the need of a LO Power Distribution
accommodated behind the FPU optics which should provide an independent
LO-signal path to the dedicated LO-port of each of the 9 mixers in the sub-
array. A proposed design is presented in section 4.4.

To avoid absorption and re�ection losses of lenses, the entire optics of
the receiver is composed only of mirrors. However, all the optics-related
schematic drawings included in this work show lenses instead of mirrors be-
cause lenses are better adapted for these representations to be understood.

The multi-beam optics tests were performed using HEB mixers, the re-
sults are presented in section 4.5.

4.1 Heterodyne Array Receiver Optics

Heterodyne array receivers have the important requirement that each beam
must have optimum coupling to the telescope, to avoid signal loss. This, in
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addition to the e�ects of di�raction, have the consequence that the astrono-
mical source is not fully sampled1 because one can not put the pixels closer
than ≈ 2.5Fλ (see section 4.3), where F = f/D is the focal number of the
telescope, f the e�ective focal length (including all common mirrors), λ the
wavelength and D the diameter of the primary mirror. The optimum cou-
pling to the telescope is taken care of by the heterodyne array receiver optics
which can be divided in two parts:

• the Relay Optics or re-imaging optics in charge of transforming the
focal plane of the telescope into the focal plane of the receiver

• the FPU optics, in charge of coupling the radiation from the focal plane
of the receiver to the feed horns of the mixing elements.

The telescope focal plane can be the Cassegrain or one of the two Nas-
myths focal planes and the receiver focal plane is located in the FPU optics
which is described in detail in section 4.3. See �gure 4.1 to have a clear
overview of the location of these focal planes and the optics sub-assemblies
that are described in this thesis.

In the following sections, the attention is given to the description of the
Relay Optics, including the Cold Optics as part of it. The design principle of
such optics is presented in section 4.1.1 and the design developed and built
for the 1.1 THz Array Receiver is presented in section 4.2.

4.1.1 Design Principle

Due to the need of introducing Quasioptics and its mathematical statement,
required for the design of the receiver optics, and also to set the notation
used in this thesis, we replicate [Goldsmith, 1998] at the beginning of this
section.

The optics of the sub-millimeter and millimeter heterodyne receivers, like
it is the case for the 1.1 THz Array Receiver (λ = 293 µm, 50 - 500 λ ≈ system
dimensions), can not be described with geometrical optics which deals with
radiation in the limit that the wavelength λ� system dimensions. When λ ≈
system dimensions, di�raction e�ects dominate the propagation of radiation.
In these situations a complex formalism to analyze the beam behavior is
required.

Quasioptics gets into the middle of these two limiting cases and treats a
realistic situation of system dimensions being only moderately larger when
measured in wavelengths. This allows the theory of Gaussian beam modes
and Gaussian beam propagation to be employed [Goldsmith, 1998]. This
formalism includes the e�ects of di�raction within the limits of this case.
The beam is described by a Gaussian intensity pro�le, having a beam radius

1Nyquist criterion: 0.5Fλ
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Figure 4.1: Schematic representation of the three important planes for the optical
design and their layouts. Starting from the top, we have the telescope focal plane,
then the receiver focal plane and �nally the mixer-feed-horn beam-waist plane right
in front of the feed horns. The beam waists (represented with blue circles) and the
beam spacing on each plane are drawn in the same scale and are called: w0na, bna,
w0fp, bfp, w0fh and bfp (same as the previous one) respectively. In addition, in the
receiver focal plane, the size of the apertures (3.25w0fp = 2rfp, see section 4.3) are
shown in dashed black lines. The optical sub-assembly required to convert from
one plane to the next one is named in the red rectangles.
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w, which is the value of the radius at which the �eld falls to 1/e relative
to its on-axis value. Using the Gaussian beam formalism, the beam is fully
determined by the beam waist radius (w0) and its position z = 0. The beam
radius at a distance z from the waist can be expressed as:

w(z) = w0

√
1 +

(
λz

πw2
0

)2

(4.1)

The propagation of Gaussian beams deals with the growth of the beam of
radiation away from a beam waist, where the amplitude distribution perpen-
dicular to the direction of propagation is most concentrated and the phase
front is planar (�gure 4.2 left). The process of altering the properties of a
Gaussian beam is called beam transformation. While there are clear simi-
larities to focusing in geometrical optics, it has to be reminded that in qua-
sioptics there is no focus in the sense of radiation being concentrated to a
point. What is done here is to transform one beam waist into another, as
shown schematically in �gure 4.2 right. The Gaussian beam transformation
by a thin lens can be calculated by:

w0out =
w0in

[(din/f − 1)2 + (πw2
0in/λf)2]1/2

(4.2)

dout
f

= 1 +
din/f − 1

(din/f − 1)2 + (πw2
0in/λf)2

(4.3)

The output beam waist w0out and the output distance dout depend on the
input beam waist w0in and the input distance din, as well as the focal length
f and the wavelength λ.

After stating the basics of Gaussian beam propagation, we can focus on
the Relay Optics and its design principle. First, it has to be said that a Relay
Optics is in charge of converting the telescope focal plane into the receiver
focal plane (see �gure 4.1). In this thesis, we are dealing with an array
receiver which is more challenging, but the same principle can be applied to
a single-pixel receiver by considering it equivalent to the central pixel of the
array receiver. Its design must include:

• O�-axis re�ecting surfaces should be used to avoid absorption and re-
�ection losses of dielectric lenses. The mirrors should be large enough
to ful�ll at least the 4w-criterion (see below), goal is 5w, for all beams.

• The Gaussian beam coupling to the desired telescope focal plane illu-
mination pattern should be as uniform and as high as possible across
the complete FOV and the entire bandwidth.

The 4w-criterion means a minimum aperture diameter equal to 4w where
w is the beam radius at the aperture (real aperture, lens or mirror). This
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Figure 4.2: Left: Schematic diagram of Gaussian beam propagation: cut through
beam showing equiphase surfaces with broken lines, beam radius w, and radius
of curvature R. The beam waist is also identi�ed. Right: Schematic of Gaussian
beam transformation by thin lens. Both images from [Goldsmith, 1998].

truncates the beam at an edge taper Te of 34.7 dB (de�ned by equation
4.12) and includes 99.97 % of the power in the fundamental mode Gaussian
beam. In order to gain some margin for alignment tolerances we prefer to
use, when possible (e.g. enough space for bigger apertures), the 5w-criterion,
which includes 99.9996 % of the power corresponding to Te = 54 dB. To
calculate the right size of the mirrors and apertures, the beam spacing has
to be considered. In the design of the Relay Optics for the 1.1 THz Array
Receiver, the 5w-criterion was used. The topic of truncation and dimensions
of the optical elements is treated again in section 4.3.

The telescope that will host the array receiver must also meet several
requirements:

• The FOV must be wide enough to cover the entire n xm array of beams
(in the 1.1 THz Array Receiver n = m = 3, the total number of beams
is 9).

• The performance over the FOV must have minimal gain variation.

• The structure and mechanical design should o�er an optical path free
of vignetting and su�ciently-large intermediate mirrors (when needed)
to �t all the beams with at least the 4w-criterion.

A good solution for the design of a Relay Optics for a multi-pixel hetero-
dyne receiver is the use of a Gaussian Beam Telescope (GBT )2. This device,

2GBT in italics to di�erentiate from the Green Bank Telescope (GBT)
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illustrated in �gure 4.3 top left), consists of a pair of focusing elements sep-
arated by the sum of their focal lengths (f1 + f2), has interesting properties
that are presented below. From equations 4.2 and 4.3, the characteristics of
the output beam can be determined as:

w0out2 =
f2
f1
w0in1 (4.4)

dout2 =
f2
f1

(
f1 + f2 −

f2
f1
din1

)
(4.5)

where the output beam waist of the second mirror w0out2 depends only on
the input beam waist of the �rst mirror w0in1 and the focal lengths ratio.
Then, it has wavelength-independent magni�cation:

M =
w0out2

w0in1

=
f2
f1

(4.6)

In addition, the output beam-waist location after the second mirror (dout2)
depends only on (din1) and the focal lengths, and is equal to the focal length
of the second element (f2) for din1 = f1 (the focal length of the �rst mirror).
Hence, dout2 is also wavelength independent. The GBT is very useful in
systems that must operate over broad bandwidths [Goldsmith, 1998].

For the conception of the Relay Optics, �rst, geometrical optics is used.
The beam axis of each of the array pixels are traced, from the feed horns
to the telescope and of course, through the GBT s, by using the ray tracing
method [Hecht, 1987]. Afterward, Gaussian beams are propagated along each
ray to take into account the di�raction.

Few words about the ray tracing method seem necessary, not only because
it is used in the optics design of a heterodyne array receiver, but also to set
the nomenclature used in this thesis. In any case, this will not be treated
in extensively since there are plenty of good books that describe it in detail
[Born and Wolf, 1989], [Hecht, 1987].

The ray tracing method is used to determine the path of the light rays
accurately with the help of elementary geometry, by successive application of
the law of refraction (or re�ection). Each ray is uniquely de�ned by position
(distance from the optical axis) and angle (with respect of the optical axis),
the paraxial approximation permits to express the angle as a slope. The
position (bout) and slope (θout) of the rays after passing a thin lens or mirror
can be express as:

bout =

(
1− dout

f

)
bin +

(
din + dout

(
1− din

f

))
θin (4.7)

θout =
−bin
f

+

(
1− din

f

)
θin (4.8)
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both depending on the position (bin) and slope (θin) of the rays before the
mirror, the distances before (din) and after (dout) the mirror, as well as on its
focal length f .

This ray tracing analysis has to be done for both mirrors forming the
GBT (see �gure 4.3 top right) and after that it is found that the same
magni�cation is also valid for the position of the beams:

M =
bout2
bin1

(4.9)

The position of the beam is equivalent to the distance between beams (or
beam spacing), i.e. the distance between the o�-axis beam and the on-axis
one. Here bout2 is the beam spacing after the second mirror and the bin1 is the
distance between the beams entering the �rst mirror of the GBT . Equations
4.6 and 4.9 imply that:

w0out2

bout2
=
w0in1

bin1
(4.10)

This is a very important feature for the design of array optics for heterodyne
receivers, it says that the ratio between the beam waist and the distance
between the beams is the same in the input and output plane of a GBT , this
ratio remains constant.

A particular situation is when din1 = f1, causing that dout2 = f2; in
this case, the beam waist position between the two mirrors is in the same
place as the geometrical focus. This condition is not always possible due to
mechanical constraints (e.g. assigned space in the receiver cabin) that limits
the choice of the input or output distances. When w0in1 is closer to the �rst
mirror (din1 < f1), then the w0out2 will be farther from the second mirror
(dout2 > f2). The contrary happens when din1 > f1. This can be easily seen
in equation 4.5.

To conclude, an optical design schematic of a 3 pixel heterodyne receiver
is presented in �gure 4.3 bottom where it can be seen the ray tracing method
for all the beam axes and the Gaussian beam propagation along each ray to
consider the di�raction. The size of the mirrors is determined by at least
the 4w-criterion (goal is 5w) which means that the mirrors should be large
enough to �t a beam diameter of 4w for each of the beams plus the beam
spacing.

As can be seen, the GBT has the desirable features for the Relay Optics
development. Nevertheless, it must be noted that this characteristics are
strictly valid only for the beam propagation on-axis. In the case of a focal
plane array, theGBT conditions can not be simultaneously met by the central
pixel and the o�-axis pixels. The o�-axis beams propagate parallel to the
axis connecting the geometrical foci to the center of the mirrors. In this
thesis, this e�ect is neglected as well as no aberrations are calculated, the
total FOV of the 1.1 THz Array Receiver is very small (33� x 33�).
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Figure 4.3: Top left: A single pixel GBT consisting of two focusing elements, with
focal lengths f1 and f2, separated by the sum of their focal lengths. Top right: The
same pair of focusing elements using geometrical optics analysis for three beams,
optical axis in red. Bottom: A combination of the two previous images describing
the way heterodyne arrays optics is treated. This image shows an example with
3 pixels, the thin lines represent the beam axis and the thicker lines the Gaussian
beam radius contour. The magni�cation is wavelength independent (M = f2/f1)
and is also equal to the ratio of beam waists (w0out2/w0in1) and beam distances
(bout2/bin1).

In many cases, as well as in the case of the 1.1 THz Array Receiver, it
is not possible to match the required magni�cation with one GBT , then a
second one is incorporated to the Relay Optics design. This can be seen in
the next section, where the Relay Optics of the 1.1 THz Array Receiver is
described in detail.

4.2 The Relay Optics and the Cold Optics

The Relay Optics for the 1.1 THz Array Receiver was designed using the
method described in the previous section. The Cold Optics is part of the Re-
lay Optics, but is also explained separately because it is the optics assembly
inside the cryostat, cooled down to 4 K, and machined quasi monolithically
using Computer Numerical Control (CNC) milling techniques to guaranty
internal alignment. The Cold Optics will be explained thoroughly in section
4.2.1, for the moment the description will be done for the Relay Optics as a
whole.

The 1.1 THz Array Receiver will be installed in the Nasmyth A Cabin of
the APEX telescope. The document [Heyminck et al., 2004], provided by the
APEX team, de�nes the mechanical and optical constraints for the receiver
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design. On one hand, it means that all the receiver parts, cryostat plus optics,
must stay within the allocated area to avoid disturbing other installations
inside the cabin (see �gure 1.3). And, on the other hand, it gives information
about the telescope focal plane beam waist and its location. In addition, it
describes the refocusing system called Tertiary Optics (see �gure 4.8) that
modi�es the APEX Cassegrain-telescope for Nasmyth instrumentation, the
optical path to the telescope and its narrowest part.

The size of the Tertiary Optics mirrors together with the aperture of
the optical path between the Nasmyth A and the Cassegrain focus of the
telescope has to be considered, in the design of the Relay Optics, to be sure
that they can ful�ll at least the 4w-criterion (goal 5w-criterion) for the 9
beams of the array receiver. See section 4.2.2 for the details on what was
achieved in this respect.

The focal plane array of the receiver consists of two sub-arrays, each
formed by one FPU with 9 elements (section 4.3), and with sensitivity to
perpendicular signal polarizations. In this receiver, both sub-arrays have
their beams coincident on sky. The sub-arrays are coupled to the telescope
via a wire-grid polarizer, in which the incoming signal from the telescope is
split into two orthogonal polarization components, one per sub-array.

The operational band of the receiver is between 1000 and 1080 GHz, but
it was decided to use a design frequency of 1025 GHz (λ = 293 µm), a better
value with respect of the interesting lines found in this range, instead of the
center of the band. At this design frequency, on the focal plane of the receiver
which is located and de�ned in both FPU optics assemblies, the Gaussian
beam waist is w0fp = 8.923 mm and the distance between the beams is bfp
= 30 mm (see section 4.3 for a detailed explanation of these values). On
the telescope focal plane, the Gaussian beam waist at the APEX Nasmyth
A focal plane is, using f/D = 20.5 [Heyminck et al., 2004] and an edge
taper (Te) of 12 dB (see below), w0na = 4.505 mm (equation 4.13) and as
a consequence of equation 4.10, the beam distance is bna = 15.15 mm (see
�gure 4.1). So, the required magni�cation of the Relay Optics to be able
to reimage the receiver focal plane into the Nasmyth A focal plane isM =
0.505 (equation 4.6).

Sub-millimeter receivers usually use edge tapers between 10 and 14 dB
[Goldsmith, 1998], [Graf et al., 1998] laying between the optima given by the
aperture e�ciency and the main beam e�ciency which increases when the
aperture illumination becomes more highly tapered because of the reduce
energy on the sides lobes of the antenna pattern. We use an edge taper of 12
dB to illuminate the APEX telescope; going to a higher value would mean
that not all the Tertiary Optics mirrors can ful�ll the 4w-criterion for all the
beams (�gure 4.8, table 4.2).

To be able to match this magni�cation together with the optical path
length within the limits of the allocated area in the Nasmyth A cabin and
the geometry inside the cryostat, the Relay Optics has to be formed by two
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GBT s made of three ellipsoidal and one hyperboloidal mirrors. To work on
the Relay Optics design using the method explained in section 4.1.1, the
Gaussian beam optics formulation together with the ray tracing calculus
were implemented in ProEngineer, a 3D CAD-software. In Table 4.1, the
characteristics of these four mirrors are presented and �gure 4.4 shows a
schematic drawing of the Relay Optics design. The mirrors are numbered
from 1 to 4 starting from the ones inside the cryostat and then following
the beams towards the telescope. Inside the cryostat there are only two
active mirrors which are M1t for the transmitted beams after the polarizer
and M1r for the re�ected ones. However, some descriptions in the following
paragraphs are done in the opposite direction.

Name f angler din win bin dout wout bout
mm degree mm mm mm mm mm mm

M1t 600.00 41.6 375.03 8.923 30.00 496.10 6.064 5.20
M1r 600.00 74.5 375.03 8.923 30.00 496.10 6.064 5.20
M2 263.59 45.0 367.49 6.064 5.20 307.00 3.920 13.18
M3 811.42 45.0 307.00 3.920 13.18 -368.02 5.994 19.16
M4 932.51 73.0 2111.95 5.994 19.16 1598.72 4.505 15.15

Table 4.1: Characteristics of the Relay-Optics and Cold-Optics active mirrors.
The two pairs of mirrors that form the two GBTs are both M1s with M2 (M =
0.44) and M3 with M4 (M = 1.15). All mirrors are ellipsoidal except M3 which
is hyperboloidal. In the columns, f is the focal length, angler the re�ection angle,
din the input distance, win the input beam waist, bin the input beam distance. The
same repeats for the outputs.

The Relay Optics includes a diplexer to leave open the possibility of using
single-ended HEBs or SIS, in which case the LO beams have to be coupled to
the RF beams before arriving into the mixing elements. Nevertheless, we are
developing SIS balanced mixers and the LO Power Distribution and expect
in the near future change this optical LO coupling. To take this diplexer out
and adjust the warm optics presents no problem.

The use of two GBT s make possible to have a more compact arrangement
of the diplexer because it allows a smaller beam diameter and beam spacing.
This is a good reason to put the diplexer after the �rst set of two mirrors,
besides here the beams are parallel. In this way, the �rst GBT re-images
the telescope focal plane to one of the roof-top mirrors of the dual diplexer.
Then, the second GBT converts the diplexer waists to the receiver focal
plane inside the cryostat. To assure its smallest size, the entrance window
of the cryostat is positioned where the beams cross between these last two
mirrors, its diameter is 35 mm and it is made of HDPE (see section 2.2.3 for
details). Once inside the cryostat, the �rst optical element is the polarizer
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Figure 4.4: Schematic of the Relay Optics the two GBTs and the location of
the entrance window, the diplexer (as an option) and the polarizer. This image
shows only 3 pixels, the thin lines represent the beam axis and the thicker lines
the Gaussian beam radius contour. The optical elements present to the left of
the entrance window form the Cold Optics. Only one polarizer is used, but two
are drawn to facilitate the representation. To the left of the polarizer, the top
part represents the transmitted beams that come from FPUt and the bottom one
stands for the re�ected beams that come from FPUr. The beam spacing in the
FPUs optics (i.e. in the receiver focal plane) is bfp, being bna, the beam spacing in
the Nasmyth A focal plane, w0fp and w0na are the corresponding beam waists and
f1 to f4 the focal lengths of each mirror. M is the total magni�cation. The plane
mirrors needed to fold the beams are not included.

(the last common element to all the beams) which splits the incoming signal
into two orthogonally polarized sets of 9 beams. The polarizer can be seen in
�gure 4.7 and is described in this section 4.2.1. After that, the transmitted
and re�ected beams continue di�erent paths to their corresponding second
mirror (M1t and M1r) of this GBT and then all the way to each sub-array
(FPU optics). Plane mirrors had to be introduced for the bending and redi-
rectioning of the beams inside the cryostat as well as outside of it to keep the
optical path inside the allocated envelope. Figure 4.5 shows a complete 3D
CAD model of the Relay Optics and �gure 2.8 shows the receiver focal plane
sub-arrays layout as de�ned by this Relay Optics. This is important because
it de�nes the orientation in which the cartridges have to me mounted into
the cryostat.

4.2.1 The Cold Optics

Now the Cold Optics can be introduced and explained as a separate unit. It
is formed by all the optical elements of the Relay Optics that are inside the
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Figure 4.5: CAD drawing of the Relay Optics showing the 5w beam contour of
the RF beams in dark blue. The four mirrors named in light blue are the active
mirrors that form the two GBTs which transform the receiver focal-plane Gaussian
beam waists into the Nasmyth A focal-plane beam waists. The Cold Optics is the
part of the Relay Optics which is inside of the cryostat. A diplexer is present as
an option in case of using single ended mixers, however the LO beams and the
Fourier grating that would be needed are not present in the drawing. To take away
the dual diplexer and adjust the position of the mirrors to operate with balanced
mixers presents no problem. The distance from the bottom of the Cold Optics to
the APEX receiver select mirror is 1350 mm, the dimensions of the Cold Optics
are shown in �gure 4.6.
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cryostat and cooled down to 4 K. It consists of the polarizer (described below
in this section) and the mirrors for the transmitted and re�ected beams. This
means, two active mirrors, M1t and M1r (see table 4.1), which have the same
focal length, but di�erent re�ection angle to cope with the space inside the
cryostat and two plane mirrors to fold the beams and direct them towards
the corresponding FPU optics.

Figure 4.6 shows a 3D CAD illustration (Left) and a photograph (Right)
of the Cold Optics alone. Additionally, see �gure 2.1 for a 3D CAD model
(Top left) and a picture (Top right) of the Cold Optics, with the plane mirrors
and polarizer, mounted on the cryostat.

Figure 4.6: Two views of the Cold Optics. Left: CAD drawing of the monolithic
Cold Optics including the polarizer in yellow and the two plane mirrors (Mp). The
5w beam contour of the RF beams in dark blue can also be seen. Right: Photograph
of the manufactured Cold Optics, made in aluminum as a quasi monolithic peace
which weighs 11.7 kg. The weight including the two Mp and the polarizer is 13 kg.
The dimensions are included.

To compensate for the shrinking of the Cold Optics when cooled down, a
scaled version of it is manufactured at ambient temperature. The scaling fac-
tor is calculated taking into account the aluminum thermal expansion values
and the di�erence between the manufacturing and operating temperatures.
In this way, the Cold Optics has the right size when at 4 K. The manufac-
turing could not be done fully monolithically due to its large size, thus it
was built in three separate parts that were mounted and put back together
in the CNC machine to mill precisely the active mirrors surfaces. To get
the best-quality surface on the two plane mirrors, they where manufactured
separately and then mounted to the main monolithic part.

The use of a crossed wire grid would have allowed a much simpler and
easier Cold Optics design because of symmetry. Crossed grids allow an un-
polarized beam to be separated into orthogonal components with both beams
being de�ected by 90 degrees. A further advantage of this arrangement is
that remaining IR radiation passes directly through the crossed grid and thus
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is not directed toward the detectors. This can be very useful in reducing the
thermal loading on cryostat cold plates. [Schuster et al., 2004] shows a 230
GHz heterodyne receiver array that includes a crossed grid in its optics, but
at the 1.1 THz Array Receiver wavelengths, we were not sure to have a
product of the required quality and so, we decided to go ahead with the use
of a single wire-grid polarizer.

The Cold Optics was tested together with the two FPU optics by doing
beam measurements with HEB mixers working in direct mode. The results
of these measurements together with other Cold Optics tests are reported in
section 4.5.

The Polarizer

A polarizer is needed as part of the Cold Optics to combined the 9 beams
that come from both FPUs. The characteristics of this polarizer are a clear
aperture of 94 mm x 117 mm, 10 µm diameter wire wound with 25 µm
center spacing. The wire is wound parallel to the short side of the aperture.
In addition, it is composed of an Invar two-piece rectangular frame (4 mm
thick keeper frame over the wires) which makes a total size of 118 mm x 141
mm. A polarizer of this characteristics was ordered from [QMC Instruments
Ltd., ] in Cardi�, United Kingdom and it can be seen in �gure 4.7.

Figure 4.7: Picture of the polarizer mounted in the Cold Optics, its size including
the Invar frame is 118 mm x 141 mm. The thickness of the two-piece rectangular
frame is 8 mm.

4.2.2 APEX Tertiary Optics

APEX is a Cassegrain telescope modi�ed for Nasmyth instrumentation.
Thus, a refocusing system has been introduced to transform the telescope
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waist into a Nasmyth waist located in the Nasmyth cabin(s). The refocusing
system, called Tertiary Optics and described in [Heyminck et al., 2004], was
conceived using a GBT that makes the optics frequency independent and
that would also allow operation of (small) multi-pixel receiver systems. The
number of pixels is limited, among others, by the size of the Tertiary-Optics
mirrors and the observing wavelength. The mirror-sizes where de�ned to
ful�ll at least the 4w-criterion for a single-pixel receiver working at 211 GHz
(λ = 1.4 mm).

The Tertiary Optics characteristics were utilized for the design of the
Relay Optics of the 1.1 THz Array Receiver (section 4.2). Here, we show
the 9 beams of the receiver propagate through the Nasmyth tube and the
Tertiary Optics towards the telescope.

The results are shown in �gure 4.8 and in table 4.2 where the mirror sizes
and the ful�ll criterion are stated. It can be seen that all 9 RF beams go
through the Nasmyth tube and the elevation encoder (narrowest aperture in
the optical path) without vignetting and ful�lling the 5w-criterion (goal) for
all the beams and all mirrors do better than the 4w-criterion. To summarize,
the 1.1 THz Array Receiver can operate in the Nasmyth A cabin of the APEX
telescope.

Available size Re�ection Ful�ll
angle criterion

mm degree

Tertiary Mirror M3
size 1 200
size 2 250 (239) 34 4.2w

Flat Mirror F4
size 1 200
size 2 280 (247) 56 4.8w

Flat Mirror F5
size 1 180
size 2 220 (156) 90 4.7w

Tertiary Mirror M6
size 1 180
size 2 220 (156) 90 4.8w

Table 4.2: APEX Tertiary Optics, the size of its mirrors and the 1.1 THz Array
Receiver Relay Optics ful�lled criterion. Size 1 and size 2 are the dimensions of
the rectangular tertiary mirrors, the �rst one is perpendicular to the page. The
mirror projection on the optical path, calculated from its re�ection angle, is also
considered and given in parenthesis. At least the 4w-criterion is achieved for all the
mirrors. See �gure 4.8 for a CAD model of the Tertiary Optics with the 9 beams.
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Figure 4.8: Top: Optical layout for the APEX Nasmyth Cabin A receivers. The
1.1 THz Array Receiver location and its optics are identi�ed, the receiver is chosen
by the receiver select mirror (F7). The refocusing system called Tertiary Optics is
highlighted with a red rectangle. Based on the drawing from SHeFIa documentation
[APEX telescope, ]. Bottom: The 5w-contour of the 9 astronomical beams of the
1.1 THz Array Receiver go through the Nasmyth tube A and the narrowest aperture
in the optical path (elevation encoder) without vignetting and through the Tertiary
Optics ful�lling at least the 4w-criterion (see table 4.2 for details).

aSwedish Heterodyne Facility Instrument
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4.3 The Focal Plane Unit (FPU) Optics

Previously, in section 4.1.1, the design principle of the re-imaging optics
needed to transform the heterodyne array-receiver focal plane into the tele-
scope focal plane was discussed. After that, in section 4.2, the speci�c Relay
Optics and Cold Optics of the 1.1 THz Array Receiver was told in detail.
This re-imaging system transforms the receiver focal plane into the Nasmyth
A focal plane of the APEX telescope. Thereafter, also explained in the last
mentioned section, the propagation of the RF beams continue through the
Tertiary Optics all the way to the Cassegrain focus of the telescope. Thus,
the propagation to the telescope and, as a consequence, to the sky is done.
Now, we have to take care of the propagation of the beams from the receiver
focal plane towards the mixer feed horns.

In the 1.1 THz Array Receiver, the focal plane is composed by two sub-
arrays, one per cartridge. Each sub-array is formed by one FPU (in literature
also �nd as mixer unit or focal plane array) that consists of some optics and 9
detecting elements (feed horns, mixers, low noise ampli�ers, etc) arranged in
a 3x3 con�guration. In this section, the focus will be given to the description
of the FPU optics. Both sub-arrays are identical, they will be only mounted
with a relative rotation of 21 degrees. Consequently, the description of the
FPU optics will continue indistinctly.

Heterodyne detectors preserve the phase3 of the received wave �eld and
are sensitive only to a single polarization. Therefore, precautions are taken to
focus the radiation entirely into each mixer horn to minimize integration time
and so, the target is not Nyquist-sampled directly, but with the appropriate
observation procedure. The goals of the FPU optics are:

• to maximize the overlap integral of the two radiation patterns in the
receiver focal plane: the one of the Relay Optics and the one of the
mixer feed horn.

• to pack the beams together as close as possible, ful�lling the 3.25w-
criterion (explain below in this section), in order to keep the beam
spacing on sky to a minimum.

The �rst point means that the FPU optics adapts the individual beam of the
mixer feed horn to the common optics and ensures the required illumination
of the telescope for each of the sub-array pixels. The second point comes from
the fact that the relative spacing of the array pixels on the sky is determined
by the ratio of the beam spacing (bfp) to the beam waist (w0fp) at the point
where the beams enter the common receiver optics. Both points will be
developed in extense in the following paragraphs.

3Reason for the quantum limit, the ultimate limit for coherent receivers.
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In the far �eld of the telescope, the beam separation is:

Θ =
bfp
f

(4.11)

where f is the e�ective focal length including all common mirrors or lenses
and bfp is the separation of the feed elements in the receiver focal plane
(size of the pixel ≈ beam spacing). In the current receiver the minimum
beam spacing in the focal plane was imposed by the estimated size of the
mixer blocks. Since the SIS balanced mixers are still being developed, it was
decided to leave an area of 30 x 30 mm2 for the future mixer blocks to be
on the safe side in this respect. This provided area is bigger than the actual
mixer-block area of 20 x 20 mm2 used by the single-ended mixers.

The antenna illumination produced by a Gaussian feed distribution is
described by the edge taper Te, or by level of truncation at the edge of the
aperture. The Te, usually expressed in decibels with Te(dB) = −10log10(Te),
is the relative power density at a given radius of aperture and can be ex-
pressed as:

ra
wa

= 0.3393
√
Te(dB) (4.12)

where ra is the radius of the antenna main dish and wa is the beam radius
of the Gaussian power pattern in the aperture plane.

A feed system generally employs a sequence of quasioptical components
that a�ect the size and location of the �nal beam waist of the system, which
produces the beam that actually illuminates the antenna. In [Goldsmith,
1998] can be found all the needed formulation to �nd the expression that
satis�es the requirement of an appropriate illumination of the primary mirror
by the feed system. Then, considering a primary mirror, which is circular and
of diameter D, with a Gaussian beam and a telescope edge taper of Te(dB),
the required illumination beam waist radius in the receiver focal plane is
given by:

w0fp = 0.216λ
f

D

√
Te(dB) (4.13)

The main lobe of the radiation pattern of an antenna is usually described
by the HPBW, which is the angle between points of the main beam where the
normalized power pattern falls to half of the maximum. The expression for
the HPBW (also called Full Width Half Maximum (FWHM)) of an in-focus,
unblocked circular aperture with Gaussian illumination including truncation
can be approximated by:

HPBW = [1.02 + 0.0135Te(dB)]
λ

D
(4.14)
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for the range of edge tapers of interest for radio telescope illumination (0 ≤
Te ≤ 25 dB) [Goldsmith, 1998]. Then, we combine equations 4.11, 4.13 and
4.14 to express the beam separation as:

Θ

HPBW
= 0.216

bfp
w0fp

√
Te(dB)

[1.02 + 0.0135Te(dB)]
(4.15)

This shows clearly that the beam spacing on sky is de�ned by the ratio
bfp/w0fp. Being Tebetween 10 and 14 dB, the designer can only modify this
ratio so that the FPU optics satis�es the requirements. In practice, the
minimum size of the bfp is already de�ned by other constraints, namely the
size of the mixer blocks, leaving us with only the w0fp as free parameter.

To continue with the analysis, �rst, we assume that the bfp is equal to
the circular aperture of radius rfp (see �gure 4.1). The ideal situation, seen
from the last equation, is that the beam waist covers as much as possible
the aperture, but the aperture should also let maximum radiation power go
through, so it has to be a little bigger. This represents the di�culty in �nding
the best value for this ratio.

With respect of radiation power going through the aperture of radius
rfp, the fraction of power lost from the propagating fundamental mode beam
is de�ned to be Flost(rfp) and is equal to the edge taper (power density at
rfp relative to that on axis) already discussed above and which can be used
not only for the antenna aperture, but also to de�ne the appropriate size
of all mirrors, lenses and apertures in the optical path, it's described by
equation 4.12. Then, F (rfp), the fraction of power within the radius rfp, can
be calculated from:

Flost(rfp) = 1− F (rfp) = Te(rfp) (4.16)

and should be as high as possible, minimizing losses due to truncation. This
objective would lead the beam waist to smaller values causing an increase in
the beam separation on sky. Then, to compensate this situation one would
try to make the beam waist bigger, even to the expense of increasing some
losses, to reduce this ratio value. A good compromise needs to be found.

However, beam truncation has more harmful e�ects than those due to
the loss of power from the fundamental mode produced by the truncation
itself. In [Goldsmith, 1998], the broadening of the main lobe of the beam is
stated as a second e�ect of truncation. This is an e�ect equivalent to having
a smaller e�ective beam waist radius (w0e�) than that characterizing the
original, untruncated beam and the following equation is used to approximate
it:

w0e�

w0

=
0.40

√
Te(dB)

1.6 + 0.021Te(dB)
(4.17)
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being Te the equivalent edge taper of the rfp/w0fp ratio, calculated from
equation 4.12 and used with its corresponding value in decibels. For ratio
values ≥ 1.6 (Te ≥ 20 dB), meaning low loss as well as accurate Gaussian
beam design that will not be a�ected by truncation produced at the optical
elements, the e�ect of truncation can be treated as a perturbation described
by:

w0e�

w0

= 1−
√
Te (4.18)

This approximated formula, su�cient to give account of the phenomena, was
obtained from [Belland and Crenn, 1982].

The best way to �nd the most appropriate ratio value and thereafter the
w0fp for the design, is to plot the F (rfp) obtained from equation 4.16 and the
ratio of the beam spacing on sky over HPBW (equation 4.15) for di�erent
ratio values and calculated for both, the original and the e�ective values of
w0fp. The later is obtained with equations 4.17 and 4.18. See these plots in
�gure 4.9 where it can be seen that for ratios smaller than 1.5 not only the
included power starts to diminish strongly, but also that the smaller e�ective
waist w0e� limits the improvement of getting closer beams on sky.

When truncation is the only issue, the right choice is a ratio ≥ 2.0, also
known as the 4w-criterion, which means an included power of 99.97% and
an equivalent edge taper of 34.75 dB, but as said before, in the FPU the
beam spacing also matters. The chosen ratio for the design of the FPU
optics was 1.625, this is a compromise between included power and distance
on sky, considering also the e�ective-waist asymptotic e�ect. This 3.25w-
criterion means an included power of 99.49% that corresponds to an edge
taper of 22.94 dB and a ratio w0e�/w0fp = 0.93 according to equation 4.18.
It's important to note that in [Lüthi et al., 2006] this ratio is estimated, based
on simulations and con�rmed by measurements, in 0.96. The resulting beam
spacing on sky is of 2.2HPBW when considering the w0e�.

The FPU optics, built for the 1.1 THz Array Receiver, has been designed
to perform its task after the Compact Heterodyne Array Receiver Module
(CHARM) concept [Lüthi et al., 2006] which is an expandable, purely re-
�ective focal plane optics. In the case of SMART [Graf et al., 2003] another
concept of only-re�ecting mixer unit is used, but it is arranged in a 4x2 con-
�guration making it more di�cult to expand to a higher number of pixels
than in the case of the CHARM concept.

The design was done using the fundamental-mode Gaussian beam formu-
lation implemented in ProEngineer, a 3D CAD software. In the FPU optics
setup the large collimation mirrors, and thus the beams, are arranged on a
rectangular grid, with the horns and small illumination mirrors located in
the gaps between the individual collimation mirrors and beams respectively
(�gure 4.10 left). In this manner, the array is scalable to an arbitrary number
of pixels. The ratio bfp/w0fp is de�ned in the focal plane which is located in
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Figure 4.9: In blue, the fractional power of a fundamental mode Gaussian beam
contained in a circular aperture of radius rfp in the focal plane. The bottom x-axis
is the ratio of this radius with respect of w0fp and the top x-axis is the same, but
represented in terms of edge taper in decibels. In red, two curves showing the e�ect
of this ratio in the beam spacing on sky, both calculated for a telescope taper of
12 dB. The dashed line shows the results when considering the original w0fp while
the continious line shows the e�ect of truncation that results in a smaller e�ective
waist w0e� that limits the improvement of getting closer beams on sky at smaller
ratio values. The ratio, rfp/w0fp = 1.625, used for the current FPU optics design
is shown with black crosses.
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the FPU optics. For minimum beam truncation the focal plane, and thus
the w0fp, are located in the plane of the illumination mirror plate. In this
common support plate with circular apertures of radius rfp for the output
beams, mechanical support is also provided to all the illumination mirrors
�tted in the gaps of the apertures. The thickness s of the bars between the
apertures should be kept as small as possible to prevent the beam separation
from increasing.

In the FPU optics for the 1.1 THz Array Receiver, the pixels are arranged
in a 3x3 con�guration. The optics unit cell is formed by a two mirror col-
limator arranged as an o�-axis Cassegrain system and a feed horn (�gure
4.10 top-right). Thus, on each pixel, the divergent beam from the mixer feed
horn, with a beam waist (w0fh) of 0.590 mm and located at 1 mm in front of
the horn aperture, is re�ected back by a hyperboloidal illumination mirror
(f = 227.04) onto an ellipsoidal collimation mirror (f = 63.74) which then
re�ects the beam towards the focal plane producing a focal-plane beam waist
(w0fp) of 8.923 mm.

Name f angler din win dout wout

mm degree mm mm mm mm

Mill 227.04 19.00 25.87 0.590 -29.10 0.666
Mcoll 63.74 19.00 63.56 0.666 31.15 8.923

Table 4.3: Characteristics of the FPU optics. Mill and Mcoll are the illumination
and collimation mirrors respectively. The win of the Mill is also called w0fh and the
wout of the Mcoll is also referred as w0fp (see �gure 4.10).

This last value was obtained as follows: the available space for each mixer-
block is 30*30 mm2, the thickness of the bars between the apertures is s = 1
mm and the diameter of the individual beam aperture is, for the reasons
explained before, set to 3.25w0fp = 29 mm. Thus, when we do the exact
calculation, bfp = 2rfp + 1, it makes the ratio bfp/w0fp = 3.36 and the re-
sulting beam spacing on the sky equal to 13.5" (2.3HPBW) for the e�ective
beam waist. The collimation was optimized to keep the mirrors as �at as
possible, this together with the small re�ection angles of 38° minimize optical
aberrations.

We employ smoothed-wall spline-pro�le feed horns (�gures 4.10 bottom-
right and 4.11) optimized for the receiver's operating frequency of 1025 GHz
(λ = 293 µm) to produce a beam with a high Gaussicity [Johansson, 1995] al-
ready at short distance of the illumination mirror. The optimization method
of the spline pro�le is presented in [Granet et al., 2004]. An important char-
acteristics of this kind of feed horns is that the beam waist is located well in
front of the feed-horn aperture [Lüthi et al., 2006] so that the re�ected beams
are not truncated by the feed horn. An additional advantage of smooth-wall
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feed horns is that they can be manufactured considerably easier and less ex-
pensive than the corrugated ones, especially at high frequencies. This is a
very important factor when a large number of feed horns are required like it
is the case in millimeter and sub-millimeter wavelengths array receivers.

Figure 4.10: Left: CAD model of the 1.1 THz Array Receiver 3x3-beam FPU
optics that consists, apart from the feed horns, of only three major parts: two
plates with all the collimation and illumination mirrors and a spacer frame. Each
sub-assembly is machined monolithically. The spacer frame keeps both plates at a
distance of 40 mm and the diameter of the circular plate is 175 mm. The LO upper
mirrors can be seen in the back side of the collimator mirror plate. These mirrors
are part of the LO power distribution sub-system (see section 4.4) accommodated
behind the FPU optics. Top-right: 2D drawing of the unit cell showing the optical
beam path in each pixel with the 3.25w beam contour. Bottom-right: The smooth-
walled spline-pro�le feed horn optimized for 1025 GHz.

The manufacture of each optical sub-assembly is carried out monolithi-
cally on our in-house 5-axis CNC-milling machine in a single machining cycle
with very high precision, thus eliminating the need for an individual align-
ment. In the case of the FPU optics (pictures are shown in �gure 4.12)
which consists of three major parts, two plates with all the collimation and
illumination mirrors respectively and a spacer frame, three machining cycles
were needed. Due to the temperature di�erence between the manufactur-
ing and operations temperature, scale versions of each part are built. The
scaling factor takes into account the thermal expansion characteristics of the
aluminum between 300 K and 4.2 K (see �gure 3.2).

A similar FPU optics design for an operation frequency of 345 GHz was
successfully built and tested. Its near �eld pattern simulations and measure-
ments agreed very well ([Lüthi et al., 2006]). In this thesis, the 1.1 THz
Array Receiver FPU optics performance was tested, independently and to-
gether with the Cold Optics, by doing beam measurements with HEB mixers
working in direct detection mode. The results of this measurements are pre-
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Figure 4.11: The 1025 GHz smooth-walled spline-pro�le feed horn: its dimensions
and a model view. All feed horns are provided by [Radiometer Physics GmbH, ].

sented in section 4.5.

Other integrated mixer concept is proposed in CHAMP+ [Kasemann
et al., 2006]. There, a so called �y's eye lens, a hexagonal arrangement
of 7 individual crystal quartz lenses, coated with PTFE layers to minimize
re�ection losses, matches the common optics to the individual mixer-horns
(corrugated feeds) of the array. This solution o�ers a simpler geometry.

4.4 LO Power Distribution

As said in section 1.3.4, the balanced mixers have two independent input
ports, one for the RF and one for the LO radiation which implies that both
signals can be combined without the need of an optical diplexer and thus,
the LO power can be e�ectively used. Nevertheless, this means that the LO
signal should have a separate distribution network.

In this thesis, this dedicated network is called the LO Power Distribution
and is accommodated behind the FPU optics (section 4.3). It is divided in
two main parts. The �rst one called LO Distribution Optics and the second
one being the LO Distribution Plate. Both are explained in sections 4.4.1
and 4.4.2 respectively. See �gure 4.13 to identify these parts in the cartridge
set up.

The LO Power Distribution sub-system described here is only a proposed
solution, it has not been built yet mainly due to the complexity of the LO
Distribution Plate which is not ready yet. It is better to wait for the de-
velopment of this plate, which is not part of this thesis, and then the LO
Distribution Optics can be built directly or adjusted.
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Figure 4.12: Pictures of the 1.1 THz Array Receiver FPU optics built in alu-
minum and based on the CHARM concept [Lüthi et al., 2006]. Top: The FPU
optics ensemble. Bottom: The two plates with all the illumination (left) and col-
limation (right) mirrors, each is built out of one aluminum block in a machining
cycle. The spacer frame that keeps both plates at a distance of 40 mm is not
presented separately. The diameter of the circular plate is 175 mm.

4.4.1 LO Distribution Optics

The LO distribution optics is formed by a collimating Fourier grating ([Graf
and Heyminck, 2001], [Heyminck and Graf, 2001]) and 2 sets of 3 mirrors,
the LO lower and upper sets of mirrors. It works in the following manner:
the divergent LO beam coming from the diagonal horn antenna, located after
the LO multiplier chain, is split by a collimating Fourier grating into three
identical well collimated beams, aligned on a horizontal plane. Each of these
beams gets re�ected by one of the LO lower mirrors and then by one of
the LO upper mirrors. After that, each beam is coupled to one of the three
diagonal feed horns located in the LO Distribution Plate (section 4.4.2). The
central beam goes up directly and the two beams from the sides cross each
other to allow a smaller hole in the 50 K cartridge plate (see �gures 4.13 and
4.14). Diagonal horns' beam waists and their locations were calculated using
[Johansson and Whyborn, 1992].
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Figure 4.13: CADmodel of the cartridge module showing the 3.25w beam contour
of only 2 of the 9 RF beams in dark blue and the 5w beam contour of the LO beams
in yellow. Only one pair of the nine SIS mixer - LNA ampli�ers is included and
represented as boxes to show their location and allocated space. The colored text
points out the LO power distribution sub-system.
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In table 4.4, the characteristics of these six mirrors are presented together
with the mirror - a collimating parabola - on which the Fourier grating should
be superimposed.

Name f angler din win dout wout

mm degree mm mm mm mm

Mgr 11.49 45.00 10.00 0.600 0.00 1.666
Mlc 40.88 45.00 50.00 1.666 56.26 2.189
Muc 20.64 45.00 106.80 2.189 27.07 0.503
Mus 22.74 45.00 27.07 0.503 108.59 2.237
Mls 42.45 42.26 61.73 2.237 53.14 1.666

Table 4.4: Characteristics of the LO distribution optics mirrors. Mgr is the
parabolic mirror on which the Fourier grating structure should be added. Mlc and
Muc are the lower and upper mirrors in charge of propagating the central beam.
And lastly, Mls and Mus are the lower and upper mirrors for the side beams.
Since, both side beams - which cross each other - are optically identical, two pairs
of these mirrors are needed. They were designed starting from the upper part and
are presented accordingly. The distance between beams in the lower mirrors is 18
mm and 30 mm in the upper ones.

The design of the collimating Fourier grating has not been done yet, but
this should not present any problem since more complex ones have been
developed in our institute and are now operational. For example, the two
SMART collimating Fourier gratings for 810 GHz and 490 GHz described in
[Heyminck and Graf, 2001].

4.4.2 LO Distribution Plate

The three LO beams that come from the LO Distribution Optics are then
coupled to three diagonal feed horns in the LO Distribution Plate located
at the rear side of the FPU optics. Then, each of these horns should feed
a coupler structure, that provides with the LO power for a row of 3 mixers,
thus supplying with LO signal to all 9 pixels of the array.

Figure 4.14 shows the case where this plate is one single square piece, it
could also be, for example, 3 separate rectangular plates. Di�erent options
for the LO coupling design and fabrication are being analyzed and will be
based on in-house hybrid waveguide/planar technology. The LO coupler is
interfaced with the SIS balanced mixers.
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Figure 4.14: CAD design of a preliminary LO Distribution Plate. The three
5w-contour LO beams in yellow come up from the LO lower mirror (see insert on
the left) and are re�ected by the 3 LO upper mirrors towards the 3 diagonal horns
that should couple each beam to a waveguide structure that distributes the LO
power to the 3 mixers in a row, thus supplying with LO signal to the total of nine
mixers in the array. Also in the image, the 9 sky beams in dark blue and on the
left, a small insert of the whole LO Power Distribution on the rear side of the FPU
optics.

4.5 Optics Tests

In this section, we present the results of the optics tests done in our labo-
ratory. First, the beam measurements of the optics which are inside of the
cryostat are described. Then, the tests performed to understand the encoun-
tered problems are explained and analyzed. Afterward, the beam measure-
ments of the FPU optics done independently are presented; and an outlook
of future tests is given.

4.5.1 Beam Measurements

We started by doing the beam measurements of the Cold Optics together
with the FPU optics. To prepare for these tests, we installed the electronic
boards and the necessary wiring, both developed by the electronics engineers
of our group, on the cartridges. Each board can control 4 mixers. We were
provided with 4 HEB mixers [Pütz et al., 2011] by the detectors group of our
institute. The 4 mixers could be installed on one cartridge (�gure 4.15) or on
both, depending on the test we wanted to perform. To get to the operation
point of the mixers, the temperature of the FPU had to be increased to ≈
6.5 K. We decided to do the beam measurements with the HEBs in direct
detection mode because it is simpler, for an heterodyne detection we would
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have needed some extra equipment such as LO optics, bias-tees, LNAs, that
would have required more time. Besides, there was the advantage that we
were able to use the LO as a source for the tests.

Figure 4.15: The HEB mixers, the wiring and electronic boards are installed in
the cartridge. The 4 HEBs with their horns and clamps are mounted on the FPU
optics rear side. One HEB is identi�ed and a temperature sensor can be seen to its
right. The insert shows the ensemble horn-clamp-HEB provided by the detectors
group of our institute.

Then, we installed a source in an xy-stage which is controlled via a com-
puter and can move horizontally and vertically to cover the area of the beam.
The size of the map and the steps between the measured positions can be
chosen in agreement with the size of the beam width being investigated.

We used two types of sources for the tests, a liquid nitrogen (LN2) source
which needs a chopper wheel and a lock-in ampli�er that provide with the
di�erence of the detection when looking at the hot (ambient temperature)
and cold (LN2 temperatures4), and the LO of the project that emits in the
same range of frequencies. In this last case, since the emitted power is higher,
between 30 and 100 µW (depending on the frequency), the chopper was not
needed. Figure 4.16 shows the test set up when the LO is used as the source
and �gure 4.17 when the chopped LN2 is used.

We started the measurements with the chopped-LN2 source, but had some
electronic coupling problems with the chopper and could not �nd the weak
signal of the beam. Thus, we decided to use the LO as the source and set it
to work at a frequency of 1035 GHz, where the maximum power is obtained.
Most of the tests are done with this frequency, but also tests at 1012 GHz
and 1025 GHz were performed.

4At atmospheric pressure, LN2 boils at 77 K.
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Figure 4.16: Beam measurement set-up with the LO as source, mounted on the
xy-stage that can move vertically and horizontally to cover the beam that is being
measured. In this picture, the entrance window is mounted in the tube.

Figure 4.17: Beam measurement set-up with a chopped-LN2 as source, mounted
on the xy-stage that can move vertically and horizontally to cover the beam that is
being measured. The square plate in front of the chopper contains a cone with an
aperture that de�nes the size of the source. In this picture, the entrance window
is mounted in the tube.
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The �rst tests did not show a Gaussian beam pro�le, but rather an in-
terference pattern (see �gure 4.18), we tried with the mixers on di�erent
pixel positions on both FPU optics (for some we did not get any signal),
measured the transmitted beams with and without polarizer, the result was
similar. We put some sheets of paper in front of the source, all the maxi-
mum intensities were reduced. If the main maximum would have been the
only one reduced, then we could have thought of standing waves as the cause
of the fringes, but the latter was not the case. We also put some eccosorb
(absorbers) around the entrance window to avoid any re�ection that could
contaminate the measurements, tried with the xy-stage in di�erent angles
with respect of the receiver, the outcome was similar.

During these tests, we found out that from the 4 HEB mixers only 2 were
working correctly, this made the measurements very time consuming because
every time that we needed to change a position of a mixer in the cartridge or
move them to the other one, we had to warm up and cool-down the receiver.
Here the cartridge concept was very useful because we only had to remove
the cartridges to do the changes, and not open the whole cryostat.

After these results, the �rst thing to do was to verify the optics design
which was checked and validated one more time with our usual tools and,
in addition, with the use of the program General Re�ector and Antenna
Analysis Program (GRASP) [Graf, 2014]. Then, as the next step, we decided
to remove the tube and installed the HDPE entrance window directly on the
cryostat (see �gure 2.10). The size of the window, in this position, allows
only the center beam to pass through, so we installed a mixer on the central
pixel of each FPU. The results of these tests can be seen on �gures 4.19
and 4.20 for the CR and CT respectively. Both images show beams that are
not completely clean, thus we still have to assume that they are partially
vignetted and as a consequence they do not expand like the unvignetted
designed beams. However, it is important to note that the vignetting is bigger
for the CT than the CR. This is con�rmed when comparing the measured
and designed beam widths for the CR. The beams were measured at 349,
388 and 815 mm from the w0 = 6.064 mm which is at 102 mm outside the
entrance window, the measured beam widths are 9.3 mm, 10.7 mm and 11.8
mm and the designed beams are 8.1 mm, 8.5 mm and 13.9 mm respectively.
The images for the �rst two tests are shown in �gure 4.19.

While doing the previous measurements, we found out that the beams
are not going through the center of the entrance window, but at the side
of it. This happens when measuring on both cartridges (see �gure 4.21).
Therefore, we concluded that the problems encountered when doing the tests
with the entrance window mounted on the tube (see �gure 2.10) are due to
a misalignment inside of the cryostat that causes the beam to go out tilted
or shifted with respect to the original optical axis. Without the tube, the
CT center pixel is somewhat elongated and some fringes are still present, but
further out of the center. Thus, the misalignment could a�ect the CT more
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Figure 4.18: Examples of the non-Gaussian beam pro�le that were measured:
center pixel (top left), corner pixel (top right) - both on the CR, and a center pixel
(bottom) on the CT, without polarizer. Data was taken with a spacing of 1 mm
and the source was the LO set at 1035 GHz.
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Figure 4.19: Beam measurement of the CR center pixel with the LO source set
at 1035 GHz (left) and the chopped-LN2 source with a 10 mm aperture (right),
the data was taken with a spacing of 1 mm. The sources are at 490 mm and at
451 mm from the entrance window respectively and the corresponding beam width,
calculated from the �tted 2D-image, is 10.7 mm and 9.3 mm. The beam propagates
from a w0 = 6.06 mm which is located at 102 mm in front of the cryostat top plate
(outside the cryostat). The beam is not really clean, thus we have to conclude that
it is still partially vignetted, but less than the CT beam shown in �gure 4.20.
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Figure 4.20: Beam measurement of the CT center pixel with the LO source set
at 1035 GHz, the data was taken with a spacing of 1 mm. The polarizer was
installed during the test. The source is at 451 mm from the entrance window and
the corresponding measured beam width is 18.2 mm in the x-axis and 9.8 mm in
the y-axis. The beam propagates from a w0 = 6.06 mm which is located at 102
mm in front of the cryostat top plate (outside the cryostat). This beam map is
elongated and some fringes are visible in the top right corner, this indicates that
the misalignment present inside the cryostat a�ects more the CT than the CR (see
�gure 4.19).
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than the CR.

Figure 4.21: The eccosorb marks the position where the center beam comes out
of the cryostat in both cases, CR and CT. The diameter of the entrance window is
35 mm.

4.5.2 Alignment Tests and Analysis

Due to the misalignment inside the cryostat, we decided to do some tests to
better identify the problem.

To start, we checked the alignment of the Cold Optics when warm and
cold. An alignment piece was built and mounted on the Cold Optics instead
of the polarizer. This piece has a polished surface which is parallel to the
base of the Cold Optics and has a 0.5 mm hole positioned in the optical axis
of the 3x3 array center beam (see �gure 4.22). To continue, two movable
mirrors and a laser were installed on the cryostat top plate (�gure 4.23). In
addition, to let the laser beam reach the alignment piece, the HDPE of the
entrance window was changed by a Mylar of 50 µm thick and the Zitex® in
the radiation shields were removed. Part of the laser beam goes through the
hole and part is re�ected by the surface.

First, at ambient conditions and with the cryostat open to be able to
see the laser beam going into the alignment piece, we adjusted the movable
mirrors until the laser beam was well positioned in the hole of the alignment
piece and the re�ected beam was on top of the incident one, back into the
laser. In this way, the laser marks the optical axis of the Cold Optics. The
laser was passing through the center of the cryostat window. The part of
the beam that went through the hole was well in the center of the M1t, as
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Figure 4.22: The Cold Optics with the alignment piece installed instead of the
polarizer. The piece has a polished surface which is parallel to the bottom of the
Cold Optics. A 0.5 mm hole, to mark the optical axis of the center beam, is made
in this surface. Part of the laser beam goes through the hole allowing us to see
where it hits the M1t and part of it is re�ected making possible to follow it back
and out of the cryostat. The dark quadrangle which is re�ected in the alignment
piece is part of the re�ected-beams plane-mirror support.
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Figure 4.23: Laser beam set-up to check the alignment of the Cold Optics. The
identi�ed parts in red are part of the experiment, mirrors M1 and M2 are movable.
Below the entrance window, the Cold Optics with the alignment piece is mounted
(see �gure 4.22). Two experiments were performed with this set up, the �rst one
to check the alignment when the receiver is at ambient temperature and pressure
and the second one to see what happens when the cryostat is evacuated and cooled
down. The mirrors are adjusted until the laser beam goes in the hole and the
incident and re�ected beams are coincident. Thus, when the beam re�ects back
into the laser. In this way we �nd the normal to the surface of the alignment piece,
the laser marks the optical axis of the Cold Optics. After the �rst test, the normal
goes through the center of the entrance window, then we can conclude that the
Cold Optics is well aligned. For the second test, we positioned the re�ective laser
beam on point number 1 (see insert), with the receiver at ambient pressure and
temperature. During the evacuation, from ambient pressure down to 600 mbar,
the re�ected laser beam moved to point 2 and stayed there until the operations
vacuum was reached (few 10−7). This small movement is due to the bending of the
cryostat top plate, mirrors and laser are mounted on it. Then, we moved the laser
back to point 1 to be sure that it would stay inside the mirrors range and started
the PT. The re�ective beam did not move anymore as it can be seen in the insert
picture which was taken when the receiver was already cold. Therefore, the Cold
Optics does not move or tilt during cool down.
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expected. These results showed that the Cold Optics is well centered and
not tilted when the cryostat is at ambient temperature and pressure.

Secondly, we did a test to check what happens when the cryostat is evac-
uated and then cooled down. Before doing this, we had to complete the
mounting of receiver to close the cryostat which required to turn it to the
mounting position and then back to the operations one. Not sure about the
alignment anymore, we decided to move the re�ected beam to a position we
could see (number 1 in �gure 4.23), afterward we started the vacuum pump
and the re�ected laser beam moved only at the beginning of the evacuation
and until 600 mbar (number 2 in the same �gure). After that and during cool
down the re�ected laser beam did not move again. Thus, the Cold Optics
and its support which comprises the 4 K and 50 K shields do not move during
the cool down and are not responsible for the measured beam displacement
at the entrance window.

To continue, we measured the bending of the vessel top plate, next to the
entrance window. The result is 0.3 mm and it explains the movement of the
re�ected laser beam while the cryostat is being evacuated since the movable
mirrors and the laser are installed on it. On the contrary, this bending is too
small to explain the problem that we are trying to understand.

Then, we measured the bending of the vessel bottom plate where the car-
tridges are mounted, it is 0.5 mm. The tilting of the cartridge would produce
a tilting of the FPU optics. By analyzing geometrically this situation, we
found out that it would produce a shift of 2.3 mm from the center of the
entrance window. To get a shift of 11.5 mm which is more or less what we
see, a bending of ≈ 3 mm is needed in the center of the bottom vessel plate.
The measured bending does not explain entirely the situation, but this result
could, in addition to other things, explain it. For example, a tilt of the FPU
optics could happened due, for example, to the misalignment of the epoxy
strips, 0.9 mm of tilt would be needed to cause a shift of 9.2 mm. This sce-
nario could be possible even if we pay a lot of attention when mounting the
cartridges and installing the epoxy strips. For other tilts of the cartridges
or FPU optics, that could happen when the cartridges are already mounted
in the cryostat, such as the fact that the cartridges can move in the radial
direction - to adjust to the shrinking of the radiation shields -, is something
that has to be looked at in more detail.

After the previous analysis, we went back to have doubts about the Cold
Optics manufacturing (because of its size it was only quasi monolithically
built) and decided to do a 3D-scan of it to be able to compare the model
with the manufactured part. Figure 4.24 show two comparisons of the CAD
model and the built Cold Optics. We can conclude that the Cold Optcis
corresponds well to the model, there are no big di�erences. Besides, on both
comparisons, the M1t (the M1 of the CT) has errors of ≈ 0.1 mm and the
side that presents bigger di�erences in the comparison is either the polarizer
or the M1r (the M1 of the CR), that would a�ect more the CR side, but
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this one is the less a�ected. Nevertheless, a monolithically built Cold Optics
would have better accuracy.

Figure 4.24: The Cold Optics CAD model compared with a 3D-scan of the built
part. Top: a best �t comparison. Bottom: comparison with two de�ned planes, in
this case the bottom plate and the vertical wall of the Mt mirror.

4.5.3 FPU Optics Beam Measurements

To measured the beams of the FPU optics alone, we removed the Cold Optics
and installed the former, with two HEB mixers, directly on the 4 K top plate,
right below the entrance of the shield (see �gure 4.25). This plate is usually
at 7.4 K, therefore extra OFHC braids were installed on the Al5N plates and
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connected directly to the FPU optics to provide more cooling power.

Figure 4.25: The FPU optics, with 2 HEB mixers, was installed directly on the
4 K shield entrance, the Cold Optics was dismounted to have enough space. Extra
OFHC braids were installed from the Al5N plates to cool down the FPU below the
needed 6.5 K.

Before the test was done, we checked the alignment of the FPU optics
with respect of the entrance window. It is needed that the beam is well
centered in the window because the size of the window is only 3.8w. Using
the same mirrors and laser set up mounted on the cryostat top cover (see
�gure 4.23) and an alignment piece, similar to the one for the Cold Optics,
but appropriate for the FPU optics, we did the test and concluded that the
FPU optics was well aligned with the entrance window.

During the �rst cool down to do the test, the temperature reached on the
FPU was only 7.8 K, not cold enough to be able to operate the detectors. We
had to put back the Zitex® �lters that were removed to check the alignment
with the laser beam. After this, the temperature went down to 5.6 K and
the test could be performed.

The beam measurements results are presented in �gures 4.26 and 4.27.
The tests were performed with the LO source set at 1025 GHz and the spacing
of the points is 4 mm. The �rst �gure shows the results of the test with the
LO source at 785 mm from the FPU optics where the w0fp = 8.923 is located.
The second �gure shows the results when the LO source was at 1085 mm.
The �t is done on the 2D-map, the results are a beam width equal to 11.877
mm in x and 14.142 mm in y for the �rst test and a beam width equal to
14.284 mm in x and 16.207 mm in y for the second one. Calculated beam
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width according to the design are 12.122 mm and 14.430 mm respectively. It
can be seen that the measured values are in very good agreement, particularly
for the x values, with respect of the calculations for the designed FPU optics.
Also, the optical axis seems well aligned with the beam.
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Figure 4.26: Beam measurement of the FPU optics center pixel (left) and a cut
on the x-axis and y-axis, in the (0,0) position (not exactly the center) showing the
measured points and the �t (right). The �t is done on the 2D-map. The �tted
beam width is 11.877 mm in x and 14.142 mm in y. The LO source, set at 1025
GHz, is at ≈ 785 mm from the FPU optics where the w0fp = 8.923 mm is located.
The calculated beam width from these values is 12.122 mm.
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Figure 4.27: Beam measurement of the FPU optics center pixel (left) and a cut
on the x-axis and y-axis, in the (0,0) position (not exactly the center) showing the
measured points and the �t (right). The �t is done on the 2D-map. The �tted
beam width is 14.284 mm in x and 16.207 mm in y. The LO source, set at 1025
GHz, is at ≈ 1085 mm from the FPU optics where the w0fp = 8.923 mm is located.
The calculated beam width from these values is 14.430 mm.

The way we found to measured the FPU optics in the receiver cryostat,
allow us to test only one pixel at a time. The diameter of the entrance window
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is 35 mm and the beam width at its current position (directly installed on
the cryostat top plate) equals 9 mm. To test another beam one would have
to dismount and move the FPU optics so the next beam to be measured is
below the entrance window. Another alternative would be to make a bigger
entrance window in HDPE, the biggest we can do to be installed in the
current place, is 70 mm which would allow us to measure two beams at a
time, but this would have to be tested because it means more heat load in
the FPU optics and this one could end up being warmer than needed. Also,
the measurements could be repeated with higher spatial resolution. In the
limited amount of time of this thesis, these extra tests were not possible,
but they could be included in future work. Nevertheless, the measured beam
indicates that the FPU optics is behaving in agreement with the design.

4.6 Summary

In this chapter, we presented the optical design of the 1.1 THz Heterodyne
Array Receiver for the APEX telescope which operation band is 1000 - 1080
GHz. The procedures for the optical design are described.

We designed the Relay Optics in charge of transforming the telescope
focal plane into the receiver focal plane. The two sub-arrays are coupled to
the telescope via a wire-grid polarizer, in which the incoming signal from the
telescope is split into two orthogonal polarization components.

The implemented Relay Optics design has a frequency independent illu-
mination of the secondary at 12 dB edge taper and ful�lls the constraints
with respect of the placement and limited allocated space for the instrument
in the APEX telescope Nasmyth A cabin and consequently the RF beam
clearance limitation by the elevation encoder with the 5w criterion. We use
an edge taper of 12 dB because going to a higher value would mean that not
all the Tertiary Optics mirrors could ful�ll the 4w-criterion for all the beams.

The Relay Optics includes a diplexer to leave open the possibility of
using single-ended HEB or SIS mixers. Removing this optical coupling to
operate with SIS balanced mixers, and adjusting the warm optics, presents
no problem.

The FPU optics is in charge of coupling the radiation from the receiver
focal plane to the feed horns of the mixing elements. In order to keep the
beams as close as possible on sky, when the minimum beam distance has
been set (by the mixer-block size), it is necessary to increase the individual
beam waists in the receiver focal plane before injecting them into the common
optics. This is how the 3.25w criterion was chosen for the FPU optics.

All the optics is re�ective to contribute minimally to the overall system
temperature, this implies a Relay Optics design based on large o�-axis mir-
rors to avoid absorption and re�ection losses of refractive optics systems.

Scaled versions of the Cold Optics, the part of the Relay Optics that is
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inside the cryostat, and the FPU optics were built because the manufactur-
ing and operations temperature are di�erent. The scaling factor takes into
account the thermal expansion characteristics of the involved material and
the temperature di�erence.

Some problems were found when the optics inside the cryostat (Cold
Optics and FPU optics) were tested together. From what we know at the
moment, we can say that the Cold Optics is well centered, not tilted and that
this condition does not change when at operation temperature. It has also
been built in agreement with the CAD model. Measurements of the center
beam of both cartridges, with the entrance window on the cryostat top plate
(i.e. without the tube), helped us conclude that there is a misalignment
inside the cryostat that a�ects both cartridges and causes that the optical
axis comes out at approximately 11 mm away from the center of the entrance
window. However, we also concluded that the CT is more a�ected than the
CR by the misalignment. The center beam of the former is more elongated
and some fringes can still be seen farther away from the main beam.

In addition, all the test and analysis related to misalignment and tilt has
helped us isolate the source of the problem. This would be the e�ect of
the addition of di�erent situations that could a�ect the cartridge as a whole
or the FPU optics independently. The �rst one being the bending of the
bottom vessel plate which causes a 2.3 mm tilt. Extra reinforcement has
to be introduce. Other possible sources of tilt or misalignment of the FPU
optics have to be look at in more detail. A planned test, is to make a bigger
entrance window to be installed also directly on the cryostat top plate to be
able to see all the pixels at the same time, in this way, the propagation axes
of all beams, from both cartridges, could be follow at the same time giving
us information to track the source of misalignment. For this kind of test, we
would need more HEB mixers.

The FPU optics works correctly. The beam measurement showed a beam
width which corresponds to a propagation from the beam-waist designed
value which is located in the FPU optics, as well as the beam propagation
direction in agreement with the optical axis of the FPU.

The LO power distribution is also part of this chapter mainly because it
includes an optics assembly of the array receiver. We presented a designed of
the LO Distribution Optics that would work with the preliminary proposed
schematic-solution for the LO Distribution Plate which is not ready yet and
is not part of this thesis. For this reason, this optics assembly was not built
neither tested. Most probably, it will have to be adapted. The necessary
space for the dedicated LO distribution network has been allocated on the
cartridge module.

To summarize, there is still work to do to �nd out and correct the prob-
lems encountered while testing the optics, but improvement has been done,
we have isolated the area that is, most probably, the cause of the problems
and have also positive results from independently measured optics assembly.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Outlook

We have presented the optics and the cryogenics for the 1.1 THz Heterodyne
Array Receiver that will be mounted in the Nasmyth A cabin of the Atacama
Path�nder Experiment (APEX) telescope, located on the Chajnantor plateau
at 5100 meters altitude in northern Chile.

Observing in the 1.1 THz band with high resolution spectroscopy will
bring new knowledge of the structure and chemistry of star formation regions
as well as distant starburst galaxies.

The THz range is a still largely unexplored area in astrophysics because of
two major limitations: the opacity of the atmosphere with only some windows
of transmission open from the ground and the technological challenge for the
receiver and telescope.

The APEX telescope with its 12 m dish, surface accuracy of 17 r.m.s and
location is the largest submillimeter single-dish telescope in the world for
THz frequencies.

Observations with APEX at 1.1 THz are outstanding additions of the
observations done with the Herschel Space Observatory and Stratospheric
Observatory For Infrared Astronomy (SOFIA). Additionally, after the Her-
schel space observatory was decommissioned in 2012, there is no instrument
observing in this frequency band.

We designed, built and tested the cartridge-type cryostat, the cartridge
modules and the all-metal thermal links that does not require a permanent
mechanical attachment. This modularity provides a signi�cant operational
advantage in that a withdrawal of a cartridge module to modify or service
it, can be simply performed at room temperature and ambient atmospherics
pressure without having to open the whole cryostat or disturb the rest of
the receiver. As a consequence this brings bene�ts at the telescope, reducing
observing downtime, and also at the laboratory during tests.

The receiver optics is fully re�ective and follows a monolithically approach
as much as possible. The Relay Optics transforms the Nasmyth A focal plane
into the the receiver focal plane and the Focal Plane Unit (FPU) optics cou-
ples the radiation from the receiver focal plane into the feed horns of the the
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mixers. The incoming signal from the telescope is split into two orthogonal
polarization components via a wire-grid polarizer. A dual diplexer, that can
be easily removed, is present to leave open the possibility to use single-ended
mixers.

The implemented Relay Optics design has a frequency independent illu-
mination of the secondary at 12 dB edge taper and satis�es the constraints
with respect of the allocated space in the cabin of the telescope. We use an
edge taper of 12 dB because going to a higher value would mean that not all
the Tertiary Optics mirrors could ful�ll the 4w-criterion for all the beams.
This shows that the 1.1 THz Array Receiver is suitable for operation in the
Nasmyth A cabin of the APEX telescope.

The cryostat together with the cartridges, Thermal Links (TLs) and op-
tics were assembled and tested in the laboratory. When the temperature in
the focal plane reached 4.8 K, we started doing the beam measurements of
the optics with the Superconducting Hot Electron Bolometer (HEB) mixers
in direct-detection mode, their operation temperature was around 6.5 K.
However, we continued trying to reduce the temperature to the one required
by the Superconductor-Isolator-Superconductor (SIS) mixers (below 4.5 K).

Since the temperature provided to the FPUs also depends in the ther-
mal conductance of the TLs, initially made of Al-5083, we designed a new
TL made of higher conductivity aluminum (Al-1050). Unfortunately, the re-
sult was not as good as expected, obtaining a thermal conductance of 0.19
W/K, similar to the one of the initial version. The thermal conductance is
dominated by the contact between the TL and the cartridge, which is not
improved by a di�erent choice of aluminum. We decided to incorporate a
nylon ring to the TL made of Al-1050 and after that, the thermal conduc-
tance was increased to 0.45 W/K and allowed the best performance of the
cryostat.

The lowest temperature in the focal plane of the receiver, reached during
the latest cool downs, was 4.4 K in the Cartridge of Re�ected beams (CR).
The temperature of the other cartridge, the Cartridge of Transmitted beams
(CT), could not be measured because the FPU optics of the transmitted
beams was being tested and thus mounted below the entrance of the 4 K
radiation.

If one needs this Nylon ring on the 4 K TLs will depend in the amount of
heat load that will be present in the receiver focal plane and the operation
temperature of the detectors. In other words, if the thermal conductance of
our all-metal TLs is enough for the receiver to operate, there is no need to
add the nylon ring.

The TL of the 50 K stage are made of Al-5083 and have to be used
with a cover made in aluminum to block the radiation from the 300 K to
pass through, the �nger spacing, directly into the 4 K stage. This solution
worked very well and helped to reduce the temperature of the 4K stage.

The �rst tests of the optics, when the Cold Optics and FPU optics were
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tested together, revealed a misalignment inside the cryostat that caused an
interference pattern when the entrance window was installed in its support
tube. When the tube is removed, we are able to see a Gaussian beam, but not
completely clean indicating that there is still some vignetting which a�ects
more the transmitted beams. This problem is still not solved, but all the tests
and analysis related to the misalignment has helped us isolate the source of
the problem which is most probably due to the positioning of the cartridges
and not due to the optics.

We measured the FPU optics independently and found out that it works
correctly. The beam measurement showed a beam width which corresponds
to a propagation from the designed beam-waist located in the FPU optics.
Also, the beam propagation direction is in agreement with the optical axis
of the FPU.

The source(s) of the tilt or misalignment of the cartridges have to �xed.
A planned test to investigate in this respect is to make a bigger entrance
window and install it directly on the cryostat top plate. This will allow to
see all the pixels at the same time and help to �nd their propagation axes.
It would be convenient to be able to test more beams at the same time, from
both cartridges. For this kind of test, more mixers are needed. This would
give us information to track the source of the misalignment.

The calculated heat load of the current receiver version is similar to the
one estimated for the �nal state, when the receiver will be fully populated
with 18 SIS balanced mixers. The main reason for this, is that in the current
version, the heat load produced by the wiring (particularly the white ribbon
cables) is too high and can be reduced by changing the wires. We can con-
clude that the cryostat is suitable for the use with HEB mixers and it should
also be the case with SIS balanced mixers, provided that the adequate wiring
is used.

Once the �nal mixers are ready, depending if they are balanced or single-
ended, HEBs or SIS, the warm optics has to be built and maybe also adjusted.
In the case of the balance mixers, the LO distribution network also needs to
be ready and the �nal wiring has to be implemented.

Even though, the 1.1 THz Heterodyne Array Receiver was conceived to
perform observations with APEX, it could also work with other telescopes.
In particular, with the future Cerro Chajnantor Atacama Telescope (CCAT),
planned to be located on Cerro Chajnantor, at 5600 m altitude, in the Chilean
Atacama Desert where the transparency of the atmosphere is unique; it
should have a primary mirror of 25 m which would bring unprecedented
high spatial resolution and sensitivity at this frequencies.
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Appendix A

Cryostat Temperature Data

Two examples of cool downs, the �rst one showing the temperature of the
50 K CH of the PT which was measured only at the beginning. The second
example includes temperatures of both cartridges.
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Figure A.1: Cool down cycle performed on the 26.06.2013, one of the �rst cool
downs when the cryostat was closed to external radiation, the Cold Optics was not
installed yet and the 50 K TLs had no covers. It shows the temperatures of both
CHs of the PT, taken at there interfaces (not directly in the CH).
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Figure A.2: Cool down cycle performed on the 11.06.2014, one of the last cool
downs when the Cold Optics was installed, the 50 K TLs had their covers and the
PT 50 K entrance was also cover with an Al-plate. The new 4 K CH interface and
the 4 K TLs in Al-1050 were also installed.
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Thermal Links Data

Here we present the TLs data obtained during the 31 cool downs, out of a
total of 35, done during this thesis. The data is presented chronologically
and the plots have some information on changes like, for example, when the
Cold Optics was installed, which 4 K TL was installed, when the mixers
were installed, etc. These cool downs were done �rst to reach the necessary
temperature on the receiver focal plane and then to test the receiver optics.
I decided to show the TL data to record all the cool downs, but it could have
also been done with other cryostat data, like the ones shown in the previous
appendix.

The cryostat was closed to external radiation until the cool down of
09.12.2013 and between the 27.02.2014 and 06.08.2014. For the rest of the
cool downs, the cryostat was open to astronomical signal (RF), using the
High Density Polyethylene (HDPE) entrance window.
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Figure B.1: Left: Temperature di�erence between 4 K or 50 K the TL and the
corresponding cartridge plates versus the cooling down time. Right: Temperature
di�erence between the 4 K or 50 K TL and the corresponding cartridge plates
versus the TL temperature.
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Figure B.2: Left: Temperature di�erence between 4 K or 50 K the TL and the
corresponding cartridge plates versus the cooling down time. Right: Temperature
di�erence between the 4 K or 50 K TL and the corresponding cartridge plates
versus the TL temperature.
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Figure B.3: Left: Temperature di�erence between 4 K or 50 K the TL and the
corresponding cartridge plates versus the cooling down time. Right: Temperature
di�erence between the 4 K or 50 K TL and the corresponding cartridge plates
versus the TL temperature.
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Figure B.4: Left: Temperature di�erence between 4 K or 50 K the TL and the
corresponding cartridge plates versus the cooling down time. Right: Temperature
di�erence between the 4 K or 50 K TL and the corresponding cartridge plates
versus the TL temperature. CO stands for Cold Optics.
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Figure B.5: Left: Temperature di�erence between 4 K or 50 K the TL and the
corresponding cartridge plates versus the cooling down time. Right: Temperature
di�erence between the 4 K or 50 K TL and the corresponding cartridge plates
versus the TL temperature. In the data from 05.06.2014, there are approximately
two hours missing due to a problem with the temperature recording, but the steady
state temperature is recorded. CO stands for Cold Optics.
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Figure B.6: Left: Temperature di�erence between 4 K or 50 K the TL and the
corresponding cartridge plates versus the cooling down time. Right: Temperature
di�erence between the 4 K or 50 K TL and the corresponding cartridge plates
versus the TL temperature.
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Figure B.7: Left: Temperature di�erence between 4 K or 50 K the TL and the
corresponding cartridge plates versus the cooling down time. Right: Temperature
di�erence between the 4 K or 50 K TL and the corresponding cartridge plates
versus the TL temperature.
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Figure B.8: Left: Temperature di�erence between 4 K or 50 K the TL and the
corresponding cartridge plates versus the cooling down time. Right: Temperature
di�erence between the 4 K or 50 K TL and the corresponding cartridge plates
versus the TL temperature.
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Figure B.9: Left: Temperature di�erence between 4 K or 50 K the TL and the
corresponding cartridge plates versus the cooling down time. Right: Temperature
di�erence between the 4 K or 50 K TL and the corresponding cartridge plates
versus the TL temperature.
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Figure B.10: Left: Temperature di�erence between 4 K or 50 K the TL and the
corresponding cartridge plates versus the cooling down time. Right: Temperature
di�erence between the 4 K or 50 K TL and the corresponding cartridge plates
versus the TL temperature.
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Appendix B. Thermal Links Data
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Figure B.11: Left: Temperature di�erence between 4 K or 50 K the TL and the
corresponding cartridge plates versus the cooling down time. Right: Temperature
di�erence between the 4 K or 50 K TL and the corresponding cartridge plates
versus the TL temperature.
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